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	Abstract 
Integrating Contorted Aromatic Molecules into Molecular Electronics 
and Optoelectronic Devices 
Boyuan Zhang 
 
This thesis has focused on the optical and electronic properties of organic 
semiconductors and their application in molecular electronic and optoelectronic devices. 
The studies have featured new and useful properties from a series of perylene diimide (PDI) 
nanoribbons and conjugated macrocycles. These novel strained carbon-based materials are 
highly promising as n-type semiconductors in organic gas sensor, organic solar cells and 
organic photodetectors. 
In Chapter 2, I describe a new molecular design that enables high performance 
organic photodetectors. We use a rigid, conjugated macrocycle as the electron acceptor in 
devices to obtain high photocurrent and low dark current. We make a direct comparison 
between the devices made with the macrocyclic acceptor and an acyclic control molecule; 
we find that the superior performance of the macrocycle originates from its rigid, 
conjugated, and cyclic structure. The macrocycle’s rigid structure reduces the number of 
charged defects originating from deformed sp2 carbons and covalent defects from 
photo/thermo-activation. With this molecular design we are able to suppress dark current 
density while retaining high responsivity in an ultra-sensitive non-fullerene OPD. 
Importantly, we achieve a detectivity of ~1014 Jones at near zero bias voltage. This is 
without the need for extra carrier blocking layers commonly employed in fullerene-based 
	devices. Our devices are comparable to the best fullerene-based photodetectors, and the 
sensitivity at low working voltages (< 0.1 V) is a record for non-fullerene OPDs. 
In Chapter 3, I describe a capsule-shaped molecule that assembles itself into a 
cellular semiconducting material. The interior space of the capsule with a volume of ~415 
Å3 is a nanoenvironment that can accommodate a guest. To self-assemble these capsules 
into electronic materials, we functionalize the thiophene rings with bromines, which 
encode self-assembly into two-dimensional layers held together through halogen bonding 
interactions. In the solid state and in films, these two-dimensional layers assemble into the 
three-dimensional crystalline structure. This hollow material is able to form the active layer 
in field effect transistor devices. We find that the current of these devices has strong 
response to the guest’s interaction within the hollow spaces in the film. These devices are 
remarkable in their ability to distinguish, through their electrical response, between small 
differences in the guest.  
In Chapter 4, I describe a new molecular design for the efficient synthesis of donor-
acceptor, cove-edge graphene nanoribbons and their properties in solar cells. These 
nanoribbons are long (~5 nm), atomically precise, and soluble. The design is based on the 
fusion of electron deficient perylene diimide oligomers with an electron rich alkoxy pyrene 
subunit. This strategy of alternating electron rich and electron poor units facilitates a visible 
light fusion reaction in >95% yield, while the cove-edge nature of these nanoribbons results 
in a high degree of twisting along the long axis. The rigidity of the backbone yields a sharp 
longest wavelength absorption edge. These nanoribbons are exceptional electron acceptors, 
and organic photovoltaics fabricated with the ribbons show efficiencies of ~8% without 
optimization. 
	In Chapter 5, I describe a new molecular design that yields ultra-narrowband 
organic photodetectors. The design is based on a series of helically-twisted molecular 
ribbons as the optoelectronic material. We fabricate charge collection narrowing 
photodetectors based on four different helical ribbons that differ in the wavelength of their 
response. The photodetectors made from these materials have narrow spectral response 
with full-width at half maxima of < 20 nm. The devices reported here are superior by 
approximately a factor of 5 to those from traditional organic materials due to the 
narrowness of their response. Moreover, the active layers for the helical ribbon-based 
photodetectors are solution cast but have performance that is comparable to the state-of-
the-art narrowband photodetectors made from methylammonium lead trihalide perovskite 
single crystals. The ultra-narrow bandwidth for detection results from the helical ribbons’ 
high absorption coefficient, good electron mobility, and sharp absorption edges that are 
defined by the twisted molecular conformation. 
In Chapter 6, I describe the direct connection between the molecular conformation 
of a conjugated macrocycle and its macroscopic charge transport properties. The 
macrocycles studied here are new examples of a growing class of electronically active, 
conjugated macrocycles that have been utilized in materials applications. Here, we 
incorporate chiral, helical perylene diimide ribbons into the two separate macrocycles as 
the n-type, electron transporting material. As the macrocycles’ films and electronic 
structures are analogous, the important finding is that the macrocycles’ molecular 
structures and their associated dynamics determine device performance in organic field 
effect transistors. We show the more flexible macrocycle has a four-fold increase in 
electron mobility in field effect transistor devices. Using a combination of 1H-NMR, 
	spectroscopy, and density functional theory calculations, we find that the origin of the 
difference in device performance is the ability of more flexible isomer to make 
intermolecular contacts relative to the more rigid counterpart. 
In Chapter 7, I discuss that intramolecular conductivity can play a role in 
controlling device characteristics of organic field effect transistors made with macrocycle 
building blocks. We use two isomeric macrocyclic semiconductors that consist of perylene 
diimides linked with bithiophenes and find that the trans-linked macrocycle has a higher 
mobility than the cis-based device. Through a combination of single molecule junction 
conductance measurements of the components of the macrocycles, control experiments 
with acyclic counterparts to the macrocycles, and analyses of each of the materials using 
spectroscopy, electrochemistry, and density functional theory, we attribute the difference 
in electron mobility of the OFETs created with the two isomers to the difference in 
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1 Chapter 1 Introduction to Contorted Aromatic Semiconductors  
 Parts of Chapter 1 are reproduced with permission from the authors: Ball, M.; 
Zhang, B.; Zhong, Y.; Fowler, B.; Xiao, S. X.; Ng, F.; Steigerwald, M.; Nuckolls, C. Acc. 
Chem. Res. 2019, 52, 1068; Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society.  
 
1.1. Background 
This thesis describes a body of research in the design and synthesis of contorted 
aromatic semiconductors and their usefulness in electronic devices. The contorted structure 
has several potential advantages as organic electronic materials in recent years.1–32 Among 
them, we identified four electronic and structural elements: 1) intermolecular contacts in 
crystals and films for charge transport properties; 2) a conjugated and delocalized pi-space; 
3) an interior or concave pi-surface for self-assembly; and 4) solubility for solution-based 
processing of devices.33,34 We structured carbon-based contorted materials, which can be 
potential model systems for the synthesis of nanotubes, graphene, and fullerenes, yet our 
design offers several advantages: synthetic flexibility (allowing us to control the electronic 
properties); extensive, but not “whole-molecule” π-conjugation; and intramolecular 
cavities or concaves that facilitate guest incorporation and sensing. Figure 1.1 shows 
molecular structures of contorted aromatic materials previously studied. 
These contorted aromatic organic compounds are electronic and optoelectronic 
materials, and these properties are useful in an array of devices. We demonstrate that the 
helical nanoribbons and the macrocycles are effective n-type semiconductors in organic 
field effect transistors (OFETs),32,33,36 and that they can act as the electron-accepting 
materials in a bulk heterojunction.32 Moreover, we find that internal cavity within the 
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macrocycle can be used as a locus of guest binding to create sensors and nanoscale reaction 
chambers.33  
 
Figure 1.1. DFT models of contorted organic semiconductors. 
 
1.2. Molecular structures 
1.2.1. Contorted ribbons 
The cove-edge oligomer nanoribbons are ribbon-shaped, contorted molecules, that 
can be viewed as ultra-narrow pieces of graphene. These nanoribbons are atomically 
precise and soluble. The conformation that most illustrates the contortion in these ribbons 
is the helical, twistacene conformation. We created versions of these contorted molecules 
whose cove-edge nature results in a high degree of twisting along the long axis to make 
one-dimensional contorted ribbons. The design is based on the fusion of electron deficient 
perylenediimides (PDIs) to form oligomers and fuse them together with an electron rich 
alkoxy pyrene subunit, to make the h-PDI family (Figure 1.2). Figure 1.2 shows the five 
oligomers we synthesized: the dimer (hPDI2), trimer (hPDI3), tetramer (hPDI4), 




Figure 1.2. Molecular structures of helical ribbons, hPDI2, hPDI3, hPDI4, hPDI2-Pyr-
hPDI2 and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3. 
1.2.2. Conjugated corrals 
The last design motif for contorted molecules is building conjugated, cyclic 
structures. There are four examples of conjugated cycles that differ in the number of PDI 
groups and linking groups that wind them into macrocycles (Figure 1.3). The macrocycles 
possess interesting structural features that affect their electronic properties. One of the most 
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obvious differences among the macrocycles is the size of their intramolecular cavities. 
According to structures determined using density functional theory (DFT), the cavity is 
smallest in –(PDI-BBr4)3– (1.1 nm from PDI to thiophene), largest in–(PDI-BP)4– (~2 nm 
across its transannular axis from PDI to PDI), and intermediate (1.6 nm) in –(PDI-Ph-B-
Ph)2– and (1.9 nm) in –(PDI2-Ph-B-Ph)2–. We also found that the intramolecular 
fluctional behavior is influenced by the size of the cavity.19,32,33  
 
Figure 1.3. Molecular structures of –(PDI-BBr4)3 –, –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–, –(PDI-BP)4– and 
–(PDI2-Ph-B-Ph)2–. 
 
1.3. Electrical transport 
 The synthetic flexibility within our approach allows us to incorporate subunits with 
the desired electronic properties within our contorted molecules. The first indication that 
the contorted molecules could be efficient electronic materials was their color. DFT 
calculations and estimates from electrochemistry reveal that each molecule possesses a 
low-energy lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy and can accept at least 
two electrons, reflecting PDI’s efficient electron accepting ability (Table 1). From the 
potential of the first reduction peak in the cyclic voltammogram, we estimate the LUMO 












































































–(PDI-BBr4)3– –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– –(PDI-BP)4– –(PDI2-Ph-B-Ph)2–
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similar to the common n-type semiconductors like [6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl 
ester (PC60BM), whose LUMO is also –3.9 eV.48  
Table 1.1. Electronic data for detailing electrochemical and optical data and electron 
mobility measured from a FET. aHOMO and LUMO levels were estimated from onset of 
the first oxidation and reduction peaks. b Optical band gaps were estimated from the onset 
of absorption.  
 Electrochemicala Opticalb FET 
ELUMO/eV EHOMO/eV Egap/eV Egap/eV µ/cm2V-1s-1 
hPDI2 -3.77 - - 2.27 2.0 × 10-2 
hPDI3 -3.82 - - 2.14 4.0 × 10-2 
hPDI4 -3.80 - - 2.06 5.0 × 10-2 
–(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– –3.87 –5.39 1.52 1.79 1.5 × 10-3 
–(PDI-BP)4– –3.90 –5.69 1.79 1.94 1.5 × 10-3 
–(PDI-BBr4)3– –3.90 –6.06 2.16 2.00 1.5 × 10-2 
–(PDI2-Ph-B-Ph)2 -3.80 - - 1.88 4.1 × 10-3 
 
The linker groups influence the electronic properties of each macrocycle. The 
highest occupied molecular orbitals (HOMOs) reside on the electron-rich phenyl-
bithiophene-phenyl belt for –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–. Figure 1.4a,b shows the calculated frontier 
orbitals for –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–. For both –(PDI-BP)4– and –(PDI-BBr4)3–, the linker 
groups function as electronically inert struts for the frontier orbitals. Both the HOMO 
energy levels, in addition to the LUMOs, reside on the PDI moieties in both macrocycles. 
All four macrocycles function as efficient n-type semiconductors.32,33 . Films of –(PDI-
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BBr4)3– have an electron mobility of ~1.5 × 10–2 cm2/V•s and those from –(PDI-Ph-B-
Ph)2–, –(PDI-BP)4– and –(PDI2-Ph-B-Ph)2 have an electron mobility of ~10–3 cm2/V.  
 
Figure 1.4. (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO of –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– showing charge transfer 
between the bithiophenes to a PDI. 
 
1.4. Self-assembly 
The solid-state structures for both –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– and–(PDI-BBr4)3– help 
explain their behavior as n-type semiconductors. The self-assembly process results in close 
PDI-PDI contact in solid-state –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–. Figure 1.5a shows the relationship 
between two adjacent diphenyl PDI subunits. There is a ~3.7 Å spacing between the π-
faces of adjacent macrocycles and neighboring diphenyl PDIs have opposite handedness. 
This packing is similar to that observed in crystals and aggregates of PDI derivatives.49–53 
Sequential π-π interaction creates a one-dimensional wire down the b axis (Figures 1.5b,c); 
each of the PDIs is a link in an electronic chain (Figure 1.5d).   
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Figure 1.5. (a) Two adjacent diphenyl PDIs. The shortest PDI-PDI distance is ~3.7 Å. Only 
one PDI unit of P,P–(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– (red) and M,M–(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– (blue) is shown; 
(b) a view down the a axis showing adjacent –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–  packed edge-on (with the 
linker out of the page) and edge-on (linker in the plane of the page); and (c) a one-
dimensional molecular wire formed from π-π interactions between neighboring 
macrocycles viewed down the b axis; (d) a view along the a axis showing the adjacent 
molecules pack in a one-dimensional wire. Side chains and hydrogen atoms have been 
removed for clarity. Carbon = gray, nitrogen = blue, oxygen = red, sulfur = yellow. 
Both enantiomers are also required in crystals of –(PDI-BBr4)3–, yet while PDI-to-
PDI interactions dominate –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–, they are absent in –(PDI-BBr4)3 –. Instead 
the 2D assembly process results in halogen bonding between the neighboring brominated 
thiophene rings and π-π contacts between the same rings. These interactions create two-
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dimensional sheets comprised of hexameric arrangement of the cyclic structures54. The 
sheets create a robust 2D network for charge transport, contributing to the more efficient 
charge mobility of ~1.5 × 10–2 cm2/V•s. We performed powder x-ray diffraction (PXRD) 
on powders of both–(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– and –(PDI-BBr4)3–  and found their powder 
patterns matched the pattern calculated for their solid-state structures. This suggests the 
self-assembly motifs described above are robust and influence their transport properties in 
thin films. 
The macrocycles retain the 3D molecular design principle from fullerenes, yet our 
synthetic flexibility allows us to tune the electronic properties of the macrocycles to a much 
greater degree. While the “pseudo-fullerenes” possess different electronic structures tuned 
by the linking groups, they each function as efficient n-type semiconductors. The following 
sections detail our efforts to use these new materials in optoelectronic and sensing 
applications. 
 
1.5. Photovoltaics  
Given their unusual shapes and facile charge transport, we were interested in 
studying these contorted molecules in OPVs. Despite their widespread use, fullerene 
acceptors have some drawbacks. The electron donors used are the commercially available 
polymers poly[4,8-bis(5-(2-ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b;4,5-b′]dithiophene-2,6-
diyl-alt-(4-(2-ethylhexyl)-3-fluorothieno[3,4-b]thiophene)-2-carboxylate-2,6-diyl] 
(PTB7-Th).58,59 The devices are fabricated in an inverted structure with a configuration of 
ITO/ZnO(20nm)/PTB7-Th:hPDI oligomer/MoOx(10 nm)/Al(100 nm). These donors with 
hPDI oligomers have PCEs of over 8% with simulated solar light, a competitive figure 
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even among some of the best-reported nonfullerene BHJs (Figure 1.6). We observe exciton 
generation and dissociation at the interface with ultrafast electron transfer from donor to 
acceptor and hole transfer from acceptor to donor.60 
 
Figure 1.6. Device performance of best solar cells based on molecular helices. J–V curves 
for (a) PTB7:hPDI3 and PTB7-Th:hPDI3 solar cells, (b) PTB7:hPDI4 and PTB7-
Th:hPDI4 solar cells under optimized conditions and simulated AM 1.5G irradiation 
(100mWcm2). EQE spectra of (c) PTB7:hPDI3, PTB7-Th:hPDI3 and (d) PTB7:hPDI4, 
PTB7-Th:hPDI4 solar cells under optimized conditions. Adapted from ref 60. Copyright 
© 2015 Macmillan Publishers Limited. 
We also used the “pseudo-fullerene” acceptors in solar cells to better understand 
how, if at all, the macrocyclic design impacted device performance. For comparison to –
(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– and–(PDI-BP)4–, we synthesized acyclic control molecules of varying 
sizes (Figure 1.7a) to understand the effects of a cyclic geometry in bulk heterojunctions. 
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Devices using either –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– or –(PDI-BP)4– outperformed similar devices that 
used the associated acyclic molecules. The PCEs of the two macrocycles were at least twice 
those of the acyclic controls. Figure 1.7b,c contains a schematic of a solar cell, and the J-
V curve for –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2–. An analogous study was performed on –(PDI-BP)4– and 
showed similar results.32  
The photocurrent generation in cyclic-based devices is much larger than the 
acyclic-based devices. These results indicate that the cyclic acceptors have enhanced 
photocarrier generation and better charge transport. We observed several trends from this 
study: (1) smaller oligomer acyclic molecules and the polymers show decreased Jsc relative 
to the cyclic compounds; (2) the acyclic molecules also show higher Voc values as 
compared to the cyclic acceptors; and (3) the poor PCEs in the devices from acyclic 
molecules are primarily attributed to the reduced Jsc and FFs relative to the cyclic ones. To 
better understand the performance difference between the cyclic and acyclic molecules, we 
examined the electrochemistry, UV-vis absorption, electron mobility and morphology of 
the films. In each of these areas, we found the macrocyclic-based devices were superior to 
the acyclic controls. 
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Figure 1.7. (a) Structures for the acyclic control molecules for –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– and (b) 
–(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– (c)  Schematic of the solar cell device fabricated in this study. (d) J-V 
curves for ) –(PDI-Ph-B-Ph)2– series solar cells under simulated AM 1.5G irradiation (100 
mWcm−2).  
For example, the energy offset between the donor’s HOMO and acceptor’s LUMO 
is one of the factors that determines the Voc in BHJ solar cells.55 Previous studies show a 
direct correlation between a relatively large Voc values coupled with low Jsc when the band 
offset does not provide sufficient driving force for exciton dissociation at the 
donor/acceptor interfaces.56,57 The values obtained from CV results are in good agreement 
with the Voc trend from the devices. The trend observed in the CV data suggests that the 
high LUMO levels, particularly in the short acyclic compounds, result in a higher 
occurrence of recombination and lower Jsc.  
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2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, we describe a new molecular design for creating organic 
photodetectors (OPDs) with unparalleled ability to detect photons. The use of organic 
materials as the active component in photodetectors is attractive because of the potential 
ease of their fabrication as light-weight and mechanically flexible devices.1-4 One critical 
parameter that limits OPDs performance is high dark current, because it determines the 
noise current level and sensitivity of an OPD. The current state-of-the-art for OPDs 
employs a number of modifications such as, carrier blocking layers,5 vertical phase 
separation6 and thick active layers,7 to lower the dark current. An alternative approach is 
to use reaction chemistry to build the desired properties into the structure of the active 
molecule to minimize the charge carriers in the active layers. 
The dark current in organic, electronic materials is multi-faceted, and its origins are 
not completely understood. Previous studies suggest that the intrinsic conductivity of 
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organic semiconductors is dominated by the intrinsic free carriers, which are usually 
generated from charged defects.11 For example, covalent defects formed upon 
photo/thermo-activation8-10 and mechanically deformed sp2 carbon-carbon bonds in π-
conjugated molecules are known to produce charged defects that introduce carriers.11-14 
Fullerenes, which are one of the most ubiquitous organic electronic materials, undergo a 
facile dimerization when irradiated. The dimerization process, however, may yield radicals 
that produce free carriers.8,9 This also contributes to the dark current.11  
To address these issues, we designed a macrocycle that consists of redox-active 
diphenyl perylenediimide (P) wrapped into a tetrameric structure (Figure 2.1A). We call 
this cP4. We find that when we incorporate cP4 into OPDs the devices have high sensitivity 
for visible light detection in a very simple device structure. The macrocycle contains 
several key design elements to yield the highly sensitive OPD result: (1) the rigid structure, 
constrained in a ring, minimizes the number of charged defects originated from deformed 
sp2 carbons; (2) no covalent defects are formed upon photo/thermo-activation; (3) it is 
efficacious at transporting electrons; (4) and it has high visible light absorption that yields 
significant photocurrent in a bulk heterojunction photodiode.15 Using this design we are 
able to suppress the dark current density while retaining high responsivity in an ultra-
sensitive non-fullerene OPD. Without the need for extra carrier blocking layers, the highest 
detectivity in our device approaches 1014 Jones at near zero bias voltage. This detectivity 
is comparable to the best fullerene-based photodetectors, and the sensitivity at low working 
voltages (< 0.1 V) is a record for non-fullerene OPDs. A direct comparison between cP4 
and an acyclic control molecule reveals that cP4’s superior performance originates from its 
rigid, conjugated, and macrocyclic structure.       
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Figure 2.1. (A) Molecular structure of cP4 and PTB7-Th. (B) Energy minimized structures 
from DFT for cP4. Carbon = gray, nitrogen = blue, oxygen = red. Hydrogen atoms have 
been removed to clarify the view. A methyl group substitutes the sidechains in the 
calculations. The methyl group, too, has been removed to clarify the view in the structures 
presented here. (C) Normalized film absorption spectra of PTB7-Th and cP4. (D) 
Schematic of the energy levels of ITO, ZnO, PTB7-Th, cP4, MoO3 and Al. Energy levels 
of PTB7-Th and cP4 were estimated from cyclic voltammetry measurements in solution 
and adopted from ref. 18 and ref. 15, respectively. 
 
2.2. Results and discussion 
In a previous study, we found that cP4 is an n-type semiconductor that transports 
electrons in both field effect transistors and solar cells.15 Figure 2.1B shows cP4’s energy 











































cavity in its interior is large enough to thread donor polymers (Figure 2.1B); its branched 
sidechains impart high solubility in common organic solvents. In solution, the lowest-
energy absorption peak at 585 nm has an extinction coefficient of 7.9×104 M-1cm-1 (Figure 
2.5). The active layer of the photodetector is a blended film of cP4 and the commercially 
available polymer donor PTB7-Th (Figure 2.1A).16,17 The absorption of PTB7-Th is 
bathochromically shifted relative to cP4 (Figure 2.1C). Figure 2.1D contains the energy 
diagram of the materials used in this device. We note the energy offset between the donor’s 
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) and the acceptor’s LUMO is well-matched 
(Figure 2.1D); energy levels were estimated from cyclic voltammetry (CV).15,18  
 
Figure 2.2. (A) Device structure for the inverted organic photodetector. (B) Current 
density-voltage curves under dark condition and simulated AM 1.5 G irradiation 
(100mWcm-2). (C) External quantum efficiency and specific detectivity spectra calculated 









































































at -0.1 V bias voltage. (D) Comparison of detectivity and working voltage in reported 
organic photodetectors and this work.5,7,19-32 
Figure 2.2A shows a model of a simple device structure that was used in this study. 
The thickness of the active film is ~150 nm. Figure 2.2B displays the current-voltage curves 
for a typical OPD under dark conditions and simulated AM 1.5G irradiation (100 mWcm-
2). One of the exciting findings is that the OPD possesses extremely small dark current at 
reverse bias voltage. The dark J-V curve shows a high rectification ratio of >105 at ±2 V 
and a dark current density as small as 1.4×10-10 Acm-2 at -0.1 V. This dark current density 
is one order of magnitude lower than the best fullerene-free OPDs7 and comparable with 
fullerene-based OPDs and perovskite photodetectors.5,33 Notably, both fullerene-based 
OPDs and perovskite photodetectors need extra electron or hole blocking layers in order to 
achieve a low level of the dark current.5,33 Equally important is the large photocurrent that 
is generated upon photoexcitation at small reverse bias voltages. The on/off ratio is >107 
calculated at -0.1 V under simulated AM 1.5G irradiation (100 mWcm-2). The OPD device 
described here can operate at small bias voltages and even at zero bias. This compares 
favorably with previously reported non-fullerene OPDs; they require much larger reverse 
bias voltages (typically -1V ~ -3 V) to operate due to the poor carrier extraction.22-25,30  
Ultralow dark current could result from poor carrier transport ability. This is not the 
case for cP4. As discussed above, cP4 effectively transports electrons generated upon 
photoexcitation. This allows the OPD to operate at a small bias voltage. We inherently 
achieve high photocurrent and low dark current simultaneously in the cP4 OPD with a thin 
active layer and a simple device structure. cP4 is an ideal design for an electron acceptor to 
create a highly sensitive non-fullerene OPD.  
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Table 2.1. Summary of OPD device parameters measured at -0.1 V bias voltage. 
 Jd (Acm-2) EQE (%) R (AW-1) D* (Jones) 
cP4 1.5×10-10 33 @600nm 0.18 @690nm 2.5×1013 @690nm 
PC71BM 5.6×10-7 70 @640nm 0.39 @710nm 9.2×1011 @710nm 
aPn 1.0×10-9 22 @350nm 0.09 @680nm 4.8×1012 @680nm 
 
Table 2.1 summarizes the responsivity (R), specific detectivity (D*), external 
quantum efficiency (EQE) and dark current (Jd) for the OPD device data for the PTB7-
Th:cP4 blended films. The devices have a linear dynamic range (LDR) > 140 dB (Figure 
2.6) and cutoff frequency of 467 kHz (Figure 2.7).  Overall the device characteristics are 
excellent; in particular, cP4 greatly excel in detectivity. We find that the specific detectivity 
is more than 1013 Jones over the whole visible light region at -0.1V. The highest D* was 
calculated to be 2.5×1013 Jones at 700nm (Figure 2.2C). At zero bias, the calculated specific 
detectivity is as high as 1×1014 Jones. These values are among the highest detectivities for 
the state-of-the-art fullerene photodetector5,19-22,26-29,32 and much higher than the best non-
fullerene OPDs7,23-25,30,31,34 (Figure 2.2D). Moreover, the cP4-based OPD requires much 
smaller working voltage compared with other non-fullerene OPDs because of their 
relatively high responsivity (R) near zero bias voltage (Figure 2.2D). 
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Figure 2.3. Transient absorption spectra (A) and dynamics (B) for the neat film of PTB7-
Th and blended film of cP4 and PTB7-Th pumped at 710 nm. The dashed-black curves are 
from PTB7-Th which were scaled for comparison. 
One of the two key parameters responsible for high responsivity (R) is efficient 
charge generation from photo-excitation in the active layer. Extensive research on 
molecular donor/acceptor interfaces has pointed to the critical role of electronic 
delocalization in facilitating efficient charge separation at the donor/acceptor 
interfaces.35,36 In particular, the spherical fullerene based electron acceptors are believed to 
be transport charge efficiently due to their three dimensional connectivity in ensuring 
electronic delocalization on the acceptor side.37,38 Can cP4 provide similar connectivity and 
electronic delocalization that is necessary for charge separation? While the high 
responsivity near zero bias suggests the answer above is affirmative, we further support 
this by studying the efficient charge separation at the PTB7-Th/cP4 interface using transient 
absorption (TA) spectroscopy (see Experimental section for the details of the experiment).  
The linear absorption spectra in Figure 2.1C show that the donor material, PTB7-
Th can be selectively excited at 710 nm in the blended film; subsequently, we can monitor 
electron transfer from PTB7-Th to cP4.  At a short pump-probe delay (0.25 ps), we observe 
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features arising from PTB7-Th (red curve in Figure 2.3A) with the bleaching at 630 and 
715 nm and excited state absorption (ESA) in the near IR range. This is similar to the TA 
spectrum from the neat PTB7-Th film (black dashed curve in Figure 2.3A). The bleaching 
in PTB7-Th is reduced and new ESA transitions from 770 to 1300 nm evolve as the delay 
time increases. These new ESA features centered at 840 and 1120 nm are attributed to the 
charge (polaron) absorptions in the perylenediimide (PDI) and PTB7-Th moieties, 
respectively.39-41 While the ESA of the PTB7-Th singlet dominates in the long probe 
wavelength range (> 1300 nm), the ESA of charges in either donor or acceptor materials is 
negligible. Thus, dynamics at 1335 nm are a good measure of exciton dissociation at the 
donor/acceptor interface. Figure 2.3B shows that the biexponential fit (blue curve) to the 
dynamics at 1335 nm (blue dots) yields time constants of 0.11 ± 0.04 ps (42% weight) and 
1.2 ± 0.1 ps (58% weight). The charge buildup monitored by polaron ESA at 780 nm (red 
dots) gives nearly identical time constants (red curve). These time constants indicate 
ultrafast electron transfer from PTB7-Th to cP4. The short time constant can be attributed 
to the instantaneous charge transfer near the interface upon photoexcitation, while the 
longer time constant is attributed to exciton diffusion in PTB7-th prior to the dissociation 
event.40,41 For comparison, the singlet exciton lifetime in neat PTB7-Th is of the order of 
nanoseconds (black dashed curve in Figure 2.3B). This is much longer than that in the 
blend. We also observe similarly ultrafast hole transfer from cP4 to PTB7-Th when both 
donor and acceptor are excited at 560 nm (see Supplementary materials). These 
measurements confirm that cP4 photodetector performance is comparable, if not better than 
that of a fullerene, for exciton dissociation in blend films.42-45 
The second important parameter that determines the high detectivity in these 
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devices is the dark current density. To gain insight into the origin of the device 
characteristics, we analyze the J-V curve under dark conditions to calculate the reverse 
saturation dark current J0. The fitting method is detailed in the Supplementary materials. 
The saturation dark current density is as low as 7.7 × 10-13 Acm-2 (Figure 2.9). The intrinsic 
conductivity is determined by the intrinsic free carrier density and the mobility. 
Photocurrent and thin film field effect transistor measurements reveal efficacious electron 
transporting ability.15 Therefore, such a low level of J0 indicates a small amount of intrinsic 
free carrier density. To verify that the intrinsic conductivity of the thin films is dominated 
by the charged defects, we measured the dependence of the dark current density on 
temperature. The activation energies are calculated to be (0.15 ± 0.01) eV and (0.20 ± 0.01) 
eV at -2 V and -0.5 V, respectively (Figure 2.10). These values are much smaller than the 
band gaps of the active organic components (Figure 2.1D) and are consistent with thermal 
activation energy of locally bound charged defects.11,46   
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Figure 2.4. (A) Molecular structure of aPn used to test the origin of the low dark current. 
(B) Dark current density-voltage curves for PC71BM, aPn, and cP4 based photodetectors 
with the same device structure as shown in Figure 2.2A. (C) Specific detectivity spectra 
for cP4, aPn and PC71BM based OPDs calculated at -0.1V bias voltage. 
To better understand the origin of the low density of charged defects in cP4, we 
made a direct comparison between a PC71BM and cP4 based OPD with the same device 
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structure as shown in Figure 2.2A. Although the responsivity (R) of the PC71BM-based 
OPD is approximately two fold higher than that of the cP4-based device (Table 2.1 and 
Figure 2.12), the dark current of the PC71BM-based device is 2-3 orders of magnitude 
higher than that of the cP4-based one (Figure 2.4B). It is obvious that the dark current level 
dominates the detectivity in this type of OPD. Thus, the detectivity of the cP4-based OPD 
is more than one order of magnitude higher than that of the PC71BM-based one (Figure 
2.4C). One of the origins of the high dark current is from the chemistry of fullerenes. 
PC71BM is known to undergo dimerization that is initiated by electron donors, metals, and 
photons.8-10,47,48 In each of these cases, in a solid state film, the partners need to be 
unencumbered and in the correct orientation for the reaction to occur. In the absence of 
these conditions, the films will contain carriers that contribute to the relatively high dark 
current.8-10 Fullerene-based OPDs made with fullerenes require extra blocking layers to 
minimize this relatively high dark current. Compared with fullerenes, PDIs are known to 
exhibit exceptional chemical, thermal and photochemical stability.49-53 They have also been 
widely used as building blocks to construct macrocycles.54-65 The PDI units in cP4 have no 
easily accessible pathway to introduce these same type of covalent defects. This accounts 
for the low intrinsic conductivity in cP4 OPDs.11  
In order to assess the importance of the cyclic, rigid structure of cP4, we 
synthesized an acyclic, polymeric version, named aP4 (Figure 2.4A). Overall, the aPn 
photodetector performs very well and shows high sensitivity. Although the responsivity of 
the aPn OPD is about one fourth of that in the PC71BM OPD, the dark current density in 
the aPn OPD is one order of magnitude lower than that in the PC71BM OPD (Figure 2.4B). 
As a result, the aPn OPD shows a doubling of the detectivity compared to the PC71BM 
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OPD (Figure 2.4C). These results, once again, suggest that dark current dominates the 
sensitivity and confirm the importance of incorporating chemically stable PDIs into 
electron acceptors in OPDs. Even so, the aPn OPD is still not as effective as the cP4 OPD 
in terms of detectivity. As a comparison, the aPn-based OPD has a dark current 1.0×10-9 
Acm-2 at -0.1 V, which is about ten-fold higher than that of the cP4-based device (see Table 
2.1 and Figure 2.4B). In addition, the aPn-based OPD also shows lower responsivity 
compared to cP4 devices (Table 2.1 and Figure 2.12). The resulting peak D* for the aPn-
based OPD is 4.8×1012 Jones at 680 nm, only about one third of the peak value in the cP4-
based OPD. This is because intrinsic, charged defects in linear polymer semiconductors 
originate from endgroups13,66,67 and deformed sp2 carbons near the rotatable C-C single 
bonds.11-14 The torsional effect is inevitable in linear molecules with flexible backbones. 
These problems are eliminated by winding linear molecules into rigid, conjugated 
macrocycles with no endgroups.15,68 The macrocyclic cP4 possesses a locked conformation 
with higher rigidity (Figure 2.1B) and is expected to create fewer locally charged defects 
relative to the linear polymeric counterpart. 
 
2.3. Conclusion 
 The results described above show that the rigid, cyclic molecular structure of is an 
important design criterion to achieve ultralow intrinsic conductivity in the OPDs. We found 
that the rigid, conjugated macrocycle is able to act as the electron acceptor in high 
performance OPDs. Using this molecular design we are able to suppress dark current 
density while retaining high responsivity in an ultra-sensitive non-fullerene OPD. Without 
the need for extra carrier blocking layers, this detectivity is comparable to the best 
fullerene-based photodetectors, and the sensitivity at low working voltages is a record for 
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non-fullerene OPDs. It is clear from this study that the devices can be further improved by 
designing the electron donating material to form a shape and electronic match for these 
macrocyclic electron acceptors.   
 
2.4. Experimental section 
2.4.1 Device fabrication 
cP4 and aPn were synthesized according to a previously reported method.15 PTB7-
Th was purchased from 1-material. The synthesis of ZnO precursor was described 
elsewhere.69 Prepatterned ITO-coated glass with a sheet resistance of ~15Ω/sq was cleaned 
with detergent, ultrasonicated in DI water, acetone and isopropanol for 30 min, respectively. 
Subsequently, we treated the substrates by UV-Ozone for 10 min. The prepared ZnO 
precursor was spin-cast onto the ITO substrate at 3000 rpm for 1 min, followed by 
annealing at 200 oC for 1 h in air, to form a thin film with approximate thickness of 20 nm. 
The BHJ active layer was prepared by spin-coating a mixed solution containing polymer 
and acceptor in chlorobenzene. The thickness of the prepared active layers is about 150 nm. 
Finally, a 10 nm MoO3 layer was deposited first and then a 100 nm Al electrode were 
subsequently deposited through a shadow mask by thermal evaporation under a vacuum 
about 1×10-6 torr. The active area of the device was 9 mm2.  
2.4.2. Characterization 
Absorption spectra were obtained on Shimadzu UV 1800 UV-Vis. The current-
density–voltage (J–V) curves were measured by a Keithley 2635A source measure unit. 
EQE measurements were performed using a QEXL system from PV Measurements Inc. 
For linear dynamic range measurement, a light-emitting diode (625 nm) was used as light 
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source. For cutoff frequency measurement, the LED was modulated by a function generator 
(Tektronix CFG253). The photodetectors were connected to an oscilloscope (Tektronix 
TDS 224) with an input impedance of 50 Ω.  
Temperature-dependent current-voltage measurements were realized in a vacuum 
cryogenic probe station (Lakeshore TTP4). Computer-controlled source units were used to 
apply DC potentials (Yokogawa 7651). Current measurements were obtained using a 
current preamplifier (Stanford Research System SR570) and a digital multimeter (Keysight 
34401A). All device measurements were performed in vacuum (P < 1×10-4 Torr) at 
different temperatures.  
In the transient absorption experiments, the pump pulse comes from an optical 
parametric amplifier (tunable from UV to the near IR, 100 fs pulse width, 1 KHz rep-rate). 
The probe pulse is a white-light supercontinuum (from 450 to 900 nm and from 850 to 
1600 nm for the visible and near IR range, respectively). The detection consists of a pair 
of high resolution multichannel detector arrays coupled to a high-speed data acquisition 
system (HELIOS, Ultrafast System Inc.). In order to avoid photo degradation, we kept 









2.5. Supplementary materials 
2.5.1. Absorption spectrum 





















Figure 2.5. UV-vis absorption spectra of cP4 (1×10-5 M concentration in dichloromethane 
with a path length l = 1 cm). 
2.5.2. The linear dynamic range (LDR) measurement 
The linear dynamic range (LDR) is expressed as LDR=20log(Jhigh/Jd), where Jhigh 
is the highest measurable current density in the linear response range and 𝐽$ is the dark 
current density. 
 
Figure 2.6. Linear dynamic range of the cP4-based OPD. A red light emitting diode 
(λ=625nm) was used as the light source. 
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2.5.3. Frequency-dependent measurement of the cP4-based OPD 
 
Figure 2.7. Frequency response of the cP4-based OPD. The device area is 0.09 cm2. 
2.5.4. Transient absorption spectra 
 
Figure 2.8. Transient absorption spectra and dynamics for the neat cP4 (A, B) and the 
blended film of cP4 and PTB7-th (C,D) upon 560 nm excitation. The dashed-black curve 
in C is the spectrum from PTB7-Th upon the excitation of 710 nm. The signal from PTB7-
th was scaled for comparison. 
























Figure 2.8A and B show the differential transmission spectra and dynamics for the 
neat film cP4 upon 560 nm excitation. The negative feature centered at 600 nm is attributed 
to a bleaching of the ground state absorption under the presence of photo-excited 
excitons/charges. The positive features centered at 500 nm and from 700 nm to near IR are 
the excited state absorption (ESA) of the photo-excited excitons or charges. The ESA 
feature at 785 nm decays biexponentially with the time constants of 8 ± 0.7 ps (52%) and 
122 ± 8 ps (48%) (red curve, Figure 2.8B). This feature is assigned to the singlet ESA, 
S1àSN transition, similar to that of other PDI derivative compounds. The ESA dynamics 
at 500 nm and ground state bleaching, however, behave differently. More than 50 % of the 
ESA signal at 500 nm decays with a time constant that is similarly to the dynamics at 785 
nm. The remaining signal (20%) lasts for a long time, ns time scale (green and blue curves). 
The long living signal can either come from photo excited charges or from triplet excitons. 
At the same excitation wavelength, 560 nm, for the blend of cP4 and PTB7-Th, we 
observed the dominance of ground state bleaching from PTB7-Th at the range of 575-750 
nm (Figure 2.8C, the dashed-black curve is from the neat PTB7-Th pumping at 710 nm). 
Note that at this excitation wavelength, we excite both donor and acceptor materials. The 
ESA cross section and the ground state bleaching from the polymer are much stronger than 
that of cP4 resulting in the dominance feature from the polymer even we excited both 
materials at 560 nm. At the longer time (10 ps, Figure 2.8C), the bleaching from PTB7-Th 
increases and the hole ESA feature in PTB7-Th at 1100 nm appears. The increase of 
bleaching feature from PTB7-Th indicates the hole transfers from cP4 to PTB7-Th. Since 
the ESA cross session at 780 nm for singlet in cP4 is very small compared to that of charge 
ESA (compare Figure 2.8A and C), the ESA signal at this wavelength reflects the dynamics 
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of charge generation from exciton dissociation. The fit to the dynamics at 780 nm gives 
two time constants, 0.2 ± 0.02 ps and 3.3 ± 0.4 ps (Figure 2.8D). These time constants 
reflect the electron and hole transfer upon 560 nm excitation. In addition, we observed a 
much longer charge lifetime in the blends (on the nanosecond time scale) when compared 
to that of the exciton dynamics in the neat films (Figure 2.8B and D). The longer charge 
lifetime is due to exciton dissociated into separating charges rather than charge transfer 
excitons. 
2.5.5. Dark current-voltage characteristics 
The dark current-voltage characteristics are described by Jd=J0{exp[e(V-JRs)/nkBT]-1}, 
where Jd is the dark current density, J0 is the dark saturate current density, V is the applied 
voltage, n is the ideality factor, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature and e is 
the electron charge. The fitting method is described in ref. 33. 














J0 = 7.68 x 10-13 A cm-2
 
Figure 2.9. The device structure is ITO/ZnO/PBDTT-TT:cP4/MoO3/Al. The original J-V 
curve is shown in Fig. 2.2d. Plot of dV/dJ vs J-1 and linear fitting. (b) ln(J) vs (V-JRs) and 
linear fitting. The J0 is calculated to be 7.68 × 10-13 Acm-2. 
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Figure 2.10. The dependence of the dark current density of the cP4-based OPD on 
temperature measured at −0.5 V and −2.0 V. 
2.5.7. Device performance 
The responsivity R was calculated from the following equation: R=λq/hc×EQE, 
where EQE is external quantum efficiency, λ the wavelength, q the electron charge, h the 
Planck constant, c the speed of light. When the noise current is dominated by the shot noise 
from the dark current, the specific detectivity (D*) is given by D*=R/(2qJd)1/2, where R is 
the responsivity, q the electron charge and Jd the dark current density. 
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Figure 2.11. External quantum efficiency at different wavelength with inverted OPD 
structure at −0.1V. 
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3 Chapter 3 Hollow Organic Capsules Assemble into Cellular 
Semiconductors 
Chapter 3 is reproduced with permission from the authors: Zhang, B.; Hernández 
Sánchez, R.; Zhong, Y.; Ball, M.; Terban, M. W.; Paley, D.; Billinge, S. J. L.; Ng, F.; 
Steigerwald, M. L.; Nuckolls, C. Nat. Commun. 2018, 9 (1), 1957; Copyright © 2018 
Macmillan Publishers Limited. I fabricated and characterized all the devices with 
assistance from Yu Zhong. Fay Ng synthesized all the compounds. Raul Hernández 
Sánchez conducted PXRD, SCXRD measurements with assistance from Dan Paley. Max 




 There is a growing class of electroactive, conjugated cyclic molecules that are being 
applied in several areas of materials science.1-27 These cyclic, conjugated organic 
semiconductors have interior spaces that should be useful as a locus for guest inclusion to 
tune the electronic and optoelectronic properties.6, 22, 28-30 Conjugated, cyclic 
semiconductors that incorporate diphenyl perylene diimides (PDIs) have many benefits as 
the active elements in organic field effect transistors (OFETs), organic photovoltaics 
(OPVs)31, and organic photodetectors (OPDs)32. In the cases we have studied until now, 
the diphenyl-PDI subunits provide open macrocycles with cavity diameters so large that 
they exhibit dynamic stereochemistry as the PDI subunits readily rotate through the interior 
of the ring.20  
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Figure 3.1. Structures of a, trimer 1; and b, 1-Br12. Van der Waals Surface of 1-Br12 seen 
from the side, c, and top, f. In the sequence c-e and f-h the molecule is trimmed down to 
expose its cavity or capsule. 
This chapter describe here a new electronic material whose molecular components 
are shape persistent and can be functionalized so they self-assemble into semiconducting 
films. These films feature regular open spaces, cells, in them. We call this new material a 
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cellular organic semiconductor. The molecular substructure results from the union of 
bithiophenes (B) and PDI into a macrocycle. We fully utilize the interior of the macrocycle 
in devices, and endow the materials with permanent, open voids, by rigidifying the 
macrocycle so they cannot collapse. We describe the syntheses and structures of the 
organic semiconductors shown in Figure 3.1a and 1b: the trimeric macrocycle 1, (-PDI-
B-)3 and its brominated version 1-Br12. These macrocycles exist as a single pair of 
enantiomers and are shape persistent to temperatures above 160 °C. Their capsular 
structure is capped on the ends by the alkyl sidechains and on the equator by the electronic 
components (the PDI and B subunits). This is shown in Figure 3.1c-h. While 1 and 1-Br12 
share the same overall shape and molecular structure, compound 1 does not organize well 
in films or in the solid state. However, has twelve bromines of 1-Br12 participate in halogen 
bonding interactions, facilitating self-assembly in films and crystals. 1-Br12’s self-
organization creates films that have regular voids in them, forming the hollow organic 
semiconducting phase. The remarkable finding is that 1-Br12’s cellular films act as the 
active layer in OFETs, and the electrical response depends on the guest that occupies the 
interior space. 
 
3.2. Capsule construction 
We developed a synthesis of 1 based on our own previous studies to make the 
diphenyl-PDI macrocycles20 that builds from the methodology originally pioneered for 
cyclothiophenes and later for cycloparaphenylenes.20, 31 The Experimental section contains 
the details of the syntheses and characterization (Experimental section and Figure 3.5–3.7) 
of 1 and 1-Br12. For each of the macrocycles, the 1,7-dithienyl-PDI subunit introduces an 
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element of chirality because it can exist in either an R- or S-helical conformations. This 
allows for the possibility of two pairs of enantiomers (RRR/SSS and RRS/SSR).20 However, 
in the reaction to form 1, we only observe the RRR/SSS pair. We introduce bromine atoms 
in the thiophene rings of 1 to encourage self-assembly through halogen bonding 
interactions.33 
 
Figure 3.2. Molecular structure from SCXRD of 1-Br12. a, Side and b, top view of (SSS)-
1-Br12. C, N, O, S, and Br atoms are colored in grey, blue, red, yellow, and brown, 
respectively. Hydrogen atoms have been removed to clarify the view. The alkyl chains on 
the imide are refined to only nine of the eleven carbon atoms due to disorder (see 
Experimental Section). 
To test the shape persistence of these macrocycles, we separate the two enantiomers 
of 1, using a chiral stationary phase for HPLC, and monitor their interconversion as we 
heat the samples. The two enantiomers of 1 exhibit an intense (and opposite) chiroptic 
response in their circular dichroism spectra (Figure 3.6). Remarkably, the enantiomers of 
1 do not interconvert, even when heated up to 160 °C. Macrocycle 1 is the first PDI-based 
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cyclic semiconductor that is shape persistent and can be isolated in its optically active form 
and is shape-persistent.  
 
3.3. Capsule structure 
The crystals of 1, while sizable and faceted, do not diffract well enough to yield a 
structure from single crystal X-ray diffraction (SCXRD), but we were able to grow single 
crystals of sufficient quality to yield the structures of 1-Br12. Figure 3.2a, and Figure 3.2b 
displays the structure of one of the two enantiomers of 1-Br12 [(SSS)-1-Br12]. Both 
enantiomers of 1-Br12 are present in the crystalline state. The structure of 1-Br12 is 
cylindrical with the three sets of bithiophenes and three PDIs forming the walls at the 
equator. The ends of the cylinder are capped with branched alkyl chains (Figure 3.2 and 
highlighted in green in Figure 3.3a). This creates windows on the side of the structure, 
displayed in Figure 3.1c,f and 3.2a. We estimate the interior volume of the capsule in 1-
Br12 (shown in Figure 3.1e,h) to be approximately 415 Å3.34 
 
3.4. Cellular solids from capsular nanostructures 
The packing structure in the solid state of 1-Br12 (Figure 3.3) reveals why the 
bromines were necessary for long range crystallinity. The structure is composed of sheets 
of a honeycomb-like arrangement in the a,b plane (Figure 3.3a). The interactions that bind 
the cylinders within the a,b plane are from neighboring brominated thiophene rings (4.7 Å 
apart, marked in red in Figure 3.3a,c-d) and some secondary π-π contacts between those 
same rings (marked in blue in Figure 3.8). The PDIs do not π-stack with each other. Instead 
halogen bonding from the functionalized thiophenes drives the self-assembly process. The 
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cavity of 1-Br12 (labeled “capsule” in Figure 3.3a,b) is ~11.4 Å in diameter and is a three-
fold symmetric chiral nanoenvironment for guest incorporation within the two-dimensional 
layer. Due to the packing of the subunits of 1-Br12 into a hexameric cyclic structure, a 
second cavity forms at the center of each hexagon (labeled i in Figure 3.3a,b). This cavity 
is not elongated compared to the capsule’s cavity, and each one for ~110 Å3 (Figure 3.9). 
These honeycomb two-dimensional, cellular sheets then stack through the packing of the 
alkyl side chains of the imides, (shown in green in Figure 3.3). This packing arrangement 
propagates along the c-axis, hinting that these materials could likely be exfoliated to yield 
molecularly thin sheets of 1-Br12.  
We find that 1-Br12 self-assembly in cast thin films and powder samples is 
analogous to what we described above for the single crystal. Figure 3.10-3.11 compares 
the thin film and powder diffraction data for 1-Br12 with the simulated pattern calculated 
from the SCXRD data. No other reflections are present in the films or powders indicating 
that the self-assembly motif using the halogen bonding is robust. In order to extract 
quantitative information about the long-range crystallinity of these new hollow 
semiconductors we performed pair distribution function (PDF) analyses on powders of 1 
and 1-Br12 (Figure 3.12-3.16). Figure 3.16 displays the PDF of 1-Br12 at low (1.81 Å-1) and 
high (6.33 Å-1) Qmax to give a visualization of the coherence length. The lower and upper 
bounds of the coherence length of 1-Br12 are 335 Å and 385 Å, respectively (Figure 3.16). 
To put these values in perspective, this indicates that crystalline domains within 1-Br12 
contain on average up to 23 to 27 capsules arranged in one direction. In contrast, 1, with 
poor crystallinity and an inability to self-organize (Figure 3.10), is essentially amorphous. 
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The analysis shows coherence lengths ranging from 65 to 120 Å (Figure 3.15), which is 
only a few capsules in length. 
 
Figure 3.3. Structural packing of 1-Br12. a, view of the honeycomb structure in the ab plane 
for 1-Br12. The capsule and i corresponds to the internal cavity of 1-Br12 and the cavity 
formed by the packing of 1-Br12, respectively. The remaining sulfur atoms are colored in 
yellow to provide a marker to identify the macrocycle cavities. See bottom left cartoon. 
Highlighted in green are the imide side chains (some of the sidechains have been removed 
to clarify the view of the cavity). In red are the thiophene rings likely involved in holding 
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the macrocycles together. b, Surface map of the void space in the ab plane of 1-Br12. c, 
Two molecules of 1-Br12 where the thiophene-to-thiophene interaction is highlighted as an 
inset. Bottom left cartoon represents this interaction d, View of the packing of 1-Br12. As 
shown, the vertical stacking follows the c axis. The alkyl sidechains of the imide are shown 
in green. Hydrogen atoms have been removed from all structures to clarify the view. 
 
Figure 3.4. a, Transfer characteristics of OFET device for 1-Br12. b, Device cycling 
response under vacuum (red circles) and N2 atmosphere (blue triangles). c, Normalized 
behavior of the device response under vacuum (step 1), N2 (step 2), and different analytes 
atmosphere (step 3: n-hexane, 3-hexyne and 1-hexyne). 
 
3.5. Electron transport through cellular films 
Figure 3.4a displays transfer curves from an OFET constructed using a self-
assembled thin film of 1-Br12. Details for the device dimensions and its properties can be 
found in the Experimental section. The device exhibits electron transporting character and 
has a mobility of ~1.5 x 10–2 cm2V-1s-1. The mobility of 1-Br12 is more than 20 times greater 
than that of 1 (~6.8 x 10–4 cm2V-1s-1) (Figure 3.17). We attribute this to the robust self-
assembly process for 1-Br12. From atomic force microscope (AFM) height images, films of 
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1 display a smooth surface with root mean square (RMS) roughness of 0.347 nm; in 
contrast 1-Br12 displays a lager RMS roughness of 3.2 nm, presumably due to its more 
crystalline nature and better self-assembly properties (Figure 3.18). 
The exciting finding is that the devices show modulation in the drain current 
depending on what, if anything, is within the voids in the cellular film. Details of the 
experimental setup to measure the exposure to gases are given in the Experimental section. 
Every potential guest tested had a measurable effect on the drain current in the device, but 
the absolute levels of the drain current varied depending on the guest. Figure 3.4b is a 
representative data set for a device measured sequentially in steps as the atmosphere is 
changed between vacuum and N2. In certain cases, traditional OFETs show a differential 
response to nitrogen and vacuum that is from extrinsic effects (moisture, oxygen, or 
dielectric effects).35,36 We can test the importance of the cellular semiconductor’s response 
by making a control FET device from 1, which does not self-organize into cellular 
semiconducting films or crystals. We observe no response when comparing its response to 
nitrogen and vacuum (Figure 3.19a).  
Incorporating more polarizable and functional guests causes more pronounced 
changes in the drain current. Figure 3.19b compares the effects of several different guests 
with a variety of functional groups such as ketones, alcohols, nitriles, alkynes, and alkanes. 
In each case we are able to differentiate the guest by the current in the device. We highlight 
here one striking example of how this material responds to a series of closely related 
hydrocarbons. These hydrocarbons were chosen so that their length, size, and polarity were 
roughly similar to that of n-hexane, while having an additional functional group in them. 
Figure 3.4c compares the transistor output for three devices exposed to n-hexane, 3-hexyne, 
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or 1-hexyne, carried by nitrogen under their saturated vapor pressure (148, 99, and 138 
mmHg at 25 °C, respectively).37 Remarkably, the devices can easily detect these three 
materials and distinguish them from one another. There is also specificity towards 
particular analytes; the trend in the device responses does not simply follow the vapor 
pressure. For n-hexane and 3-hexyne the data was collected after the OFET was in contact 
with the vapor for ~70 minutes (Figure 3.20a). After this time, the drain current no longer 
decreased. The original current levels for n-hexane and 3-hexyne could be restored by 
placing the devices in vacuum (Figure 3.20b). During these long exposures, we speculate 
that the guests infiltrate the films to reside in the active part of the films at the gate dielectric 
interface38, 39.  
We tested the sensitivity of these hollow films and find that there is a linear 
response between vacuum and 20 ppt of the analyte in the atmosphere, after we observed 
a plateau region as the concentration reaches saturation (Figure 3.21). Access to the porous 
network formed by the capsules interior (~415 Å3) and the i-sites (~110 Å3) is granted by 
the windows in the cellular structure as shown in Figure 3.1c-h. Using BET, we find that 
powders of 1-Br12 have a surface area of 20 m2g-1 (versus 1.2 m2g-1 for 1). Note that n-
hexane has a van der Waals molecular volume of ~113 Å3.40 The implication is that n-
hexane would not fit into the i-site. In addition, most of the cellular nature of self-assembled 
1-Br12 comes from the capsule interior which is present in a 2:1 numerical ratio relative to 
the i-site. Given the 8-fold difference in volume between these two cavities we speculate 
that guests can be accommodated most feasibly at the capsules’ interior.  
1-hexyne behaves differently than each of the other guests tested. For the devices 
in an atmosphere of 1-hexyne, the current continues to drop and does not reach a plateau 
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even at times that exceed 2 hours of exposure. In addition, the 1-hexyne devices do not 
recover to their original levels when placed in vacuum (Figure 3.22). We speculate that the 
terminal alkyne is undergoing a reaction under the device conditions that is not possible 
with the internal alkyne or the alkane. This offers the intriguing possibility that in addition 
to sensing, these nanoenvironments in these hollow semiconductors can be used as 
nanoreactors. 
 
3.6. Conclusion  
This chapter described a shape persistent, hollow macrocycle that self-assembles 
both in the solid state and thin films to form cellular organic semiconductors. The 
macrocycle is chiral and conformationally locked into a capsular structure, with ~415 Å3 
volume on its interior. The self-assembly of a brominated derivative of the trimer into 
cellular films forms the active layer in an organic field effect transistor device. Once 
assembled, these films have periodic, nanoscopic, cellular voids in them. Because the 
macrocyclic component in the film is conformationally locked, the self-assembled films 
maintain their interior, open spaces. The hollow films of 1-Br12 are responsive to the 
atmosphere in which the OFETs are measured. These studies chart a clear path to using the 
interior of the cellular organic semiconductors as gas sensors41, 42 and nanoreactors.  
 
3.7. Experimental section 
All reactions were performed in oven-dried or flame-dried round bottom flasks, 
unless otherwise noted. The flasks were fitted with Teflon magnetic stir bar, rubber septa 
and reactions were conducted under a positive pressure of nitrogen, unless otherwise noted. 
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Anhydrous and anaerobic solvents were obtained from Schlenk manifold with purification 
columns packed with activated alumina and supported copper catalyst (Glass Contour, 
Irvine, CA). Automated flash chromatography was performed using a Teledyne Isco 
Combiflash Rf200 and Redisep Rf Silica columns. Preparative high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) purification was performed on a Waters Prep150 instrument 
equipped with a UV-vis detector, an automated fraction collector with either a Nacalai 
Tesque COSMOSIL Buckyprep column (20 mm ID x 250 mm, 5 µm) or a COSMOSIL 
5PBB column (20 mm ID x 250 mm, 5 µm). 
Chiral Analyses and Purification.  Racemic trimer 1 samples were resolved by an 
Agilent 1200 Series analytical HPLC equipped with a diode array detector (300 nm to 900 
nm) and a CHIRALPAK IA-3 column (4.6 mm ID x 250 mm, 3µm) from Chiral 
Technologies; preparative purification was performed using CHIRALPAK IA-3 column 
(21 mm ID x 250 mm, 5µm) on Waters Prep150 instrument. 
3.4.1. Materials 
Pure regioisomeric 1,7-dibromoperylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylicbisimides was 
synthesized (as a mixture of 1,7- and 1,6-regioisomers) according to known procedures,43 
and successful separated using COSMOSIL Buckyprep column (20 mm ID x 250 mm, 5 
µm) on Waters Prep150 instrument.  All chemicals were purchased from commercial 
sources and used without further purification unless otherwise specified.  
3.4.2. Instrumentation 
 1H and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker DRX400 (400 MHz) or a Bruker 
DMX500 (500 MHz) spectrometer. Chemical shifts for protons are reported in parts per 
million downfield from tetramethylsilane and are referenced to residual protium in the 
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NMR solvent (CHCl3: δ 7.26; CH2Cl2: δ 5.32; C2H2Cl4: δ 6.00). Chemical shifts for carbon 
are reported in parts per million downfield from tetramethylsilane and are referenced to the 
carbon resonances of the solvent (CDCl3 δ 77.0; C2H2Cl4 δ 73.78). Data are represented as 
follows: chemical shift, multiplicity (s = singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, m = multiplet, br 
= broad), coupling constants in Hertz, and integration. Some 1H NMR and 13C NMR were 
recorded at elevated temperatures (in K) to enhance peak resolution in the aromatic region.  
Resonances corresponding to the numerous aromatic carbon atoms in the reported 
compound sometimes overlap, thereby reducing the number of observed resonances.  
High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) was performed on (1) a Waters XEVO 
G2-XS QTOF instrument equipped with a UPC2 SFC inlet, and electrospray (ESI) and 
atmospheric pressure chemical (APCI) ionization sources; or (2) a Bruker UltrafleXtreme 
MALDI TOF instrument using dithranol matrix.  
Absorption spectra were obtained on Shimadzu UV 1800 UV-Vis 
spectrophotometer and emission spectra were recorded in a Fluorolog-3 spectrophotometer.  
Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded on a CHI600C electrochemical 
workstation using Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode. 0.1 M solution 
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate, [Bu4N][PF6], in dichloromethane was used as 
the supporting electrolyte. The thin film transistors were tested on the Agilent 4155C 
semiconductor parameter analyzer. CD spectra were recorded by a Jasco J-810 
spectropolarimeter. It is assumed that the absolute energy level for Fc/Fc+ redox potential 
is −4.80 eV with respect to vacuum level. The energy levels of the lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbitals (LUMO) and highest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMO) are 
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calculated according to the following equation: ELUMO = −e(Ered+4.80) (eV), EHOMO = 
−e(Eoxi+4.80) (eV). 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was performed with a PSIA XE100. 
Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on a PANalytical X’Pert3 Powder 
Diffractometer. Data was collected on powder samples and films drop-cast from 
chloroform solution and p-xylene solution. For all data collection a Si zero-background 
holder was used. Single crystal data for 1-Br12 was collected on an Agilent SuperNova 
diffractometer using a mirror-monochromated Cu Ka radiation. The hexagonal-shaped 
crystals were mounted on a MiTeGen Kapton loop (polyimide). These were cooled to 100 
K with an Oxford Cryosystems nitrogen flow apparatus. Data integration, scaling 
(ABSPACK) and absorption correction were perfomed in CrysAlisPro.44 Structure solution 
was performed using ShelXS,45 ShelXT,46 or SuperFlip.47 Subsequent refinement was 
performed by full-matrix least-squares on F2 in ShelXL. Olex248 was used for viewing and 
to prepare CIF files. PLATON34 was used for SQUEEZE,49 ADDSYM50 and TwinRotMat. 
Details of crystallographic data and refinement parameters are given in Table 3.2. Due to 
heavy disorder of the alkyl imide chains in 1-Br12, only nine carbons (out of eleven) in each 
alkyl fragment were modeled. The cavity size of 1-Br12 was calculated from the solvent 
accessible volume calculator in Olex2. By employing this functionality we found discrete 
pockets within the structure of 1-Br12 which match the cavities of these molecules. Thus, 
the calculated cavity size of (SSS/RRR)-1-Br12 is 414.9 Å3 (CalcSolv 3.0 Å probe, grid 
step 0.2 Å).  
X-ray total scattering experiments (PDF analysis) were conducted on beamline 28-
ID-2 at the National Synchrotron Light Source II at Brookhaven National Laboratory. An 
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X-ray beam of energy 67.756 keV (l = 0.18299 Å) was focused on samples loaded into 
Kapton capillaries. Scattered intensities were collected at room temperature, in rapid 
acquisition mode51 on a Perkin-Elmer 2D flat panel detector (2048 x 2048 pixels and 200 
x 200 µm pixel size) mounted orthogonal to the beam path. Data collection was carried out 
with a short (239.9734 mm) and a large (1552.689 mm) sample-to-detector distance to 
obtain improved Q-space resolution. Q is the magnitude of the scattering momentum 
transfer where for elastic scattering is defined as: 𝑄 = 4𝜋 sin 𝜃 𝜆, for scattering angle 
2q and wavelength l. A Ni standard sample was measured in both cases to calibrate the 
detector geometry. 2D intensities were azimuthally integrated to 1D intensities versus Q 
using Fit2D52. Scattering from an empty Kapton tube was measured for background 
subtraction. The pair distribution function (PDF) gives the scaled probability of finding 
atom-pairs in the material at a distance r apart. The program xPDFsuite with PDFGetX353, 
54 was used to obtain the PDFs from the experimental scattering intensities. The coherent 
scattering 𝐼 𝑄  was extracted through background subtraction and corrections to the raw 
intensities, then normalized by the atomic scattering factors to give the total scattering 
structure function 𝑆 𝑄  which is converted to the real-space pair distribution function 
(PDF), 𝐺 𝑟 , by 
 
𝐺 𝑟 = 2𝜋 𝑄 𝑆 𝑄 − 1 𝑄 sin 𝑄𝑟 𝑑𝑄6max6min  
 
where Qmin and Qmax are the minimum and maximum values of the scattering momentum 
transfer considered. These limits were determined by the Q-range accessible for the 
different detector configurations, 0.29–22.0 Å–1 for the short sample-to-detector distance 
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which gives a wide range of momentum transfer in order to achieve a high real-space 
resolution in the PDFs. The far sample-to-detector distance gives a smaller Q-range of 
0.20–6.33 Å–1, which gives a lower real space resolution, but provides a much better Q-
resolution of the scattering which allows the resulting PDFs to be analyzed over longer 
real-space distances55, 56. In this case, the Qmax was reduced further to decrease the noise 
level below any signal observable at high distances. The structural coherence of the sample 
was estimated from visual observation of the distance at which the structural signal became 
indistinguishable from the average atomic density, 𝐺 𝑟 = 0.  
It is important to note the following for the coherence length estimation: (1) all 
approximated coherence lengths are well below the resolution limit determined from fitting 
Ni measured with the same experimental setup, and (2) the approximated lengths may be 
underestimated as the presence of noise may still obscure some high-r signals.  
3.4.3. Electron Transport 
We first treat the substrate (300 nm of SiO2 on a Si wafer) with 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) in order to passivate traps on the SiO2 surface. Au source 
and drain electrodes are deposited on the film to make a bottom-contact configuration. We 
then spin-cast films of 1 and 1-Br12 onto this surface at 1000 r.p.m. for 1 min, to form 
transistors using the silicon wafer as the global back gate for the device. The thickness of 
the organic films is 15−20 nm. Thin Film Transistors (TFTs) made from thicker films 
(40−60 nm) exhibit nonlinear characteristic at low bias voltage. Finally, the film of 1-Br12 
was annealed under p-xylene vapor for 10 min and then annealed under inert atmosphere 
at 160 oC for 10 mins to optimize the device performance. The film of 1 was annealed 
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under inert atmosphere at 200 oC for 10 mins to optimize the device performance. Vapor 
annealing of p-xylene didn’t show enhanced performance for 1. 
The mobility is calculated in the saturation regime using IDS = (W/2L)Ciµ(VG − VT)2, 
where W and L are the width and length of the channel, Ci (11.5 nFcm−2), µ, and VT 
correspond to the capacitance per unit area of the gate insulator, the field effect mobility, 
and the threshold voltage, respectively. W = 105 µm and L = 20 µm for transistor devices. 
W = 2 mm and L = 10 µm for sensor devices.  
The crystalline material 1-Br12 provide a unique opportunity to study how thin film 
assembly and charge transport are effected by the dynamics of the semiconducting subunits. 
This is important because, if films can be made to maintain the open spaces on the interior 
of the hollow semiconductor, they could be used as a locus for guest incorporation to 
modulate the semiconducting properties. The crystalline material made here, 1-Br12, 
possesses an enormous amount of space within their interiors. 
A saturated vapor of the analyte or odor is delivered to the thin film transistor using 
a bubbler. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas. A sealed exposure chamber with a volume 
of 1.7 L was used; the flow rate of N2 through the chamber was 0.2 Lmin-1. Responsing 
experiments were conducted by fixing the drain voltage at the determined minimum 
saturation value and conducting gate sweeps. The gate was applied in a pulsed manner in 
order to reduce device hysteresis. The responses of these devices to analytes were 
investigated by plotting the percent change in drain current, IDS/IDS,0 (measured at VG = 80 
V, VDS = 80 V) versus time of exposure to analytes. For concentration dependent 
measurement, the analyte concentration was set via a saturated vapor of the analyte or odor 
using a bubbler, subsequently diluted through a series of gas mass-flow controllers (FMA-
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5506A and FMA-5514A).  During the course of experiment, the total fow rate of the N2 
gas was set to a constant 500 standard cubic centimeter (SCCM). 
3.4.4. Synthesis details 
Synthesis of stannane 2 
 
A solution of 1,7-dibromoperylene-3,4,9,10-tetracarboxylicbisimides (1.145 g, 
1.34 mmol, 1.00 equiv) in toluene (15 mL) was degassed under nitrogen for 20 minutes.  
In a separate flask, a solution of 2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (2.64g, 6.44 mmol, 
4.81 equiv) in toluene (20 mL) was degassed under nitrogen for 20 minutes.  The 2,5-
bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene solution was transferred under nitrogen to the 
dibromoperylene solution, and degassed for 40 minutes.  
Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (70 mg, 0.06 mmol, 4 mol%) was added, and 
the resultant solution was degassed for 20 minutes.  The mixture was placed in oil bath set 
at 115 oC for 13 h under nitrogen. The resultant blue reaction mixture was concentrated via 
rotoevaporation under reduced pressure. The product was purified using C18 reverse phase 
column chromatography (DCM:acetonitrile 1:1) to yield blue-purple solid 2 (1.10 g, 0.93 
mmol, 69%).  1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.65 (br, 2H); 8.21 (br, 2H); 8.12 (d, J = 8 
Hz, 2H); 7.38 (d, J = 3 Hz, 2H); 7.22 (d, J = 3Hz, 2H); 5.16 (m, 2H); 2.26-2.22 (m, 4H); 




















110 oC, 13 h, 69% yield
2
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δ 164.59; 163.47; 149.25; 141.92*; 136.82; 136.16; 135.47; 134.83; 133.61; 132.95; 
130.01; 129.41; 129.20; 128.39; 128.04; 122.71; 122.57; 122.01; 121.83; 54.57; 32.28; 
31.70; 26.53; 22.51; 14.00; -8.02*.  IR (ATR-ZnSe) [cm –1] 3025, 2966, 2929, 2909, 2842, 
2723, 2244, 1628, 1427, 1371.  HRMS (APCI+) calculated m/z for [C60H74N2O4S2Sn2+H]+ 
1189.3225; found 1189.3237. 
*Tin satellite peaks visible.  
Synthesis of Trimer 1. 
 
  A solution of stannane 2 (833 mg, 0.70 mmol, 1.00 equiv) and dichloro(1,5-
cyclooctadiene)platinum (262 mg, 0.70 mmol, 1.00 equiv) in 1,2-dichloroethane (180 mL, 
3.9 mM) was placed in oil bath set at 85 oC under N2 for 3 days.   The blue solution was 
concentrated to a dark blue solid that was washed with hexane.  The resultant solid was 
dried under vacuum.  It was combined with 1,1′-ferrocenediyl-bis(diphenylphosphine) 
(550 mg, 1.00 mmol, 1.43 equiv) in CH2Cl2 (100 mL).  The solution was set to stir under 
N2 for 2 days.  The solution was concentrated, and redissolved in toluene (100 mL) and 
combined with triphenylphosphine (2.01 g, 7.12 mmol, 10.17 equiv).  The resultant 
solution was set to reflux under N2 for 2 days.  The reaction mixture was concentrated 











dichloroethane, 85 oC, 72 hr
b.  DPPF, CH2Cl2, rt, 24 hr; 
PPh3, PhMe, 110 oC, 48 hr
Trimer 1 + Higher orderoligomers
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hexane, methanol, acetone, and CH2Cl2.  The CH2Cl2 extract contained the cyclic and 
acyclic compounds.   The resultant solid was first purified by alumina chromatography 
using gradient of 50% CH2Cl2/hexane to 80% CH2Cl2/hexane.  The resultant fractions with 
cyclic and acyclic compounds were purified into its individual cyclic components by HPLC 
with a 5PBB column eluting with 27% CH2Cl2/hexane.  Trimer 1 (90 mg, 0.035 mmol, 15% 
yield); tetramer (62 mg, 0.018 mmol, 10% yield); pentamer (32 mg, 0.007 mmol, 5% yield); 
hexamer (26 mg, 0.005 mmol, 4% yield).  The remaining mass balance is higher order 
cyclic and acyclic oligiomers. 
Trimer 1:  1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 8.48-8.47 (br, 6H); 8.37 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 6H); 
8.23 (br, 6H); 7.57 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 6H); 7.43 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 6H); 5.07-5.04 (m, 6H); 2.12 
(br, 12H); 1.74 (br, 12H); 1.26-1.21 (m, 72H); 0.80-0.71 (m, 36H).  13C NMR (100 MHz, 
CDCl3): δ 164.21; 163.17; 144.32; 139.55; 135.94; 135.23; 134.17; 133.18; 131.89; 130.60; 
129.87; 129.38; 128.77; 128.05; 127.79; 125.16; 125.16; 122.84; 122.22; 54.65; 32.19; 
31.59; 26.49; 22.42; 13.92.  IR (ATR-ZnSe) [cm –1] 2924.4; 2856.6; 1696.9; 1655.7; 
1584.9; 1455.0; 1400.9; 1321.2; 1243.0; 1180.2; 1118.0; 974.9; 911.8; 859.2; 832.8; 810.1; 
756.7; 713.5.  HRMS (MALDI, dithranol matrix) calculated m/z for [C162H168N6O12S6]- 
2581.1039; found 2581.1036. 
Tetramer:  1H NMR (500 MHz, C2D2Cl4, 333K): δ 8.60 (s, 8H); 8.41 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 8H); 
8.31(d, J = 8.2 Hz, 8H); 7.51 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 8H); 7.33 (d, J = 3.7 Hz, 8H); 5.14-5.09 (m, 
8H); 2.19-2.16 (m, 16H); 1.90-1.87 (m, 16H); 1.31-1.27 (m, 96H); 0.83-0.82(m, 48H).  13C 
NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.31; 163.22; 144.16; 139.22; 135.91; 135.19; 134.04; 
132.55; 132.21; 130.24; 129.69; 128.99; 128.41; 128.01; 125.69; 122.82; 122.24; 54.69; 
32.22; 31.63; 26.50; 22.46; 13.93.  IR (ATR-ZnSe) [cm –1] 2923.3; 2855.9; 1696.9; 1655.9; 
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1584.6; 1454.6; 1401.4; 1320.7; 1241.7; 1179.6; 1118.9; 973.8; 926.6; 860.3; 832.7; 809.9; 
755.6; 715.7.  HRMS (MALDI, dithranol matrix) calculated m/z for [C216H224N8O16S8]-  
3441.4721; found 3441.4648. 
Pentamer:  1H NMR (500 MHz, CD2Cl2): δ 8.59-8.57 (br, 10H); 8.35 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 10H); 
8.25 (br, 10H); 7.40 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 10H); 7.35 (d, J = 3.6 Hz, 10H); 5.08 (br, 10H); 2.16-
2.13 (m, 20H); 1.76-1.75 (m, 20H); 1.26-1.17 (m, 120H); 0.76-0.73 (m, 60H).  13C NMR 
(100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.37; 163.28; 143.59; 139.25; 135.98; 135.26; 134.15; 132.69; 
132.27; 130.33; 129.70; 129.09; 128.70; 128.10; 125.60; 123.02; 122.83; 122.30; 122.06; 
54.63; 32.18; 31.63; 26.48; 22.45; 13.96.  IR (ATR-ZnSe) [cm –1] 2925.7; 2856.1; 1699.1; 
1658.4; 1586.2; 1403.5; 1323.6; 1275.6; 1260.9; 750.7.  HRMS (MALDI, dithranol matrix) 
calculated m/z for [C270H280N10O20S10]-  4031.8402; found 4031.8465. 
Hexamer:  1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.62 (br, 12H); 8.36 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 12H); 8.28 
(br, 12H); 7.37-7.33 (m, 24H); 5.10 (br, 12H); 2.18-2.16 (m, 24H); 1.79-1.77 (m, 24H); 
1.52-1.19 (m, 144H); 0.78-0.77 (m, 72H).  ).  13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 164.41; 
163.28; 143.56; 139.26; 136.04; 135.35; 134.28; 132.89; 132.37; 131.20; 130.41; 129.74; 
129.17; 128.74; 128.20; 127.95; 125.81; 122.93; 122.34; 54.72; 32.24; 31.67; 26.53; 22.48; 
13.98.  IR (ATR-ZnSe) [cm –1] 2952.0; 2923.1; 2856.0; 1696.9; 1655.9; 1585.2; 1455.7; 
1402.7; 1321.6; 1246.6; 1180.0; 1121.2; 862.4; 833.4; 757.8.  HRMS (MALDI, dithranol 
matrix) calculated m/z for [C324H336N12O24S12]-  5162.2084; found 5162.2105. 
Interconversion study of both enantiomers of trimer 1: The enantiomers of trimer 1 
was separated on CHIRALPAK IA-3 column (21 mm ID x 250 mm, 5m m) on Waters 
Prep150 instrument eluting with 24% dichloromethane in hexane.  Each enantiomer (1 mg 
each) labeled trimer-entA (shorter retention time, t = 14.7 min) and trimer-entB (longer 
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retention time, t = 28.0 min) was dissolved in 1 mL of anhydrous 1,2-dichlorobenzene, 
sparged under N2 for 30 minutes.  It was placed in oil bath set at 160 oC for 19 hours.  The 
solvent was distilled off under high vacuum reduced pressure.  1HNMR was identical to 
starting enantiomer and the chiral HPLC trace exhibited same retention time. 
Synthesis of 1-Br12 
 
A solution of trimer 1 (60 mg, 0.023 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (5 mL) was set stirring in a 
vial.  Excess bromine (0.5 mL) was added, followed by a crystal of iodine.  The reaction 
was capped and left to stir for 3 days.  The solvent and bromine was purged under air.  The 
resultant red solid was dissolved in chloroform and purified by small silica gel column 
chromatography, eluting with 100% chloroform to yield dark violet solids (65 mg, 0.018 
mmol, 80% yield). 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3): δ 8.77-8.74 (br, 6H); 8.36-8.33 (br, 6H); 8.07 (d, J = 8 Hz, 
6H); 5.09-5.06 (m, 6H); 2.14-2.06 (m, 12H); 1.83 (br, 12H); 1.25 (br, 72H); 0.80-0.77 (m, 
36H).  13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3): δ 163.98; 163.61; 162.89; 162.48; 140.20; 135.36; 
134.61; 133.31; 132.95; 130.86; 130.37; 129.52; 128.47; 128.07; 123.48; 122.78; 117.27; 
























Trimer 1 Trimer 1-Br12
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2923.4; 2851.9; 1696.9; 1656.4; 1584.9; 1394.5; 1320.0; 1260.8; 862.9; 811.9; 750.5.  
HRMS (MALDI, dithranol matrix) calculated m/z for [C162H156Br12N6O12S6]-  3516.0306; 
found 3516.0356 
 
3.8. Supplementary materials 
3.8.1. UV-Vis, CD, and cyclic voltammetry 
 
Figure 3.5. UV-vis absorption spectra of 1 and 1-Br12. (1 × 10-5 M concentration in DCM). 
 
Figure 3.6. CD of (a) (+)-1 (black trace) and (–)-1 (red trace) and (b) (+)-1-Br12 (teal trace) 
and (–)-1-Br12 (blue trace). 











































Figure 3.7. Cyclic voltammograms for a, 1(black) and b, 1-Br12 (blue). 
 
Table 3.1. Reversible reduction potentials of 1 and 1-Br12 with reference to Fc/Fc+ and 
their optical bandgaps. 
Compound Ereda (eV) Eoxia (eV) Optical Egap (eV) 
1 −1.03 0.93 1.84 
1-Br12 −0.90 1.26 2.00 
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3.8.2. PXRD and SCXRD 
 
Figure 3.8. a, Image displaying two molecules of 1-Br12 with the thiophene-to-thiophene 
interaction enclosed within a black rectangle. b, Picture displaying the additional 
interactions in blue: 1) O-thiophene, d = 3.13 to 3.63 Å; and 2) Br-PDI, d = 3.49 to 3.98 Å. 
View corresponds to the black rectangle in a after removing all atoms except the 
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brominated bithiophenes involved in the interaction and the neighboring PDIs. c, Image in 
b rotated by 90 degrees to better appreciate the additional interactions highlighted in blue. 
 
Figure 3.9. Single crystal structure of 1-Br12. a, Side and b, top view of the unit cell of 1-
Br12. c, The structural packing of 1-Br12 is shown viewing down the c-axis. d, The same 






Figure 3.10. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) of 1 and 1-Br12. The top panel corresponds 
to films drop-cast from a chloroform solution, while the bottom panel is data obtained from 
powder samples. As a reference, the black line represents the predicted PXRD pattern 









Figure 3.11. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) of drop-cast films of 1-Br12. The patterns 
of the as-deposited film obtained for 1-Br12 when dissolved in chloroform or p-xylene are 
shown by the purple and blue traces, respectively. Furthermore, an increase in 
polycrystallinity is observed for the film obtained from p-xylene when this is vapor 
annealed at 70 °C in 20:80 p-xylene:cyclohexane (red trace). As a reference, the black line 
represents the predicted PXRD pattern obtained from the single crystal data of 1-Br12.
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Table 3.2. Crystallographic data for 1-Br12. 
 1-Br12 
Chemical formula C150H132Br12N6O12S6 
Formula weight 3361.89 
Space group P–3 
a (Å) 23.028 (4) 
b (Å) 23.028 (4) 
c (Å) 19.626 (3) 
a (deg) 90 
b (deg) 90 
g (deg) 120 
V (Å3) 9013 (3) 
Z 2 
µ (mm-1) 4.21 
T (K) 100 
R1a (wR2b) 0.157 (0.476) 
Reflections 3155 
Radiation type Cu Ka 
aR1 = [Sw(Fo – Fc)2/SwFo2]1/2; bwR2 = [S[w(Fo2 – Fc2)2]/Sw(Fo2)2]1/2], w = 1/[s2(Fo2)  
+ (aP)2 + bP], where P = [max(Fo2,0) + 2(Fc2)]/3 
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3.8.3. PDF Analysis 
 
Figure 3.12. The reduced scattering structure function F(Q) (given by F(Q) = Q[S(Q) – 1]) 
is shown for all four compounds in a, the far detector setup used for high Q-resolution, and 
b, the near detector setup used for measurement over a wide Q-range. 
 
Figure 3.13. a, The resulting PDFs, G(r), are shown for all four compounds. PDFs from 
the near detector (high real space resolution) data are shown in color, and PDFs from the 
respective far detector measurements are shown as black dotted lines. b, Top and bottom 






Figure 3.14. The PDF for the brominated trimer (1-Br12) from the far detector 
measurement is overlaid with a PDF simulated from the structure obtained from SCXRD. 
The simulated PDF was generated using the program PDFgui57, calculated without any 
refinement, using experimental resolution parameters refined from the nickel standard data, 
(Qdamp = 0.008 Å–1 and Qbroad = 0.015 Å–1) the same Qmax = 6.33 Å–1, a global isotropic 
thermal displacement parameter, Uiso = 0.03 Å2, further damped by an envelope function 
with structural coherence of 400 Å, and rescaled for comparison. While there are 
differences, it is clear that the signals remain in phase over the whole range indicating that 
the long range molecular packing in the powdered sample is fairly well represented by that 
of the single crystal. 
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Figure 3.15. Coherence length for 1. The high Q-resolution, low Qmax measurement is 
shown in black (Qmax = 6.33 Å–1). The high-r signal is obscured by noise. We reduce noise 
by reducing further the Qmax. Although reducing Qmax also reduces the real space resolution, 
the high-r region is dominated by low frequency terms and therefore is still reliable for 
identifying structural signals. We therefore reduced the Qmax to 1.76 Å–1 and visually locate 
where the signal becomes flat. We give an estimated lower bound on this value at 65 Å 










Figure 3.16. Coherence length for 1-Br12. Following the same analysis described in Figure 
3.15, we can approximate the coherence length lower bound at 335 Å (black dotted line) 
and upper bound at 385 Å (green dotted line). 
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3.8.4. Transfer and output curves of TFTs 
 
 
Figure 3.17. Transfer characteristics of TFTs for 1. 
 
3.8.5. AFM height images of spin-cast films 
 
Figure 3.18. AFM height images of spin-cast films for a, 1-Br12 and b, 1. The root mean 





3.8.6. Measurement of exposure to gases 
 
Figure 3.19. a, Device cycling response for 1 under vacuum and N2 atmosphere. b, The 
average current of response for a 1-Br12 TFT to series of analytes at a concentration of 3000 
PPM. Error bars represent the standard error obtained in three measurements. 
 
 
Figure 3.20. a, I/I0 for 1-Br12 under n-hexane, 3-hexyne and 1-hexyne. b, Device cycling 
response for 1-Br12 under vacuum, N2 and hexane atmosphere. Error bars represent the 
standard error obtained in three measurements. 
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Figure 3.22. Recovery response for 1-Br12 under vacuum after exposure to 1-hexyne. 






















Figure 3.24. Evidence for the lack of interaction or reaction between 1-Br12 and 1-hexyne 
in solution (500 MHz, CDCl3). a, full spectra. b and c, zoomed-in plots. 
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4 Chapter 4 Long, Atomically Precise Donor-Acceptor Cove-Edge 
Nanoribbons As Electron Acceptors 
Chapter 4 is reproduced with permission from the authors: Sisto, T. J.; Zhong, Y.; 
Zhang, B., Trinh, M. T.; Miyata, K.; Zhong, X.; Zhu, X. Y.; Steigerwald, M. L.; Ng, F.; 
Nuckolls, C. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2017, 139, 5568; Copyright © 2017 American Chemical 
Society. Yu Zhong and I fabricated and characterized all the devices. Tom Sisto 
synthesized all the compounds with assistance from Fay Ng. M. Tuan Trinh conducted TA 
measurements and data analysis with assistance from Kiyoshi Miyata. Xinjue Zhong 




This chapter describes the facile preparation of a new type of cove-edge graphene 
nanoribbon that is atomically defined and soluble, whose frontier orbitals are tuned by 
alternating electron rich and electron poor subunits. Cove-edge graphene ribbons made in 
situ on metal surfaces have unique electronic properties and band structure due to the non-
planar segments of the ribbon.1 Cove-edge ribbons made in solution have the additional 
benefit of an unusually shaped, contorted pi-surface that is highly soluble and processible.2-
4 The soluble nanoribbons, when appropriately functionalized, are excellent electron-
transporting materials in organic photovoltaics.5-6 The typical preparations of cove-edge 
graphene nanoribbons produce either electron poor or electron rich nanoribbons (the red 
and blue ribbons in Figure 4.1A).1-3 To a large extent, only the HOMO or LUMO is tuned 
in these nanoribbons, but not both. 
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Here we take inspiration from a common design motif in conjugated polymers, 
where the HOMO and LUMO can be independently tuned by using an alternating 
combination of electron donor and electron acceptor components.7-13 This ability to 
independently tune the electronics via edge-functionality lowers the bandgap of these 
ribbons to shift numerous optical transitions into the visible light regime, which allows the 
penultimate photochemical fusion to proceed in >95% yield with a simple visible-light 
LED light source. Additionally, the electron rich segment increases the electron density, 
and therefore reactivity, at the reaction site. This allows us to now access much longer 
ribbons than was previously possible. To showcase this general synthetic strategy we 
synthesized hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2), which are atomically 
precise ribbons up to ~5 nm in length with alternating alkoxy pyrene (electron rich) and 
perylene diimide oligomers (electron poor; dimer is hPDI2, trimer is hPDI3; Figure 4.1B). 
 
Figure 4.1. (A) Electron poor, electron rich, and donor-acceptor ribbons. (B) Two ribbons 





























































Common to other electron poor cove-edge nanoribbons, these molecules are 
excellent electron acceptors. For example, cyclic voltammetry reveals that the longest 
ribbon 2 (hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3) displays 6 reduction events. This excellent electron 
accepting ability, coupled with a broad absorption profile with large molar extinction 
coefficients (>105 M–1cm–1) make these materials excel as the electron acceptor in organic 
photovoltaics (OPVs) and ultra-narrowband photodetectors.14 Unoptimized OPV power 
conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of ~8% are observed when the ribbons are used in 
combination with commercially available photoelectron donor polymers. 
 
4.2. Results and discussion 
Scheme 4.1 displays the synthesis that we developed to prepare the donor-acceptor, 
cove-edge ribbons. We first prepare the diborylated pyrene subunit unit 3 and the 
brominated hPDI-oligomers (either 4 (hPDI2-Br) or 5 (hPDI3-Br).3 This choice of 
boronate and halide for the Suzuki reaction is optimal due to the ease of palladium insertion 
into the electron deficient halogen on the hPDI subunits.15 The yield is quantitative for 6 
and 7, however, purification of these large molecules using silica gel chromatography 
results in a small loss in isolated yield. Remarkably, we find that irradiation with a common 
visible light LED in the presence of an oxidant (I2) provides a >95% yield of the fully 
cyclized acceptor-donor-acceptor ribbons hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 
(2). The lower energy visible absorptions of the precursors to hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and 
hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) compared to classic photocyclization substrates such as UV 
absorbing stilbene facilitates this visible light reaction.  
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Scheme 4.1. Synthesis of hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2).  
 
It was surprising that the cyclization reaction proceeds so cleanly to product based 
on our past experience with hPDI-ribbons. For example, in all previous attempts to 
lengthen hPDI4, the photocyclization failed. Indeed, even with a more intense UV light 
source, the longer hPDI oligomers could not be formed. The increased electron density 
provided by the electron rich pyrene increases reactivity and allows this cyclization to be 
facile. This strategy adds to the growing body of evidence that points to the ease of fusing 
electron rich aromatics to the electron deficient bay position of PDIs through 
photocyclization.16 Furthermore, we can operate the synthesis in a photochemical flow 
reactor built around a 17,000 lumen LED lamp. This showcases that the solubility of this 
~5 nm graphene nanoribbon is far superior to most carbon nanostructures, allowing for 
synthetic scalability through flow chemistry. This solubility, along with the high yield of 
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strategy of coupling and fusing fragments with complete control of edge functionality 
should be general towards a diverse family of donor-acceptor ribbons. 
As with previously reported hPDI cove-edge oligomers, several conformations are 
possible.3 The conformation that most illustrates the contortion in these ribbons is the 
helical, twistacene conformation. Figure 4.2 displays a DFT model of this energy 
minimized structure for 2. Each subunit folds with the same handedness to make a helix 
along the long axis. In the helically-wound form, the subunits of 1 rotate through 147° 
along its 3.3 nm length, while those from 2 rotate an astonishing 222° over its ~5 nm end-
to-end length. Because of the contortion in the ribbons, both hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and 
hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 are highly soluble in typical organic solvents, such as dichloromethane, 
chloroform, xylenes, and chlorobenzene. Powder XRD of hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) reveals 
an amorphous solid (Figure 4.14). AFM spectroscopy of thin films reveals that hPDI3-
Pyr-hPDI3 (2) organize in lamella on highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (Figure 4.15). 
 
Figure 4.2. DFT minimized molecular models of one possible conformation of hPDI3-
Pyr-hPDI3 (2). This conformer has each of the PDIs wound into a twistacene helix.3 
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We can probe the frontier orbitals in hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 
using cyclic voltammetry, UV-vis spectroscopy, and DFT calculations. The Supplementary 
material contains the cyclic voltammograms for hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-
hPDI3 (2) (Figure 4.13). Ribbon 1 shows five, reversible reduction events in THF. From 
the first reduction, we can estimate a LUMO of –3.73 eV for hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2. The 
longer ribbon, hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3, displays a voltammogram with 6 reduction events. The 
first reduction of hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 occurs at –1.04 V, indicating a LUMO of –3.76 eV.  
The Supplementary material contains the UV-Vis absorption (Figure 4.10 and 4.11) 
and fluorescence spectra (Figure 4.12) for hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3. The 
quantum yield for hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 is 50%. The absorption maximum is 604 nm and 619 
nm for 1 and 2, respectively. As a point of comparison hPDI4, the longest oligomer 
previously made, displayed a blue-shifted absorption maximum at 602 nm. The optical gap 
is 2.06 eV and 2.01 eV for hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3, respectively. An 
interesting feature of the UV-vis spectrum for hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 is its extremely sharp 
absorption edge. The sharpness of this low energy transition, which also persists in the 
solid state, is a consequence of the fused structure providing rigidity as compared to typical 
conjugated polymers. The combination of electron accepting ability and the sharp 
absorption edge in films makes these materials best-in-class for ultra-narrowband 
photodetectors.14  
Figure 4.3 displays images of the HOMO and one of many degenerate LUMO 
orbitals for hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3. The HOMO for both hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and hPDI3-Pyr-
hPDI3 is located on the electron rich pyrene, while the LUMO consists of numerous 
degenerate orbital configurations that are all centered on the PDI portions of the molecules. 
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This separation and degeneracy is crucial for enhancing the already large molar 
absorptivity of these chromophores to >105 M–1cm–1. The HOMO levels of ribbon 1 and 2 
are calculated to be –5.80 eV and –5.76 eV respectively. The LUMO levels are predicted 
to be –3.56 eV and –3.68 eV respectively. These values are similar to the LUMO levels of 
–3.73 and –3.76 eV estimated from electrochemistry.  
 
Figure 4.3. Images of the HOMO and one of many degenerate LUMO orbitals of hPDI3-
Pyr-hPDI3 (2). 
To test the efficacy of these new donor-acceptor ribbons as electron acceptors in 
organic solar cells (OPVs), we chose PTB7-Th as the electron donor.17-18 The long 
wavelength absorptions of PTB7-Th are red-shifted relative to those of the ribbons, 
resulting in blended films that have broad and intense absorptions from 350 to 800 nm. 
Ribbons hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) were tested in an inverted solar 




estimation of the energy levels of the components. Both hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and hPDI3-
Pyr-hPDI3 perform extremely well as electron accepting materials in unoptomized OPVs. 
Figure 4.4B and 4.4C reports the J-V curves and EQE spectra, while Table 4.1 summarizes 
the key parameters for the solar cells. The highest power conversion efficiency is 7.6%, 
comparable with the best PTB7-Th based nonfullerene solar cells.5, 19-21 
 
Figure 4.4. (A) Energy levels of the components in the solar cell estimated from cyclic 
voltammetry and DFT calculations. Energy levels of PTB7-Th were adopted from Liao et. 
al.17 (B) J-V curves for hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2). (C) EQE 

























































This is noteworthy, as most PTB7-Th based fullerene/non-fullerene solar cells 
show a PCE that is below 7.5% without using solvent additives.5, 20, 22-23 AFM microscopy 
indicates that the blended film of PTB7-Th and hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 or hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 
automatically forms a good phase separation for charge dissociation and transport with 
domains of approximately 30 nm in diameter (Figure 4.8). The electron and hole mobilities 
of the PTB7-Th:2 blended film from space charge limited current measurements are 
7.1×10-4 and 3.9×10-4 cm2V-1s-1, respectively (Figure 4.9). To confirm efficient charge 
transfer between the donor-acceptor, we performed transient absorption spectroscopy 
(Figures 4.16-4.18). Charge transfer is balanced and occurs on the picosecond timescale. 
We hypothesize that the extended conjugation of hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 and hPDI3-Pyr-
hPDI3, along with their ability to accept so many electrons, makes them highly efficient 
in solar cells. While these values are excellent for unoptimized non-fullerene solar cells, 
they will be improved dramatically if we use a donor with a better electronic24-25 and 
conformational match26-28 for these ribbons.  
Table 4.1. Summary of Device Parameters of PTB7-Th:1 and PTB7-Th:2 Solar Cells. 
 JSC (mA/cm2) VOC (V) FF (%) PCE (%) 
PTB7-Th:1 14.3 0.83 58.1 6.9 
PTB7-Th:2 15.1 0.80 62.9 7.6 
      
4.3. Conclusion 
This chapter describes the fusion of donor and acceptor segments to create cove 
edge graphene nanoribbons whose frontier orbitals can be tuned independently. We 
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synthesize them through a high-yielding visible light flow photocyclization to produce 
atomically defined ribbons that are ~5 nm long. The ribbons are highly soluble and 
processible into thin films. When blended with commercially available electron donors, 
they act as the electron acceptor in highly efficient OPVs. Electrochemistry shows that 
each ribbon can accept large numbers of electrons. The ease of independently tuning the 
frontier orbitals, along with the solubility and simplicity of the chemistry, suggest that this 
strategy is applicable for the synthesis of a diverse family of ribbons, along with longer 
discrete nanoribbons and polymers. Moreover, this chemistry lends itself to functionalizing 
the ribbons on their ends to facilitate device testing of individual ribbons. 
 
4.4. Experimental section 
General Details. All reactions were performed in oven-dried or flame-dried round bottom 
flasks, unless otherwise noted. The flasks were fitted with rubber septa and reactions were 
conducted under a positive pressure of nitrogen, unless otherwise noted. Anhydrous and 
anaerobic solvents were obtained from a Schlenk manifold with purification columns 
packed with activated alumina and supported copper catalyst (Glass Contour, Irvine, CA). 
Automated flash chromatography was performed using a Teledyne Isco Combiflash Rf200 
and Redisep Rf Gold Silica columns. 
Materials. Pyrene-2,7-diol was synthesized according to a reported procedure.29 hPDI3 
(PDI-trimer) and br-hPDI2 (4) were synthesized according to our reported procedures.3 
PTB7 and PTB7-Th was purchased from 1-material. All chemicals were purchased from 
commercial sources and used without further purification unless otherwise specified.  
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Instrumentation. 1H, and 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker DRX300 (300 
MHz), Bruker DRX400 (400 MHz) or a Bruker DMX500 (500 MHz) spectrometer. 
Chemical shifts for protons are reported in parts per million downfield from 
tetramethylsilane and are referenced to residual protium in the NMR solvent (CHCl3: δ 
7.26; C2D2Cl2: δ 6.00). Chemical shifts for carbon are reported in parts per million 
downfield from tetramethylsilane and are referenced to the carbon resonances of the 
solvent (CDCl3 δ 77.0. Data are represented as follows: chemical shift, multiplicity (s = 
singlet, d = doublet, t = triplet, m = multiplet), coupling constants in hertz, and integration. 
The mass spectroscopic data were obtained at the Columbia University mass spectrometry 
facility using a Waters XEVO G2-XS QToF equipped with and ASAP probe or a JEOL 
JMSHX110A/110A tandem mass spectrometer.  Absorption spectra were obtained on 
Shimadzu UV 1800 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were 
recorded on a CH166 electrochemical workstation using Ag/AgCl electrode as the 
reference electrode. 0.1 M tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6) in 
dichloromethane was used as the supporting electrolyte. All cyclic voltammetry data was 
referenced to the known ferrocene/ferrocenium couple. HPLC purification was performed 
on a Waters Prep150 instrument equipped with S3 a UV-vis detector, an automated fraction 
collector, and a Nacalai Tesque COSMOSIL Buckyprep or 5PBB column (20 mm I.D. x 
250 mm, 5 µm). 
The current-density–voltage (J–V) curves were measured by a Keithley 2635A 
source measure unit. The photocurrent was measured under AM 1.5G illumination at 100 
mW/cm2 under a Newport solar Simulator (Model # 66485). A KG5-Si reference cell 
traceable to Newport was used to calibrate light intensity. The effective device area was 
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defined as 6.25 mm2 by an aperture mask. Average device parameters were obtained from 
at least 4 devices at each condition. EQE measurements were performed using a QEXL 
system from PV Measurements Inc. 
The flow reactor was a home-built reactor consisting of a peristaltic pump 
(Masterflex L/S PTFE-Tubing Pump System; 3 to 300 rpm, 90 to 260 VAC; Item# UX-
77912-10), FEP tubing (Chemfluor FEP tubing), and 17,500 lumen LED cornbulb lamps 
(EverWatt, EWIP64CB150WE39NB24, 150 W). The tubing was wrapped around the LED 
bulbs to provide the reaction surface. No heating or cooling was applied, and a thermometer 
touched to the tubing during a reaction read ~55-65 degrees Celsius. 
AFM thin film measurements of hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) were carried out with 
Bruker Dimension FastScan AFM in ambient conditions using Peakforce tapping mode. 
Images were analyzed using NanoScope Analysis. 
AFM measurements of photovoltaic active layers were carried out in tapping mode 
on a Bruker Multi-Mode AFM at ambient conditions. A commercial silicon cantilever 
(RTESPA, MPP- 11120-10, Bruker) was used in this study with a typical radius of 
curvature of ~8 nm and a nominal spring constant of ~40 Nm-1. 
Fluorescence and quantum yields were measured on a Jobin Yvon Fluore-Max4 
spectrofluorometer equipped with a Horiba Scientific integrating sphere.  






4.5. Supplementary materials 
Organic Photovoltaic Data: 
The synthesis of a precursor to ZnO is followed as described previously.31 Pre-
patterned ITO coated glass with a sheet resistance of ~15Ω/sq was cleaned with detergent, 
then sonicated in deionized water, acetone and isopropanol for 30 min each. After 
sonication, the substrates were treated with UV-Ozone for 10 min. The ZnO precursor was 
spin-cast onto the ITO substrate at 3000 rpm for 1 min, followed by annealing at 200 
degrees Celsius in air for one hour. This forms a thin film with an approximate thickness 
of 20 nm. The bulk heterojunction active layer was prepared by spin-coating a mixed 
solution containing the donor polymer and helical ribbon in chlorobenzene at a total 
concentration of 25 mg/ml at 1000 rpm for 2 min to provide an approximately 140 nm thick 
active layer. Finally, a 7 nm MoO3 layer followed by a 100 nm Al electrode were deposited 
through a shadow mask by thermal evaporation under a vacuum at ~10-6 torr. 
 




Figure 4.6. (A) Current density versus voltage (J–V) characteristics and (B) external 





Figure 4.7. (A) Current density versus voltage (J–V) characteristics and (B) external 




Figure 4.8. Film morphology of PTB7-Th: 2 blend film at a mass ratio of 1:1 processed 
from chlorobenzene solutions. (A) Top surface phase image of BHJ thin film measured in 
tapping mode. (B) Internal phase image of blended thin film measured in tapping mode. 
 
Carrier Mobility: 
Carrier mobility was measured by space charge limit current (SCLC) method.31 
Hole-only devices were fabricated with a device configuration of ITO/PEDOT:PSS/PTB7- 
Th:2/MoO3/Al. Electron-only devices were fabricated with a device configuration of 
ITO/ZnO/PTB7-Th:2/Al. The mobility was determined by fitting the dark current to the 
model of a single carrier SCLC, described by the equation: 
𝐽 = 98 ε;ε<𝜇 𝑉?𝑑@	
where J is the current density, µ is the carrier mobility under zero field, ε0 is the permittivity 
of free space, εr is the material relative permittivity (assumed to be 3 here), d is the active 
layer thickness (140 nm), and V is the effective voltage. The effective voltage can be 
obtained by subtracting the built-in voltage (Vbi) from the applied voltage (Va), V=Va – Vbi. 
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Vbi is 0 V for hole-only devices and 0.23 V for electron-only devices. The carrier mobility 
can be calculated from the slope of the J1/2~V curves. 
The PTB7-Th:2 blend film showed a hole mobility of 3.9 ×10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 and an 
electron mobility of 7.1×10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1. 
 














Spectra were collected in dichloromethane. 
 
Figure 4.10. UV-Vis spectra of hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) 
 
 





Spectra were collected in dichloromethane. The quantum yield of hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) 
is 50.14%± (0.481), and was collected in dichloromethane with an integrating sphere. Slit 
widths of 1.1025 and 0.6825 nm were used for the excitation and emission wavelengths 
respectively. The excitation wavelength was 410 nm, and the emission spectra was 
collected from 550-800 nm. Concentration was such that no absorption peak was above 
0.1. 
 







Cyclic Voltammetry Data: 
Spectra were collected at room temperature in a 0.1 M solution of TBAPF6 in THF with a 




Figure 4.13. Cyclic voltammogram spectra of hPDI2-Pyr-hPDI2 (1) and hPDI3-Pyr-
hPDI3 (2) 
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Powder XRD Data: 
Powder X-Ray Diffraction was conducted on hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (3), showing that the pure 
solid is amorphous. 
 
Figure 4.14. Powder XRD spectra of hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) 
 
AFM Spectroscopy: 
hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) powder was dissolved in dichloromethane to prepare a solution of 
concentration 10-7 M. AFM thin films were then made by spraying the solution onto a 
freshly cleaved surface of highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). 
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Figure 4.15. (a) AFM adhesion force image of hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 (2) self-assembled on 
HOPG. The inset shows a Fourier transform of the image with the two diffraction spots 
corresponding to inter-stripe distance of 4.7±0.2 nm; (b) A representative cross-sectional 
profile of the image (red line in panel a) 
 
Transient Absorption Data: 
 
Figure 4.16. Absorption spectra of the neat PTB7-Th and 2, and the blended BHJ films. 




Figure 4.17. Transient absorption spectra (TAS) taken to observe the exciton dynamics. 
TAS for (a) the neat film of PTB7-Th at 710 nm excitation, (b) the blended film of PTB7-
Th and 2, the black curve is the neat film of 2 at 710 nm excitation, (c) the neat film of 2 
at 420 nm excitation, and (d) the blended film of PTB7-Th and 2 at 420 nm excitation. 
 
Figure 4.18. (a) The kinetics of each component in the neat and blended BHJ films. Solid 
lines are biexponetial fit curves for the data. (b) A schematic diagram of relative energy 
level alignments in the system and the bidirectional charge transfer, read and blue arrows 
indicate 710 and 420 nm excitations. 
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To study photophysics and charge transfer across donor-acceptor interfaces we use 
the transient absorption (TA) spectroscopy. The setup made use of a 1 mJ Ti:sapphire 
femtosecond regenerative amplifier operating at a repetition rate of 1 kHz (Newport 
Spectra-Physics). The pump laser light (∼100 fs pulse width) comes from an optical 
parametric amplifier (TOPAS). The probe, a white-light supercontinuum (420-1600 nm), 
was focuses onto sample with a small overlapped angle to the pump. The detection consists 
of a pair of high-resolution multichannel detector arrays coupled to a high-speed data 
acquisition system (Ultrafast Systems). We conceived the selective excitation of either 
PTB7-Th or 2 by tuning the excitation wavelength to 720 or 400 nm, respectively (Figure 
4.16.).  
Firstly, we compare the TAs from the neat PTB7-Th (Figure 4.17a) and the blended 
BHJ films (Figure 4.17b) recorded with 720 nm excitation. Just after excitation of PTB7-
Th, TA spectra shows similar structure between the neat and BHJ films. They consist of 
bleaching features at around 640 and 730 nm assigned to the bleaching signals from PTB7-
th and a broad photo-induced absorption in 900 – 1400 nm from the exciton in PTB7-th. 
When time evolves, the induced absorption of exciton at 1400 nm in the blended film decay 
rapidly forming charge induced absorption features at ~ 800 and 1100 nm, the bleaching 
feature from 2 also appears at 620 nm indicating electrons transfer from PTB7-Th to 2 after 
photo excitation of the blend (Figure 4.17b). The exciton population decay in the neat 
PTB7-Th film can be fitted by a double exponential function to the dynamics at 1400 nm 
which resulted in constants of 4±0.2 ps (38%) and 39±4 ps (62%) (Figure 4.18a). In 
contrast, the signal in the blended film decays with time constants of 1.6±0.2 ps (51 %) 
and 9.4±0.5 ps (49%). The faster decay implies the dissociation of the exciton caused by 
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charge separation between PTB7-Th and 2. The additional absorption feature at 1100 nm 
in the blended film is assigned to an induced absorption from holes in PTB7-th. 
Furthermore, the time constants of the rise for the dynamics at 850 nm are 1.7 and 8.4 ps, 
which coincide well with the decay dynamics of the exciton in PTB7-th confirming 
electron transfer from PTB7-Th to 2 in the blended film (Figure 4.18b). The striking feature 
is that the charge dynamics in the blended film has a lifetime of 4.9±0.5 ns (Yellow curve 
in Figure 4.18a, the fit is not shown), two orders of magnitude longer than that of exciton 
lifetime in PTB7-Th. The long charge carrier lifetime allows them to be extracted by 
electrodes before recombining via bimolecular recombination process. 
The similar charge transfer dynamics are also observed upon excitation at 420 nm 
where 2 is predominantly excited (Figure 4.17c,d). At this excitation wavelength we 
expected holes transfer from 2 to PTB7-Th. While strong bleaching signal of 2 at 620 nm 
was observed just after excitation in both neat 2 and blended films, the bleaching remains 
much longer in the blended film due to long living charge carriers. Concurrently, we see 
additional induced absorption in the blended film in the region from 750 to 1200 nm 
ascribed to the charged species resulting from inter domain charge transfer. Note that the 
TA spectra converge to the similar shape in the case of both 420 and 720 nm excitation 
conditions which implies the balanced charge transfer in the blended film (Figure 4.17b,d). 
In summary, we unambiguously demonstrated bidirectional charge transfer from one 
domain to the other (Figure 4.18b), which accounts for high EQE and vanished fluorescent 
of the blended film. 
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5 Chapter 5 Helical Nanoribbons for Ultra-Narrowband 
Photodetectors 
Chapter 5 is reproduced with permission from the authors: Zhong, Y.; Sisto, T. J.; 
Zhang, B., Miyata, K.; Zhu, X. Y.; Steigerwald, M. L.; Ng, F.; Nuckolls, C. J. Am. Chem. 
Soc. 2017, 139, 5644; Copyright © 2017 American Chemical Society. Yu Zhong and I 
fabricated and characterized all the devices. Tom Sisto synthesized all the compounds with 
assistance from Fay Ng. Kiyoshi Miyata conducted TA measurements and data analysis. 
 
5.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes a family of twisted molecular ribbons as electronic materials 
for ultra-narrowband organic photodetectors. Narrowband photodetectors have broad 
applications in color discrimination, imaging, and security systems.1-2 One of the key 
parameters for a narrowband photodetector is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 
spectral response: ultra-narrowband photodetectors have important applications in optical 
systems where either only specific wavelengths need to be detected or a high spectral 
resolution is required, thus such a detector should respond to as narrow a wavelength region 
as possible, and therefore this FWHM should be small. The conventional strategy to create 
narrowband photodetectors is to combine band-pass filters with broadband photodiodes.3 
However, the complicated architecture of the resulting photodetector increases the cost and 
limits their application in high pixel density detectors. Alternative methods involve using 
narrowband absorbers such as organic molecules and inorganic nanocrystals,4 or 
manipulating the internal quantum efficiency via charge collection narrowing (CCN) (The 
working principle of the CCN photodetector will be detailed below).5 The state-of-the-art 
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narrowband photodetectors have been made using methylammonium lead trihalide 
perovskite single crystals, and they show a spectral response of < 20 nm (FWHM).6 
Compared with lead-based perovskite materials, organic materials have some advantages 
such as light weight and less toxicity. However, the FWHM of spectral response in organic 
CCN photodetectors is usually greater than 50 nm.5 Until the present work it has proven 
difficult to achieve narrowband response with a FWHM of < 20 nm using organic 
materials.2, 4-10  
 
Figure 5.1. (A) Structures of the helical ribbons. (B) Energy minimized molecular model 





red. Hydrogen atoms have been removed to clarify the view. A methyl group was 
substituted for each of the sidechains in the calculations. 
A family of organic optoelectronic materials systems would serve well in CCN 
photodetectors if they could be made with the following properties: (1) they should have 
as sharp an absorption edge as possible; (2) they should have as high an extinction 
coefficient as possible; and (3) they should have an absorption edge that is tunable across 
the visible spectrum. In addition to these optical properties, these materials behave as 
carrier-transporting semiconductors. The optical materials must have sharp-edged, strong 
absorptions because the CCN device is designed such that only those photons whose 
energies are close to the absorption edge are allowed to penetrate the active level to a depth 
that will allow both carriers to reach their respective electrodes (see Figure 5.2A).5 
Tunability of the absorption edge is a necessity for multi-color detection.  
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Figure 5.2. (A) Schematic of a CCN photodetector. The dashed line is a conceptual 
boundary between above-bandgap region and near-band edge region. Brightness gradient 
in the active layer indicates the light penetration depth with respect to different wavelengths. 
(B) Normalized film absorption spectra of the compounds used in the active layer. (C) 




































































5.2. Results and discussion 
Figure 5.1A displays the molecular structures of the perylene diimide (PDI) ribbons 
used here as the electron acceptors in the photodetector. We utilized the previously 
described dimer (hPDI2), trimer (hPDI3) and tetramer (hPDI4); in these compounds the 
PDI subunits are fused with ethylene bridges.11 We also recently found a robust method to 
make a longer version of these helical ribbons (hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3), by fusing an electron-
rich subunit (a dialkoxy-pyrene) with two hPDI3 subunits.12 This longer hPDI3-Pyr-
hPDI3 ribbon has a bathochromically shifted absorbance relative to its shorter cousins.11-
12 In previous studies, we have shown that each of these ribbons have non-planar 
conformations due to the cove edges.11 For example, Figure 5.1B shows the helical 
conformation of the donor-acceptor helical ribbon hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3. These ribbons have 
high optical absorptivity, good electron mobility, and sharp absorption edges. We have 
previously demonstrated that helical PDI ribbons are amongst the best electron acceptors 
in organic solar cells with high power conversion efficiencies.12-15 By incorporating these 
four ribbons into a CCN device architecture, we here prepare a set of four photodetectors, 
each of which shows a wavelength-specific, ultra-narrow spectral response (FWHM of ~ 
20 nm). The narrowness of the photosensitivity exceeds that achieved with traditional 
organic materials by over a factor 5.4-5, 7, 9, 16 
Figure 5.2A shows a schematic of a CCN photodetector. The active layer of the 
CCN photodiode is thick enough that it can modulate the exciton and carrier distribution. 
Due to the thickness and high absorption coefficients of the active layer, photons with 
energies corresponding to wavelengths higher than the band gap are completely absorbed 
at the surface adjacent to the transparent electrode. The carriers that are generated will not 
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produce current due to the highly imbalanced electron- and hole-diffusion lengths that 
make it unlikely that both carriers reach the respective electrodes. Only incident light near 
the absorption edge penetrates to the appropriate depth in the active layer that both the 
resulting electron and hole can move to their target electrodes; this causes the photodetector 
to exhibit photoresponse only near the absorption edge.5 
We fabricated photodetector devices by combining the hPDI ribbons and the 
commercial wide-band-gap polymer, poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene-alt-benzothiadiazole) 
(F8BT).17-18 The Experiment section contains the method for device fabrication. F8BT has 
a blue-shifted absorption spectrum complementary to that of the hPDI ribbons (Figure 
5.2B). We can quantify the sharpness of the absorption edge in the ribbons by measuring 
the FWHM of the lowest-energy absorption band. As shown in Figure 5.2B, the lowest-
energy absorption bands for the ribbons have a FWHM of 20-30 nm, which is much smaller 
than that of typical conjugated polymers (70-100 nm).5 Films of these ribbons maintain the 
sharp absorption edges characteristic of the molecularly dispersed materials, presumably 
because the non-planar molecular structure inhibits agglomeration and crystallization. 
Importantly, the absorption edges of the four ribbons differ, varying from the band edge of 

















hPDI2 575 22 8.0 2.6×1010 
hPDI3 600 19 7.3 1.7×1010 
hPDI4 615 16 3.4 1.1×1010 
hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3 645 20 1.1 9.3×109 
 
Table 5.1 summarizes the key parameters for each of the helical molecular ribbon 
devices. The Supplementary materials contain a discussion of the responsivity (R) and 
specific detectivity (D*) of these devices. Overall, the responsivity and specific detectivity 
are comparable to those of perovskite single crystal photodetectors.6 Figure 5.2C displays 
the normalized external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra for all of the photodetectors. 
Each of the CCN devices made from the helical, molecular ribbons has a photoresponse 
only near the corresponding absorption edge (Table 5.1). More importantly, all of the 
devices show exceptionally narrow spectral response with FWHMs of ~ 20 nm. It is 
important to note that the state-of-art organic narrowband photodetectors have FWHMs of 
~ 100 nm for visible light detection.5, 7 The FWHM of our photodetectors, which are from 
spin-cast films, is comparable to that of the best narrowband photodetectors made from 
perovskite single crystal active layers.6  
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Figure 5.3. (A) Molecular structures of PDI and uPDI2. Red arrows indicate rotatable 
carbon-carbon single bonds between PDI units. (B) Normalized film absorption spectra of 
hPDI2, uPDI2 and PC71BM. (C) Normalized absorption spectra of hPDI2 in film and in 
solution. (D) Normalized absorption spectra of PDI in film and solution. 
We next discuss the origins of the high performance CCN devices with this new 
molecular system. Most importantly, as mentioned above, these ribbons have sharp 
absorption edges that define the ultra-narrow detection bands. We believe this is due to the 
rigidity of the chromophores in the ribbons; most small molecules and polymers (FWHM 
of 70-100 nm) used in photodetectors, having much more rotational freedom, have much 
broader absorption edges.5 In order to emphasize the origin of the sharp absorption feature, 
we compare absorption spectra of hPDI2 and a dimeric uncyclized-PDI that contains an 
uncyclized ethylene bridge (uPDI2, Figure 5.3A). uPDI2 displays a much broader lowest-
energy absorption band than hPDI2 (FWHM of 70 nm, Figure 5.3B) because the 
conjugated cores of the hPDIs do not contain any rotatable carbon-carbon single bonds and 

























































have very narrow distributions of accessible conformations at room temperature (Figure 
5.1B). In contrast, owing to the rotatable bonds, uPDI2 has a more flexible backbone, 
which is commonly seen in other organic semiconducting materials, that allows access to 
more molecular geometries. We conclude that the sharpness of the band edge for the helical 
ribbons originates from their fused but twisted molecular structures. 
In addition, the spectroscopic transitions do not shift, broaden, or change their shape 
upon going from a solution to a film (see Figure 5.3C and Figure 5.9). The twisted structure 
and contorted structure of the nanoribbons do not allow for traditional pi-stacked 
aggregation and effectively reduces the degree of crystallinity. Therefore there is little 
shifting in absorption upon going from solution to film. Highly crystalline films have a 
broader distribution of density of states relative to amorphous films due to Frenkel exciton 
band formation by stronger intermolecular coupling.19-20 For example, the lowest-energy 
absorption band for the flat PDI monomer, which can aggregate, shifts upon film formation 
as seen in Figure 5.3D. 
A further advantage of these helical, molecular ribbons over traditional materials is 
that they have very high oscillator strengths for their lowest-energy transitions. Fullerenes, 
which are the most commonly used electron acceptors in solar cells and photodetectors, 
have low oscillator strengths and a long absorption band tail in the visible light region.21 
Figure 5.3B compares the broad absorption edge for PC71BM with that of hPDI2. These 
lowest energy transitions for these ribbons have very high absorptivity. The molar 
extinction coefficients are more than 1 × 105 M-1cm-1 for each of the molecular ribbons 
(Figure 5.10).11-12 Sufficient absorbance at energies above the absorption edge is essential 
for narrowband CCN photodetection. To emphasize this, we made the F8BT:hPDI2 CCN 
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photodetectors with two different active-layer film thicknesses (780 nm and 1140 nm). We 
observe multiple high-energy transitions in the EQE spectrum that correspond to the small 
peaks in the transmission spectrum in the device having 780 nm-thick active layer (Figure 
5.4A), but when film thickness is increased to 1140 nm, all the photons with energy greater 
than the absorption edge are absorbed (Figure 5.4B). The photoresponse occurs precisely 
at the absorption edge (575 nm, blue trace in Figure 5.4B). It is important to note that 
previously reported polymer:fullerene photodetectors, which have drastically inferior 
detection bandwidth, require 3-5 µm thick active layers in order to completely absorb light 
above absorption-edges.7-8 The high absorption coefficients of these helical ribbons allow 
us to reduce the thickness of the active layer to ~1 µm for all of the devices referred to in 
Figure 5.2C. Notably, the thickness is about three orders of magnitude smaller than that of 
perovskite single crystals used in narrowband photodetectors.6 
 
Figure 5.4. Transmission and specific detectivity spectra of hPDI2-based CCN 
photodetectors with (A) 780 nm and (B) 1140 nm thick active layers, respectively. 













































































Furthermore, the helical molecular ribbons employed here have high electron 
mobility. The micrometer thick active layers that characterize CCN photodetectors 
typically are inefficient photocurrent collectors. Carrier mobility is a key parameter with 
respect to reducing carrier recombination, and our previous studies have shown that these 
ribbons have high electron mobilities in thin-film filed-effect transistors.11 We measure the 
electron electron in the F8BT:hPDI2 blend films by the space-charge-limited current 
(SCLC) method.22 The electron mobility is calculated to be 3.9 × 10−5 cm2V−1s−1 (Figure 
5.11), which is similar to that of PC71BM-based blended films.23-24 The high electron 




In summary, this chapter presents a new molecular blueprint for ultra-narrowband 
organic photodetectors. Our CCN photodetectors are based on four different helical ribbons 
that that differ in the wavelength of their response. The photodetectors made from these 
materials have narrow spectral response with FWHM of < 20 nm. The ultra-narrow 
bandwidth for detection results from the helical ribbons high absorption coefficient, good 
electron mobility, and sharp absorption edges that are defined by the fused but twisted 
molecular structure. These materials augur well for applications in color discrimination, 
imaging, and security systems. Our results indicate that the CCN effect is a general effect 
for organic bulkjunction devices. It is also applicable to other non-fullerene systems.25 We 
will be able to further improve the device performance by synthesizing p-type ribbon-like 
molecules that structurally and optically match the PDI ribbons. 
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5.4. Experimental section 
Device fabrication 
The helical ribbons were synthesized according to a previously reported 
method.11,12 F8BT was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The synthesis of ZnO precursor 
was described elsewhere.26 Prepatterned ITO-coated glass with a sheet resistance of 
~15Ω/sq was cleaned with detergent, ultrasonicated in DI water, acetone and isopropanol 
for 30 min, respectively. Subsequently, we treated the substrates by UV-Ozone for 10 min. 
The prepared ZnO precursor was spin-cast onto the ITO substrate at 3000 rpm for 1 min, 
followed by annealing at 200 oC for 1 h in air, to form a thin film with approximate 
thickness of 20 nm. The BHJ active layer was prepared by spin-coating a mixed solution 
containing the polymer and the acceptors in chloroform. In order to flatten the absorption 
bands of the blended films, multiple types of helical ribbons are also used as the alloying 
acceptors in the devices labeled as hPDI4 and hPDI3-Pyr-hPDI3. The thickness of the 
prepared active layers is controlled by tuning the concentration and spin speed. Table 5.2 
displays the experimental conditions for preparing the active layer of each device. Finally, 
a 10 nm MoO3 layer was deposited first and then a 100 nm Al electrode were subsequently 
deposited through a shadow mask by thermal evaporation under a vacuum about 1×10-6 
























#1-hPDI2 27 53 0 0 0 1000 1140 
#2-hPDI2 27 53 0 0 0 2000 780 
#3-hPDI3 23 0 57 0 0 1000 1260 
#4-hPDI4 22 0 34 34 0 1000 1300 
#5-hPDI3-
Pyr-hPDI3 
25 0 19 19 37 1000 1400 
 
Characterization 
Absorption spectra were obtained on Shimadzu UV 1800 UV-Vis. The current-
density–voltage (J–V) curves were measured by a Keithley 2635A source measure unit. 
EQE measurements were performed using a QEXL system from PV Measurements Inc. 
EQE spectra were measured at -3 V bias voltage if not specified. The responsivity R was 
calculated from the following equation: R=λq/hc×EQE, where EQE is external quantum 
efficiency, λ the wavelength, q the electron charge, h the Planck constant, c the speed of 
light. When the noise current is dominated by the shot noise from the dark current, the 
specific detectivity (D*) is given by D*=R/(2qJd)1/2, where R is the responsivity, q the 
electron charge and Jd the dark current density. 
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5.5. Supplementary materials 
 
Figure 5.5. EQE and transmission spectra of F8BT:hPDI2 photodetectors from different 
donor-to-acceptor mass ratios and solute concentration: (A) 1:1 at 53 mg/mL; (B) 1:1 at 80 
mg/mL; (C) 1:2 at 80 mg/mL. We optimized the device performance according to the EQE 
ratio of 575 nm and < 550 nm (short-wavelength light rejection ratio). The device made 
from 1:1 at 53 mg/mL shows above-bandgap photoresponse at about 530 nm and 420 nm 
because the film is not thick enough. When the film is prepared from 1:1 at 80 mg/mL, the 
rejection ratio (575 nm and 500 nm) is about 8. The device made from mass ratio of 1:2 at 
80 mg/mL shows a higher rejection ratio (about 30), as shown in (C). 
 
Figure 5.6. EQE spectra of the narrowband photodetectors and transmission spectra of the 
corresponding active layers. 
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Figure 5.9. Normalized absorption spectra of (A) hPDI3, (B) hPDI4 and (C) hPDI3-Pyr-




Figure 5.10. UV−vis absorption spectra of the ribbons measured in solution (1 × 10−5 M 











































































































Carrier mobility was measured by space charge limit current (SCLC) method. The 
hole-only device was fabricated with a device configuration of 
ITO/MoO3/F8BT:hPDI2/MoO3/Al. The electron-only device was fabricated with a device 
configuration of ITO/ZnO/ F8BT:hPDI2/Al. The mobility was determined by fitting the 
dark current to the model of a single carrier SCLC, described by the equation: 
𝐽 = 98 𝜀;𝜀<𝜇 𝑉?𝑑@  
where J is the current density, µ is the carrier mobility under zero field, ε0 is the permittivity 
of free space, εr is the material relative permittivity (assumed to be 3 here), d is the active 
layer thickness (~120 nm), and V is the effective voltage. The effective voltage can be 
obtained by subtracting the built-in voltage (Vbi) from the applied voltage (Va), V=Va – Vbi. 
Vbi is 0 V for the hole-only device and 0.23 V for the electron-only device. The carrier 
mobility can be calculated from the slope of the J 0.5-V curves. The hole and electron 
mobility was calculated to be 2.2 × 10−6 and 3.9 × 10−5 cm2V−1s−1, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.11. J 0.5 vs. V plots for (A) a hole-only device, (B) an electron-only device from 
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6 Chapter 6 The Influence of Molecular Conformation on Electron 
Transport in Giant, Conjugated Macrocycles 
Chapter 6 is reproduced with permission from the authors: Ball, M. L.; Zhang, B.; 
Xu, Q.; Paley, D. W.; Ritter, V. C.; Ng, F.; Steigerwald, M. L.; Nuckolls, C. J. Am. Chem. 
Soc. 2018, 140, 10135; Copyright © 2018 American Chemical Society. I fabricated and 
characterized all the devices. Melissa Ball synthesized all the compounds with assistance 
from Cary Ritter and Fay Ng. Qizhi Xu and I conducted temperature dependence 
measurement. Dan Paley performed the SCXRD diffraction. Michael Steigerwald and 
Melissa Ball did the DFT calculations. 
 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter describes the direct connection between the molecular conformation 
of a macrocycle and its macroscopic charge transport properties. The macrocycles studied 
here are the merger of two classes of electronic materials: conjugated macrocycles1–27 and 
electron transporting helical perylene diimide (hPDI) ribbons.28–30 Conjugated 
macrocycles are emerging as efficacious materials for electron transport in organic field 
effect transistors (OFETs), photovoltaics (OPVs), photodetectors (OPD), and sensors.11,31–
33 Thus far, the most successful conjugated macrocycles in devices consist of multiple 
copies of PDI monomers with various spacers that are wound into a macrocycle. Our goal 
here is to substitute monomeric PDI subunits with oligomeric hPDI subunits. The hPDI 
nanoribbons are known to have extraordinary properties in devices requiring efficient 
charge transport, such as solar cells and photodetectors,34–38 making them exciting 
candidates for incorporation into a conjugated macrocycle construction. 
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Figure 6.1. (a) Macrocycle building blocks comprising a phenyl-bithiophene-phenyl linker 
(B) and an hPDI dimer (D). The macrocycles are formed from these two molecular 
components wrapped into a -D-B-D-B- arrangement; (b) chemical structure of cis-cDBDB; 
and (c) trans-cDBDB. 
Here we reveal the first of new, giant macrocycles that incorporate hPDI ribbons 
(Figure 6.1). Both structures comprise hPDI dimers (D) that are connected with a phenyl-
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bithiophene-phenyl linker (B) to form the macrocycles with the structure cDBDB (the “c” 
denoting a cyclic structure). The connectivity of the two macrocycles differ between the 
hPDI monomer and the linker group (B), resulting in the formation of two, giant 
macrocycles: cis-cDBDB (Figure 6.1b) and trans-cDBDB (Figure 6.1c). We create 
amorphous thin films from each of these macrocycles and compare how both the molecular 
structure and conformation affect charge transport. We find that both macrocycles form 
thin films that exhibit n-type semiconducting behavior in OFET devices. The remarkable 
finding is that the seemingly small change in the connectivity between hPDI dimer and the 
linker group results in a pronounced difference in the conductance of the films: the electron 
mobility of cis-cDBDB is over four-times greater than that of trans-cDBDB. As both films 
are amorphous, the difference in mobility is a direct consequence of the different molecular 
conformations available to the two isomers: the cis isomer’s more flexible structure is 
better able to make intermolecular contacts than the trans isomer’s more rigid structure.  
 
6.2. Results and discussion 
Scheme 6.1 displays the synthesis of cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB. Both 
syntheses begin from the cis and trans dibrominated dimers (hPDI-Br2 1a and 2a) that are 
formed as a 1:1 mixture in the bromination of the parent hPDI dimer.28 The separation of 
1a and 2a proved to be a challenging step in part because the two regioisomers are 
indistinguishable by 1H-NMR or UV/vis spectroscopy. Moreover, we were unable to find 
conditions using standard silica gel chromatography to separate 1a and 2a. Fortunately, we 
found that they can be separated by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). The 
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Supplementary materials contains the purification details and the assignment of each peak 
from HPLC (Figures 6.5-6.8 and Table 6.1). 
Using these regio-pure building blocks, we completed the syntheses of trans-
cDBDB and cis-cDBDB (Scheme 6.1). The approach to their syntheses utilizes square 
planar platinum atoms to form multi-nuclear macrocycles that form conjugated 
macrocycles through a reductive elimination process. This approach has been pioneered by 
Bäuerle21 and Yamago.23 We isolate the macrocycles in 6% yield for trans-cDBDB and 
12% yield for cis-cDBDB. Both trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB are dark purple solids with 
a metallic sheen. The Experimental section contains the full details for the synthesis and 
characterizations of trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB. 
We next explore how the connectivity of the macrocycles influences charge 
transport in thin films. From the potential of the first reduction peak in the cyclic volt 
ammogram, we estimate the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energy level to 
be –3.80 eV and –3.82 eV for trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB (Figure 6.9), respectively. 
These values are similar to the parent hPDI dimer and common n-type semiconductors like 
[6,6]-phenyl C61-butyric acid methyl ester (PC61BM).28 This data suggests both 







Scheme 6.1. Synthesis of (a) cis-cDBDB and (b) trans-cDBDB.a 
 
akey: a) 1,4-bis(tributylstannyl)benzene, P-(2-furyl)3, Pd2dba3, THF, 55 °C, 12 h; b) 
Pt(COD)Cl2, toluene, 100 °C, 12 h; c) 5,5′-bis(tributylstannyl)-2,2′-bithiophene, THF, 55 
°C, 40 h. (d) PPh3, toluene, 100 °C, 12 h.  
Figure 6.2a,b contains a schematic of the OFET device, and displays the gate sweep 
for the devices from trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB. The remarkable finding is cis-cDBDB 
shows a four-fold increase in mobility relative to trans-cDBDB. The cis-cDBDB based 
transistor has a mobility of ~4.1 × 10–3 cm2/V•s relative to ~0.9 × 10–3 cm2/V•s for trans-
cDBDB (Figure 6.2). The devices in Figure 6.2 are the highest mobility for each isomer. 
To confirm the statistical relevance of this data, we measured seven devices and averaged 
the data for both trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB. The averaged data, too, showed the cis 
isomer has a four-fold increase in electron mobility. Details for the device fabrication and 
output curves can be found in the Supplementary materials (Figure 6.10, Table 6.2). We 
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tested 1a and 2a, too, to see if there was a difference in mobility within the acyclic 
fragments, and found that the mobilities of the two are essentially identical (Figure 6.11). 
This suggests that the difference in mobility between cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB has to 
do with the molecular conformation of each macrocycle. 
 
Figure 6.2. (a) Schematic of the OFET device and (b) transfer characteristics for trans-
cDBDB and cis-cDBDB, showing a four-fold increase in electron mobility for the latter. 
To understand why cis-cDBDB’s mobility is much greater than trans-cDBDB, we 
consider two factors that have a significant and general impact on charge transport in thin 
films: (1) the film morphology and (2) the molecular and electronic structure of the 
molecule. We conclude that the films as we have prepared them are amorphous, and the 
electronic structures of the two macrocycles are essentially identical. These points suggest 
that it is the molecular structures and their associated dynamics that determine device 
performance. 
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It is well-established that a thin film’s crystallinity and morphology will influence 
the charge transport characteristics, and thus we first investigate the film morphology under 
device fabrication for each macrocycle.39 We used a combination of differential scanning 
calorimetry (DSC), powder/thin-film X-ray diffraction (PXRD), and atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) to investigate the film morphology and crystallinity. Broad and 
featureless transitions in the DSC occur below 160°C for both trans-cDBDB and cis-
cDBDB (Figure 6.12). Thus, we anneal the macrocyclic films above this temperature, and 
then allow the films to cool to room temperature. PXRD of both films suggests that both 
films are amorphous, lacking any obvious signs of crystallinity for both trans-cDBDB and 
cis-cDBDB, (Figure 6.13). The AFM images, too, showed both films possess a smooth 
surface, with a root mean square roughness of 1.39 nm and 1.36 nm for trans-cDBDB and 
cis-cDBDB, respectively (Figure 6.14). The essential point is that the origin of the 
difference in device performance cannot be due to the film morphology. We next 
investigate the electronic and molecular structure of the molecules as a source of the 
difference. 
Density functional theory (DFT) calculations reveal that there is a marked 
difference between the lowest energy structures of both macrocycles. Trans-cDBDB 
possesses an upright conformation (Figure 6.3a), where the hPDI dimer subunits are 
vertically arranged with respect to the macrocyclic plane. In contrast, cis-cDBDB adopts a 
tent shape (Figure 6.3b), where the hPDI dimer subunits collapse across the macrocycle. 
The two macrocycles show a pronounced difference in their shapes: while both are 
elliptical, the eccentricity of trans-cDBDB is greater than that of cis-DBDB (Figure 6.3c). 
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Figure 6.3. (a) DFT calculated lowest energy geometry for trans-cDBDB; (b) and cis-
cDBDB. Red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, black = carbon, and yellow = sulfur. Hydrogens 
and side chains have been removed for clarity; (c) Schematics of both trans-cDBDB and 
cis-cDBDB, respectively; (d) an overlay of the tetracyclic linker of both trans-cDBDB and 
cis-cDBDB. trans-cDBDB shows a pronounced bowing relative to the cis isomer. Dashed 
black line indicates no bowing. 
From the elongation and the upright structure for trans-cDBDB, we reasoned that 
it was more strained than cis-cDBDB. Calculations using a homodesmotic23,40–42 series 
reveal that the strain energy difference between trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB is 9 
kcal/mol, with the former structure possessing 18.6 kcal/mol of strain relative to just 9.5 
kcal/mol for cis-cDBDB. To put this number into context, trans-cDBDB contains a similar 
amount of strain to the smaller PDI macrocycle,11 highlighting cis-cDBDB’s 
conformational flexibility. We can visualize the strain in the two isomers from the 
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difference in their tetracyclic linkers (phenyl-bithiophene-phenyl) connecting the hPDI 
subunits (Figure 6.3d). It is apparent from the overlay that the tetracyclic linker bows in 
order to accommodate the rigidity of the trans-cDBDB macrocycle (blue model). This is 
not the case for the cis isomer (red model) where the tetracyclic linker is essentially flat 
and less strained relative to trans-cDBDB. 
 
Figure 6.4. (a) Molecular building blocks for cDBDB macrocycles; (b) Schematics the two 
conformers of cis-cDBDB; (c) and trans-cDBDB that interconvert through a somersault 
mechanism; and (d) VT-NMR of both macrocycles at 380 K. trans-cDBDB shows the 
presence of both conformers at 380 K at 9.1 and 8.7 ppm, denoted with grey circles. 
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The difference in strain for the two macrocycles affects the dynamics in solution. 
From variable temperature 1H-NMR measurements, we observe trans-cDBDB is much less 
floppy than cis-cDBDB. Both macrocycles possess different conformers that are able to 
interconvert through an “intramolecular somersault” process, where a hPDI subunit rotates 
through the center of the cavity (denoted with green arrows in Figure 6.4b,c).11 Yet the 
intramolecular somersault dynamics differ for trans-cDBDB and cis-cDBDB. While the 
1H-NMR resonances for cis-cDBDB’s two conformers fully coalesce at 380 K, the NMR 
shows the presence of both diastereomers for trans-cDBDB (denoted with grey circles in 
Figure 6.4d. Figure 6.15 contains further coalescence details. This suggests the activation 
barrier for the somersault process is higher for trans-cDBDB than for cis-cDBDB. We 
believe this reflects the geometries of each macrocycle: the cis isomer’s “tent” shape is less 
rigid, and the hPDI subunits are more able to rotate through the cavity relative to the trans 
isomer’s upright, rigid scaffold. 
The floppiness of the cis-cDBDB relative to trans-cDBDB is evident in both their 
UV-vis and fluorescence spectra. While trans-cDBDB retains features of a vibrational 
progression, characteristic of the unsubstituted PDI dimer,28 cis-cDBDB possesses a 
broadened spectrum that obscures the vibronic progression. trans-cDBDB’s lowest energy 
transition, too, is bathochromically shifted relative to cis-cDBDB by approximately 20 nm. 
Both structural features reflect trans-cDBDB’s more rigid, strained conformation (Figures 
6.16 and 6.17). Trans-cDBDB‘s fluorescence spectrum, too, shows more defined features 
relative to cis-cDBDB (Figures 6.16 and 6.17). 
As both films are amorphous with no crystalline features, the disparity in transport 
properties reflects the differences in molecular structure between trans-cDBDB and cis-
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cDBDB geometries. The cis isomer’s “tent” shape is conformationally flexible, aiding its 
ability to transport charge more effectively than the more rigid trans isomer. cis-cDBDB’s 
less strained and floppy structure allows it to make better intermolecular contacts with 
neighboring molecules, resulting in higher mobility. We tested this hypothesis using 
temperature dependent transport measurements on films of pure cis-cDBDB and trans-
cDBDB to temperatures as low as 250 K. We find that the mobility of cis-cDBDB films is 
much more sensitive to temperature than is that of the trans isomer (Figure 6.18). The slope 
of the change in current in the device with decreasing temperature is an order of magnitude 
steeper for the cis isomer relative to a shallow slope for the trans isomer (Figure 6.18). The 
structure of cis-cDBDB, which is quite flexible at room temperature, stiffens as the 
temperature decreases; in contrast, the trans isomer is already rigid, making it less 
susceptible to temperature changes. 
 
6.3. Conclusion 
In summary, this chapter describes two n-type, electronic materials made from giant 
conjugated macrocycles comprising hPDI dimers and bithiophenes in an alternating 
pattern. We find that there is a marked difference in the electron transporting properties of 
the two macrocycles. Creating amorphous films of both macrocycles, we were able to 
probe the effects of conformation on transport and find that the cis-cDBDB’s 
conformational flexibility enhances its ability to transport charge relative to trans-cDBDB. 
These materials will serve as the electron accepting semiconducting material in organic 
photovoltaics, taking advantage of their ability to transport electrons and open cavities.
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6.4. Experimental section 
Synthesis.  All reactions were performed in oven-dried or flame-dried round bottom flasks 
unless otherwise noted. The flasks were fitted with rubber septa and reactions were 
conducted under a positive pressure of nitrogen unless otherwise noted. Anhydrous and 
anaerobic solvents were obtained from a Glass Contour solvent system consisting of a 
Schlenk manifold with purification columns packed with activated alumina and supported 
copper catalyst.  Reaction monitoring by thin layer chromatography (TLC) was performed 
on J.T. Baker Baker-flex Silica Gel IB2-F (25 mm x 75 mm) TLC plates.  TLC 
visualization was accomplished by visible observation and irradiation with a UV lamp. 
Reagents.  Commercial reagents were used without further purification. Pt(COD)Cl2 was 
purchased from Strem Chemicals, and all other reagents were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich. 
Purificaton.  Automated flash chromatography was performed using a Teledyne Isco 
Combiflash Rf200 and Redisep Rf Silica columns. Preparative high performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) was performed on a Waters Prep150 instrument equipped with a 
UV-vis detector, an automated fraction collector, and a CHIRALPAK® IA SFC column 
(201mm I.D. x 250 mm, 5 µm) and/or COSMOSIL Buckyprep column (20 mm I.D. x 250 
mm, 5 µm). 
Spectrometers. 1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 500 MHz or 400 MHz 
spectrometer. 13C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 125 MHz or 100 MHz 
spectrometer with complete proton decoupling.  NMR spectra were recorded at 300 K 
unless otherwise noted.  Chemical shifts for protons are reported in parts per million (ppm) 
downfield from tetramethylsilane (TMS) and are referenced to residual protium in the said 
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NMR solvent. Chemical shifts for carbon are reported in ppm downfield from TMS and 
are referenced to the carbon resonances of the indicated solvent. Data are represented as 
follows: chemical shift, multiplicity (s = singlet, d = doublet, dd= doublet of doublets, t = 
triplet, m = multiplet, and br - broad), coupling constants in Hz, and integration. 
High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) was performed on (1) a Waters XEVO 
G2-XS QTOF instrument equipped with a UPC2 SFC inlet, and electrospray (Hajduk,  #347) 
and atmospheric pressure chemical (APCI) ionization sources; or (2) a Bruker 
UltrafleXtreme MALDI TOF/TOF instrument using a dithranol matrix. 
UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-1800 
spectrophotometer using a 1.0 cm quartz cell. Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a 
Perkin Elmer Spectrum400 FTIR spectrometer using a PIKE ATR attachment. 
Atomic force microscopy. AFM measurements were carried out in scan analysis mode on 
a Bruker Multi-Mode AFM at ambient conditions. A commercial silicon cantilever 
(SCANASYST-AIR, Bruker) was used in this study with a typical radius of curvature of 
~8nm and a nominal spring constant of ~0.4 Nm-1. 
Cyclic Voltammetry. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded on a CH166 
electrochemical workstation using an Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode at room 
temperature. Experiments were performed in CH2Cl2 with NBu4PF6 as the supporting 
electrolyte at a scan rate of 0.1 V/s.43  
Thin film transistors. To create the devices, we first silanize the substrate (300 nm of SiO2 
on a Si wafer) with octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS). Au is deposited onto the substrate as 
bottom-contact source and drain electrodes (40 nm) with a width of 115 µm and length of 
10 µm. Next, we spin-cast organic films onto the surface at 3,000 r.p.m. for 1 min, to form 
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transistors using the silicon wafer as the global back gate for the device. Finally, the 
samples were annealed under inert atmosphere at 160℃ for 10 minutes to optimize device 
performance. The thin film transistors were tested on the Agilent 4155C semiconductor 
parameter analyzer. 
The mobility is calculated in the saturation regime using IDS = (W/2L)Ciµ(VG − VT)2, 
where W and L are the width and length of the channel, Ci (11.5 nFcm−2), µ, and VT 
correspond to the capacitance per unit area of the gate insulator, the field effect mobility, 
and the threshold voltage, respectively. W = 115 µm and L = 10 µm for transistor 
devices.  The data is fitted using the methods recommended to avoid overestimated 
mobilities. 
Temperature dependence measurement. Temperature-dependent current-voltage 
measurements were realized in a vacuum cryogenic probe station (Lakeshore TTP4). 
Computer-controlled source units were used S3 to apply DC potentials (Yokogawa 7651). 
Current measurements were obtained using a current preamplifier (Stanford Research 
System SR570) and a digital multimeter (Keysight 34401A). All device measurements 
were performed in vacuum (P < 1×10-4 Torr) at different temperatures. 
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Data for all compounds was collected on an Agilent 
SuperNova diffractometer using mirror-monochromated Cu Ka radiation. Data collection, 
integration, scaling (ABSPACK) and absorption correction (multi-scan) were performed 
in CrysAlisPro.44 Structure solution was performed using ShelXT.45 Subsequent 
refinement was performed by full-matrix least-squares on F2 in ShelXL.46 Olex247 was 
used for viewing and to prepare CIF files. PLATON48 was used extensively for 
SQUEEZE.49  
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            A toluene solution of hPDI2 – Br2 - trans was diluted with methanol by vapor 
diffusion to afford bright red prisms. Part of a crystal (0.12 x 0.04 x 0.03 mm) was separated 
carefully, mounted with Paratone oil, and cooled to 100 K on the diffractometer. Complete 
data (99.7%) were collected to 1.1 Å, outside of which resolution there was little usable 
data. 41264 reflections were collected (12531 unique, 7287 observed) with R(Fujii,  #346) 
6.8% and R(sigma) 8.1% after multiscan absorption correction (Tmax 0.954, Tmin 0.831).  
            The structure solved readily in P-1 but showed signs of extensive disorder. Each of 
the two independent molecules was a mixture of PPP and PPM isomers (+ enantiomers) 
and was further disordered by a twofold rotation around the helical axis, which is not a 
point symmetry operator of the molecule but is an approximate symmetry of the van der 
Waals surface. For each site, these 4 possible isomers + orientations were introduced as 
fragments with DFT-optimized geometry and subsequently allowed to refine with all 1,2- 
and 1,3- distances restrained to match their DFT geometry. One site had all 4 possibilities 
occupied and the other had 3 of the 4 possibilities occupied.  
            The C11H23 side chains were not possible to locate in view of the extensive disorder 
of the hPDI cores. Thus they were modeled as methyl groups and the rest of the chains 
were treated as a diffuse contribution to the overall scattering using Platon SQUEEZE.  
            All ADPs were modeled isotropically because the data/parameters ratio was already 
poor due to the low resolution of the diffraction and the numerous overlapping disordered 
positions. All C-H hydrogens were placed in calculated positions and refined with riding 
coordinates and isotropic ADPs. The final refinement (12531 data, 3167 restraints, 1940 
parameters) converged with R1 (Fo > 4σ(Fo)) = 16.7%, wR2 = 51.2%, S = 1.85. The largest 
Fourier features were 1.03 and -0.81 e- A-3. 
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6.5. Supplementary materials 
 
Figure 6.5. The two dibromo hPDI2 isomers (1a and 2a) are synthesized, creating an 
enriched mixture of 2a (2:1 trans:cis). 
A solution of dibromoPDI (4:1 trans/cis) (850 mg, 1.00 mmol, 4.00 equiv) and 
trans-1,2-bis(tributylstannyl)ethene (150 mg, 0.25 mmol, 1.00 equiv) in toluene (20 mL) 
was degassed under Argon for 30 minutes.  Tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (100 
mg, 0.09 mmol) was added, and the resultant solution was degassed for 15 minutes.  The 
mixture was refluxed for overnight under Argon. The black reaction mixture was filtered 
through celite.  The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the product was 
purified using silica gel column chromatography (DCM:hexane 6:4) to yield dark purple 
solid (126 mg, 0.08 mmol, 32%) as an inseparable 2:1 mixture of regioisomers.  See 1H 
NMR spectrum for regioisomeric distribution. 
In standard photocyclization glassware, uncyclized dimer mixture (120 mg, 


































































































trans cis(2  : 1)
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7.76 equiv) was added.  The resultant purple solution was photoirradiated using 450W 
mercury lamp for 10 hours. The resultant pink reaction mixture extracted with saturated 
sodium bicarbonate (2 X 100 mL), brine (100 mL) and concentrated under reduced 
pressure. The residue was treated with 50 mL methanol to crash out dark red solid.  The 
red solid was purified using silica gel column chromatography (gradient mobile phase:  
DCM:hexane 2:8 to DCM:hexane 6:4) to yield dark red solid (96 mg, 0.061 mmol, 80 %) 
that is spectroscopically identical to hPDI2Br2 from dibromination of hPDI2. 
 
 
Figure 6.6. 1HNMR spectrum of the enriched mixture of 2a:1a’s precursors, showing an 
approximate 2:1 ratio of the downfield protons at 9.65-9.70 ppm. These correspond to the 
red starred protons. 
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Figure 6.7. The two dibromo hPDI2 isomers are separated using a CHIRALPAK® IA-3 
column (4.6 mm I.D. x 250 mm, 3 µm), using an isocratic method of 22% methylene 
chloride: 78% hexanes. Using an enriched mixture (2:1 trans isomer:cis isomer), we were 
able to confirm the first peak from HPLC is 2a. This is consistent with the SCXRD 
structure obtained from crystals grown from the first peak (Figure 6.8 and Table 6.1). 
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Figure 6.8. Thermal ellipsoid plot of hPDI-Br2. The two independent sites are disordered 
over 4 and 3 positions. All atoms were refined with isotropic ADPs due to the extensive 
disorder. Thermal ellipsoids are depicted at the 40% level. The C11H23 side chains were 







Table 6.1. Crystallographic information for trans- hPDI-Br2.  
Compound trans-hPDI-Br2 - 2a 
  
Formula C54H22Br2N4O8 + side chains + solvent 
MW 1014.57 
Space group P-1 
a (Å) 15.4448(11) 
b (Å) 19.9037(13) 
c (Å) 26.3807(18) 
α (°) 86.411(5) 
β (°) 82.181(6) 
γ (°) 79.782(6) 
V (Å3) 7900.6(9) 
Z 4 
ρcalc (g cm-3) 0.853 
  
T (K) 100 
λ (Å) 1.54184 
2θmin, 2θmax 7, 90 
Nref 41264 
R(Fujii,  
#346), R(σ) .0679, .0809 
µ(mm-1) 1.600 
Size (mm) .12 x .04 x .03 
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Figure 6.11. Transfer curves for a) 1a and b) 2a. The mobilities are essentially identical at 



























































Figure 6.12. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) showing broad features at 









Figure 6.13. PXRD of cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB at three temperatures, showing the 












Figure 6.15. VT-NMR for cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB. Both room temperature specta 
show the presence of multiple conformers. Yet, at 400K, the spectrum for cis-cDBDB 
shows coalescence, while trans-cDBDB shows multiple peaks at 8.7 and 9.1 ppm, denoted 





Figure 6.16. UV-vis and florescence spectrum for trans-cDBDB. The more rigid scaffold 
for trans-cDBDB is apparent in both the UV-vis and florescence data, indicated by the 
more evident vibronic progression relative to the more broadened spectrum for cis-cDBDB. 
 
Figure 6.17. UV-vis and florescence spectrum for cis-cDBDB. The more rigid scaffold for 
trans-cDBDB is apparent in both the UV-vis and florescence data, while cis-cDBDB’s 
spectra are relatively more broad and featureless.  
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Figure 6.18. The dependence of source-drain current of the cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB-
based OFET on temperature a) from 290 K to 250 K and b) from 250 K to 290 K, measured 
at gate voltage of 40V and bias voltage of 80V. The slope of the best fit line for the left 
graph is 6.6 x 10-2 and 7.6 x 10-3 for cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB, suggesting the cis 
corral is more temperature sensitive than the trans corral. The dependence of mobility of 
the cis-cDBDB and trans-cDBDB-based OFET on temperature c) from 290 K to 250 K 
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7 Chapter 7 The Importance of Intramolecular Conductivity in Three-
Dimensional Molecular Solids 
Chapter 7 is based on the following manuscript: Melissa L. Ball, Boyuan Zhang, 
Tianren Fu, Ayden M. Schattman, Daniel W. Paley, Fay Ng, Latha Venkataraman*, Colin 
Nuckolls*, Michael L. Steigerwald*, "The Importance of Intramolecular Conductivity in 
Three-Dimensional Molecular Solids", J. Am. Chem. Soc. submitted. I fabricated and 
characterized all the devices. Melissa Ball synthesized all the compounds with assistance 
from Ayden Schattman and Fay Ng. Tianren Fu conducted STM-BJ measurement. Dan 




Understanding how molecular structure impacts mobility in organic field effect 
transistors (OFETs) has garnered much attention in recent years.1–6 Small, flat aromatic 
molecules, such as linear acenes, have been widely used as the active layer in organic 
semiconductors due to their relatively high carrier mobilities in both films and single 
crystal devices. The high carrier mobilities are attributed to strong intermolecular 
interaction amongst adjacent molecules and low intramolecular reorganization energy.7–9 
While these two requirements govern charge transport for small, flat aromatic molecules, 
they are insufficient for complex, three dimensional molecules. In the latter, carriers can 
become localized, impeding transport. Examples of three dimensional molecular prototype 
are fullerene and its derivatives,10 which are n-type materials used in OFETs,11–13 organic 
photovoltaics (OPVs),14–16 and organic photodetectors (OPDs).16,17 However, fullerenes are 
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difficult to synthesize and functionalize, and their optical properties cannot be easily tuned. 
This prompts the search for alternatives that both absorb visible light and retain structural 
features, such as a three-dimensional shape.18–22 
 
Figure 7.1. Structures of (a) 1,6 and 1,7-dibromo PDI, with the cis/trans orientation 
indicated in red; (b) cis-cPBPB and trans-cPBPB; and (c) structures of acyclic PDI 
derivatives. Cis- and trans-based semiconductors are derived from 1,6-dibromo PDI and 
1,7-dibromo PDI, respectively. R = branched C11H23 side chains.   
In this chapter, we study a sub-class of three dimensional, organic materials called 
conjugated macrocycles. Conjugated macrocycles possess several structural and electronic 
advantages over acyclic molecules: 1) their contorted structure can facilitate intermolecular 
contact and charge transport;19,23 2) they contain no end groups that can act as trap sites in 
linear molecules;24–27 3) they often absorb more visible light than linear molecules;28,29 and 
4) their intramolecular cavities can act as a host for electronic guests.30–35 We create OFETs 
with three dimensional molecular solids made from macrocyclic organic semiconductors 
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illustrated in Figure 7.1, and describe the role of intramolecular conductivity on their 
performance. While electronically active macrocycles have been used in organic devices 
such as transistors, photovoltaics and detectors in recent years,23,29,33,36–41 the impact of 
molecular structure on device performance is an ongoing field of research.41 Our 
macrocycles were designed to enhance intermolecular interactions through π-π coupling 
while allowing for synthetic flexibility to control their electronic properties. 
 
7.2. Results and discussion 
We utilize two types of perylenediimide (PDI) macrocycles that differ in their 
connectivity to the phenyl-bithiophene-phenyl linker: the PDI and linker are in a trans 
orientation for trans-cPBPB and cis orientation for cis-cPBPB (Figure 7.1b). Trans-
cPBPB incorporates a 1,7-substituted PDI isomer into the synthesis while cis-cPBPB 
comprises a 1,6-substituted PDI isomer (Figure 7.1). We call these macrocycles cPBPB, 
where “c” = cyclic, P is diphenyl PDI, and B is bithiophene We previously reported the 
synthesis of trans-cPBPB.42. We measure the device performance in OFETs, and show that 
electrical mobilities are three times higher in the trans-based devices than in the cis-based 
devices. We study the materials on a single molecule level with macrocyclic components, 
use control experiments, computations, and spectroscopy to determine that the difference 
in electron mobility in OFETs made with the two macrocyclic isomers is due to the 
difference in intramolecular conductivity. This study demonstrates that intramolecular 
carrier pathways affect electron transport in three-dimensional molecular solids.  
We first investigate the impact from the cis- or trans-linkage on the electrical 
properties of OFETs made using trans- and cis-cPBPB (Figure 7.2). Both trans-cPBPB 
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and cis-cPBPB exhibit n-type characteristics and not p-type characteristics. The 
Supplementary materials contain the output curves for the two macrocycles (Figure 7.5). 
 
Figure 7.2. Electrical characteristics and morphology of the cPBPB OFETs. (a) transfer 
curve for cis-cPBPB; (b) transfer curve for trans-cPBPB. Device current (left axis, black) 
and square root of current (right axis, red or blue) measured as a function of gate voltage 
at a constant source-drain voltage of 80 V. The trans-cPBPB device has a higher current 
than the cis-cPBPB at a high and positive gate voltage, indicating a higher mobility for n-
type carriers. (c) height image for cis-cPBPB and (d) trans-cPBPB. Both films are 
continuous and smooth and have a root mean square roughness of 0.35 and 0.37 nm for the 
cis and trans-based devices, respectively. The scale bar is 1.0 µm. 
Figures 7.2a,b display the current versus applied gate voltages (transfer curves) for 
a trans and cis device. We collected the data for these transfer curves using a source-drain 
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voltage of 80 V while sweeping the gate voltage from -20 V to 80 V. The mobility was 
calculated in the saturation regime3,43 using IDS = (W/2L)Ciµ(VG-VT)2, where W and L are 
the width and length of the channel, Ci (11.5 nFcm−2), µ, VG, and VT correspond to the 
capacitance per unit area of the gate insulator, the field effect mobility, the gate voltage, 
and the threshold voltage, respectively. We find the mobility in trans-cPBPB is three times 
that in cis-cPBPB (1.3 × 10-3 cm2/V•s versus 0.4 × 10-3 cm2/V•s). We reproduce these 
mobility measurements across many samples. For example, we made ten devices with each 
isomer and found that the same values for the mobilities. Table 7.1 provides the averaged 
data for each macrocycle.  
As morphology is known to have a profound effect on mobility, we first examined 
the film morphology using atomic force microscopy (AFM) to see if morphological 
differences could explain the difference in mobility.2,5,44,45 Both films were continuous and 
smooth, and had a room-mean-square roughness of 0.35 nm and 0.37 nm for cis-cPBPB 
and trans-cPBPB, respectively (Figures 7.2c,d). This suggests that morphology does not 
explain the different transport characteristics for the three-dimensional semiconductors. 
We next considered the molecular structures of trans-cPBPB and cis-cPBPB using 
density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Figure 7.3 contains the lowest energy 
structures for cis-cPBPB and trans-cPBPB determined from DFT using 6.31G*/B3LYP 
level of computation. We see that the PDI units remain upright in trans-cPBPB while they 
bow inward toward the cavity in cis-cPBPB. The PDI-linker connection differs between 
the two isomers. The torsional angle is greater in the cis molecule relative to trans-cPBPB. 
This causes the PDI and linker to possess a relatively more orthogonal relationship, and 
decreases the electronic coupling in cis-cPBPB (Figures 7.3a,b). The colors of the 
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macrocycles support trans-cPBPB is more conjugated: cis-cPBPB is purple by visual 
inspection, and trans-cPBPB is black. 
We next consider the packing of these macrocycles with the crystal structure of 
trans-cPBPB (shown in Figure 7.3c). We see that the macrocycles pack with the PDI face 
of one adjacent to that of another, though with opposite chirality.46–48 We were unable to 
obtain crystal structures of cis-cPBPB but anticipate a similar face-to-face packing, given 
the DFT-based structure presented here. 
 
Figure 7.3. Molecular structures obtained with DFT using 6.31G*/B3LYP basis set. (a) 
cis-cPBPB and (b) trans-cPBPB. (c) SCXRD solid-state packing of trans-cPBPB as 
viewed down the a axis. Blue and red are the two enantiomers of the diphenyl PDI packing 
down the axis. Red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, black = carbon, and yellow = sulfur. 
Hydrogens and side chains have been removed for clarity.  
In addition, its known that molecular strain and rigidity can influence charge 
transport in macrocyclic semiconductor with the more strained systems having lower 
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intermolecular coupling and hence lower intermolecular coupling and lower mobility.41 We 
calculate the enthalpy difference between the macrocycle and an acyclic analog (i.e., a 
homodesmotic calculation28,49–51) to assess the strain energy in trans-cPBPB and cis-
cPBPB. We found only a small (2 kcal/mol) difference in strain energy and therefore 
conclude that this does not explain the difference in mobility.  
As these macrocyclic materials are n-type semiconductors, we wondered if a 
difference in reduction potentials would explain the difference in mobility. We used cyclic 
voltammetry (CV) to estimate the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) energies 
for both trans- and cis-cPBPB (Table 7.1, Figure 7.6). Trans-cPBPB is slightly easier to 
reduce than cis-cPBPB: as estimated from the onset of the first reduction peak, trans-
cPBPB has a LUMO energy level of -3.82 eV compared to -3.79 eV for the cis molecule.52 
The lower reduction potential reflects a more conjugated molecule. The UV-vis spectrum, 
too, suggests trans-cPBPB is more conjugated. The lowest energy transition is at lower 
energy in trans-cPBPB than in cis-cPBPB. Moreover, trans-cPBPB has a smaller optical 
gap than the cis-cPBPB macrocycle (Table 7.1, Figure 7.7). This likely reflects greater 
orbital overlap between the linker and PDI, given the smaller torsional angle between the 
linker and the PDI  (Figures 7.3a,b). 
We next evaluate the intramolecular conductivity by deconstructing the 
macrocycles into 1,6- and 1,7-diphenyl PDI monomers that possess two aurophilic amino 
groups on the aryl rings. We refer to these molecules as trans-DAPP and cis-DAPP (Figure 
7.4a). While the cis and trans PDI isomers are well known,53–56 the difference in 
intramolecular conduction between the cis and trans isomers has not been reported until 
now. The two aurophilic amino groups on the aryl rings bind the Au electrodes in the STM-
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BJ setup57–60  to form Au-DAPP-Au- junctions (Fig. 4a). We found that trans-DAPP has a 
conductance nearly one order of magnitude higher than cis-DAPP at ~8.6×10-5 G0 
compared with  ~1.0×10-5 G0 (Fig. 4b), where G0 = e2/h is the conductance quantum. Figure 
7.8 contains the two-dimensional histograms for cis- and trans-DAPP and details for the 
experimental setup.  
Table 7.1. Comparison of trans-cPBPB and cis-cPBPB 






trans-cPBPB (1.2 ± 0.1) × 10-3 -3.82 1.78 
cis-cPBPB (0.4 ± 0.1) × 10-3 -3.79 1.85 
trans-AC (1.5 ± 0.3) × 10-4 -3.74 2.10 
cis-AC (1.9 ± 0.3) × 10-4 -3.74 2.10 
CV, optical gap and FET performance for the two macrocycles and acyclic controls. a 
LUMO levels were estimated from onset of the first reduction peaks. b Optical band gaps 
were estimated from the onset of absorption. 
Because the STM-BJ studies determined that trans-substituted PDI molecular 
junctions are better conductors than cis-substituted PDI junctions, we hypothesized that the 
difference in the mobilities seen for trans- and cis-cPBPB based OFETs is due to the 
trans/cis substitution patterns. The experiments described next find that the substitution 
patterns in the acyclic subunits do not explain the differences in mobility between the two 
three dimensional macrocyclic semiconductors. 
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Figure 7.4. (a) Schematic of a single-molecule junction showing trans-DAPP in the break 
junction. The diphenyl PDI contains two aurophilic amino groups on the aryl rings to bind 
the gold electrodes in the junction; (b) Logarithm conductance histograms for cis-DAPP 
(yellow) and trans-DAPP (purple) measured with an applied bias of 450 mV in a 1,2,4-
trichlorobenzene solution.   
We synthesized the acyclic relatives of trans- and cis-cPBPB, cis- and trans-AC, 
which comprise a diphenyl PDI substituted in a cis and trans orientation (Figure 7.1c). We 
made OFETs using cis- and trans-AC, and find that the two have similar averaged electron 
mobilities: 1.9 × 10-4 cm2/V•s and 1.5 × 10-4 cm2/V•s for cis-AC and trans-AC, 
respectively (see Table 7.1-7.2 and Figure 7.9 for details). We also studied the film 
morphology using AFM, and both films were smooth, with a root mean square roughness 
of 0.43 and 0.45 nm for cis- and trans-AC, respectively (Figure 7.10). Since cis-AC and 
trans-AC show similar mobilities in OFETs, the cis and trans substitution pattern alone is 





Both trans-cPBPB and trans-AC possess a trans linkage, suggesting higher 
intramolecular conductivity than the cis analogues from the STM-BJ measurements. Yet 
OFET devices from either trans- or cis-AC show similar electron mobilities, while electron 
mobilities from trans-cPBPB or cis-cPBPB macrocycles show marked differences in their 
mobilities. From this data, we conclude that the substitution pattern in the subunits is not 
responsible for the difference in charge transport in the acyclic controls, but influences 
charge transport for the relatively complex three dimensional semiconducting macrocycles. 
Trans-cPBPB is more conjugated than cis-cPBPB, as reflected in the UV-vis and 
electrochemistry data, suggesting that the intramolecular conductivity is higher in the 
trans-based macrocycle. Together, the acyclic control data, STM-BJ measurements, and 
spectroscopy support that intramolecular carrier pathways govern charge transport as the 
complexity of the molecule increases in molecular solids. We also found that film 
morphology and molecular strain are not the source of the difference in mobility for the 
macrocycles. This study reveals the importance of not just intermolecular interactions and 
reorganization energy as conditions for electrical conduction in OFETs but also shows the 
importance of intramolecular conduction.  
 
7.4. Experimental section 
Synthesis.  All reactions were performed in oven-dried or flame-dried round bottom flasks, 
unless otherwise noted. The flasks were fitted with rubber septa and reactions were 
conducted under a positive pressure of nitrogen or argon, unless otherwise noted. 
Anhydrous and anaerobic solvents were obtained from a Glass Contour solvent system 
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consisting of a Schlenk manifold with purification columns packed with activated alumina 
and supported copper catalyst.  Reaction monitoring by thin layer chromatography (TLC) 
was performed on J.T. Baker Baker-flex Silica Gel IB2-F (25 mm x 75 mm) TLC plates.  
TLC visualization was accomplished by visible observation and irradiation with a UV lamp. 
Purification.  Automated flash chromatography was performed using a Teledyne Isco 
Combiflash Rf200 and Redisep Rf Silica columns. The 1,6- and 1,7-regioisomers of N,N′-
di(6-undecyl)-dibromoperylene-3,4:9,10-tetracarboxylic diimide were separated using 
prep HPLC on a COSMOSIL Buckyprep 20 x 250 mm, 18.9 mL/min and 12:88 
CH2Cl2:hexanes. 
Reagents.  Commercial reagents were used without further purification. Chemicals, and 
all other reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 
Spectrometers.  1H NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 500 MHz spectrometer. 13C 
NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker 125 MHz spectrometer with complete proton 
decoupling.  NMR spectra were recorded at 300 K unless otherwise noted.  Chemical shifts 
for protons are reported in parts per million (ppm) downfield from tetramethylsilane (TMS) 
and are referenced to residual protium in the NMR solvent (CHCl3: 7.26). Chemical shifts 
for carbon are reported in ppm downfield from TMS and are referenced to the carbon 
resonances of the solvent (CDCl3: 77.0). Data are represented as follows: chemical shift, 
multiplicity (s = singlet, d = doublet, dd= doublet of doublets, t = triplet, m = multiplet), 
coupling constants in Hz, and integration. 
High-resolution mass spectrometry (HRMS) was performed on a Waters XEVO 
G2XS instrument equipped with a UPC SFC inlet, electrospray 61 and atmospheric pressure 
chemical (APCI) ionization, and a QToF mass spectrometer. 
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UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded on a Shimadzu UV-1800 
spectrophotometer.  Infrared (IR) spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum400 
FTIR spectrometer using a PIKE ATR attachment. 
Cyclic Voltammetry. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were recorded on a CH166 
electrochemical workstation using a Platinum wire, Platinum wire, and Glassy Carbon as 
the counter, reference, and working electrode, respectively, at room temperature. 
Experiments were performed in CH2Cl2 with NBu4PF6 as the supporting electrolyte at a 
scan rate of 0.1 V/s. For calibration, the redox potential of ferrocene/ferrocenium was 
measured under the same conditions. It was found to be 0.188 V for cis-cPBPB. It is 
assumed that the redox potential of Fc/Fc+ has an absolute energy level of -4.80 eV to 
vacuum, and we calculated the LUMO energy levels according to the following paper DOI: 
10.1038/ncomms2411.62  
Thin film transistors. To create the devices, we first silanize the substrate (300 nm of SiO2 
on a Si wafer) with octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS). Au is deposited onto the substrate as 
bottom-contact source and drain electrodes (40 nm) with a width of 105 µm and length of 
20 µm. Next, we spin-cast organic films onto the surface at 1,000 r.p.m. for 1 min, to form 
transistors using the silicon wafer as the global back gate for the device. Finally, the 
samples were annealed under inert atmosphere at 160℃ for 10 minutes to optimize device. 
The thin film transistors were tested on the Agilent 4155C semiconductor parameter 
analyzer.  
Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Data for trans-cPBPB was collected on an Agilent 
SuperNova diffractometer using mirror-monochromated Cu Ka radiation. Data integration, 
scaling (ABSPACK) and absorption correction (face-indexed Gaussian integration63 or 
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numeric analytical methods64) were performed in CrysAlisPro.65 Structure solution was 
performed using ShelXT.66 Subsequent refinement was performed by full-matrix least-
squares on F2 in ShelXL.67 Olex267 was used for viewing and to prepare CIF files. 
PLATON68 was used extensively for SQUEEZE.69 ORTEP graphics were prepared in 
CrystalMaker.70 Thermal ellipsoids are rendered at the 50% probability level.  
            We grew crystals of cPBPB for crystallography from a solution of toluene vapor 
diffused with methanol. A natural crystal (0.10 x 0.07 x 0.05 mm) was mounted with STP 
oil treatment and cooled to 100 K on the diffractometer. The diffraction was extremely 
weak and extended to low resolution, with no detectable intensity beyond 1 Å resolution. 
Complete data (99.3%) were collected to 0.985 Å. 116722 reflections were collected 
(15869 unique, 8603 observed) with R2 10.0% and R(sigma) 6.3% after analytical 
absorption correction (Tmax .979, Tmin .965).  
            According to the systematic absences, the space group was Cc or C2/c. Using 
ShelXT, the structure was solved readily in C2/c with two half-molecules in the 
asymmetric unit. Each molecule lies on a twofold axis with the PDI fragments normal to 
the axis. (Most non-H atoms appeared in the initial solution, but all four independent C11 
side chains were disordered over two or three positions. These disorders were modeled 
with the aid of absolute (DFIX) restraints on all 1,2 and 1,3 distances, SAME similarity 
restraints for the two (three) components of each disordered chain, and SIMU restraints on 
the ADPs of all disordered atoms. In view of the poor data-to-parameters ratio, a global 
RIGU restraint was applied. C-H hydrogens were placed in calculated positions and refined 
with riding coordinates and ADPs.  
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            The structure contained large voids with no Fourier peak larger than 1.1 e- Å-3. 
Since there were no recognizable solvent molecules in the Fourier maps, the voids were 
treated with PLATON SQUEEZE. The unit cell contains 8853 Å3 of solvent-accessible 
volume with 2555 e- (equivalent to 51 toluene molecules) in the void space, giving 1 
toluene per 174 Å3 of void space. Since crystalline toluene packs with 1 molecule per 145 
Å3, the results of the SQUEEZE analysis are reasonable. When the solvent in void space 
had been included as a diffuse contribution to the scattering, R1 improved from 15.0% to 
9.6%.  
            The final refinement (15869 data, 3138 restraints, 1789 parameters) converged with 
R1 (Fo > 4σ(Fo)) = 9.7%, wR2 = 33.4%, S = 1.08. The largest Fourier features were 0.54 
and -0.31 e- A-3.  
STM-Break Junction Measurements. We measure the single-molecule conductance 
using the STM-BJ technique with a custom-built setup described previously.58 Briefly, we 
drive a Au tip in and out of contact with a Au-on-mica substrate and record the conductance 
(current/voltage) of the junction as the tip is withdrawn. Upon rupture of the Au contact, a 
molecule may bridge the gap as evidenced by an additional plateau in the conductance 
versus displacement trace. We collect 10,000 such traces, which contain 2000 data points 
per nanometer of extension (40 kHz sampling rate) and construct the 1D and 2D 
conductance histograms without data selection from these data. The conductance 
histogram is binned logarithmically, with 100 bins per decade along the conductance axis. 
For two-dimensional histograms, traces are aligned along the displacement axis at the point 
when the conductance crosses 0.5 G0 and then overlaid in 2D (see Figure 7.8). The 
histograms are normalized by the number of traces used to construct them. The PDIs 
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studied here were introduced into the setup in a 1,2,4-trichlorobenzene solution with 0.1~1 
mM concentration. 
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Figure 7.6. CV of a) trans-cPBPB; b) trans-AC; (c) cis-cPBPB; and d) cis-AC. CVs taken 
in CH2Cl2 containing 0.1 M NBu4PF6 as the electrolyte. 
 
 










Figure 7.9. Transfer characteristics for a) cis--AC and b) trans-AC. The mobilities are 






Figure 7.10. AFM micrograph height image for cis-AC and (b) trans-AC. Both films are 
continuous and smooth and have a root mean square roughness of 0.43 and 0.45 nm for the 
cis and trans-based films, respectively. The scale bar is 1.0 µm. 
 




Space group C2/c 
a (Å) 27.9712(10) 
b (Å) 36.8383(9) 
c (Å) 28.3471(9) 
α (°) 90 
β (°) 92.641(3) 
γ (°) 90 
V (Å3) 29178.1(16) 
Z 8 
ρcalc (g cm-3) 0.923 
T (K) 100 
λ (Å) 1.54184 
2θmin, 2θmax 7.276, 102.9 
Nref 116722 
R(Fujii,  #346), R(σ) 0.1005, 0.0634 
µ(mm-1) 0.958 
Size (mm) 0.10 x 0.07 x 0.05 
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Energy: -8915.8154 hartrees 
 
                 angstroms 
                                          atom          x                  y                  z 
N     1.663858     7.061655     1.250751 
C     1.404040     6.243253     2.359323 
C     2.334032     5.111833     2.586191 
C     3.405724     4.879733     1.703019 
C     3.577293     5.691183     0.549032 
C     2.715376     6.883080     0.335783 
C     4.531091     5.386197    -0.391693 
C     5.413486     4.280325    -0.230142 
C     5.381393     3.590375     1.015668 
C     4.328930     3.833474     1.962325 
C     4.148829     3.005598     3.116631 
C     5.229062     2.076065     3.468296 
C     6.288294     1.861980     2.534390 
C     6.369643     2.604726     1.315121 
C     7.464118     2.423900     0.435237 
C     8.389655     1.376448     0.715444 
C     8.322207     0.650886     1.875519 
C     7.309710     0.918146     2.838835 
C     5.325192     1.443434     4.721903 
C     6.344547     0.542578     5.021028 
C     7.316604     0.242094     4.072982 
C     8.358541    -0.767250     4.383938 
N     9.282752    -1.049514     3.362571 
C     9.319277    -0.424462     2.110486 
C     2.087086     4.217293     3.617514 
 215 
C     2.930466     3.119729     3.847129 
O    10.149596    -0.759147     1.275951 
O     8.408164    -1.339767     5.463410 
O     0.452809     6.480557     3.091826 
O     2.896752     7.665144    -0.585587 
C     7.539891     3.190472    -0.787363 
H     9.152586     1.096879     0.003558 
H     6.390673     0.055448     5.988706 
H     1.180249     4.338916     4.200655 
H     4.624910     6.058418    -1.233918 
C     6.405995     3.913627    -1.232342 
C     8.738637     3.193568    -1.600934 
C    10.045530     3.056439    -1.046703 
C    11.166189     3.077234    -1.842843 
C    11.042833     3.162111    -3.258839 
C     9.753849     3.311316    -3.836963 
C     8.617337     3.441993    -2.983213 
C     9.609022     3.325948    -5.253032 
C    10.773424     3.305699    -6.036639 
C    12.040133     3.220783    -5.460474 
C    12.185588     3.129709    -4.079619 
C    13.537537     3.027782    -3.479623 
N    13.607704     2.971412    -2.079182 
C    12.509392     3.008955    -1.205163 
O    12.657941     2.982783     0.008874 
O    14.561971     3.002629    -4.148678 
H    12.932965     3.218066    -6.076150 
C     8.262613     3.428936    -5.816419 
C     7.215685     3.882546    -4.954089 
C     7.361688     3.849201    -3.530095 
C     6.277418     4.174390    -2.664357 
H    10.193308     3.006992     0.024501 
C     5.051209     4.570159    -3.278202 
C     4.905558     4.638284    -4.644868 
C     5.968458     4.263964    -5.509609 
C     5.768945     4.181078    -6.902150 
C     6.719605     3.551185    -7.691650 
C     7.935517     3.088598    -7.155802 
C     3.592996     5.041346    -5.218649 
N     3.496059     5.059379    -6.617740 
C     4.490826     4.623865    -7.510926 
O     2.632995     5.361533    -4.531878 
O     4.300059     4.611675    -8.719460 
H     6.467837     3.348029    -8.727110 
 216 
H     4.167339     4.772363    -2.692686 
C     1.559495    -0.309079     6.111462 
C     1.576643     0.961391     6.719300 
C     1.983666     2.093447     6.008756 
C     2.415577     1.993013     4.677135 
C     2.322730     0.737105     4.053369 
C     1.897562    -0.380141     4.746527 
H     1.311490     1.062082     7.767146 
H     2.018202     3.054816     6.514224 
H     2.597257     0.640980     3.008339 
H     1.827569    -1.328122     4.222314 
C     9.569097    -0.323673    -9.233728 
C     9.308246     0.862774    -9.945200 
C     8.861420     2.011198    -9.290659 
C     8.666121     2.025250    -7.899753 
C     8.978042     0.849965    -7.189981 
C     9.422792    -0.287595    -7.835138 
H     9.403949     0.872984   -11.025650 
H     8.636465     2.898885    -9.875682 
H     8.825968     0.817773    -6.117844 
H     9.642440    -1.174207    -7.248436 
C     9.820215    -7.924565    -9.781532 
C    10.127270    -7.728815   -11.112179 
C    10.302089    -6.369195   -11.467414 
C    10.136033    -5.491936   -10.413999 
S     9.775101    -6.377910    -8.948225 
H    10.215680    -8.541130   -11.823178 
H    10.514201    -6.039383   -12.476918 
C     1.234234    -1.538240     6.838097 
C     0.581224    -1.726557     8.036170 
C     0.456454    -3.084943     8.418837 
C     1.010774    -3.968737     7.515037 
S     1.713448    -3.091586     6.173148 
H     0.181168    -0.908481     8.622612 
H    -0.027857    -3.406545     9.332460 
C     0.996431    -5.416827     7.530400 
C     0.156766    -6.262491     8.227265 
C     0.345319    -7.631953     7.918810 
C     1.322671    -7.866421     6.976388 
S     2.071278    -6.347145     6.508802 
H    -0.612708    -5.902064     8.898447 
H    -0.267501    -8.420450     8.337838 
C     9.914795    -1.584274    -9.892689 
C    10.512663    -1.828124   -11.108599 
 217 
C    10.671637    -3.203764   -11.406517 
C    10.184147    -4.044961   -10.426379 
S     9.511440    -3.104156    -9.112580 
H    10.860885    -1.036068   -11.760313 
H    11.148834    -3.567838   -12.307889 
H     4.594559     1.656877     5.486625 
H    10.691197     3.360724    -7.114802 
C    10.301785    -2.075584     3.602171 
C    14.954437     2.884665    -1.505867 
H    14.851343     2.818578    -0.425654 
H    15.533537     3.768787    -1.781882 
H    15.465250     2.004192    -1.900276 
H    10.203619    -2.873778     2.863294 
H    11.297336    -1.637732     3.502146 
H    10.152883    -2.462234     4.607417 
C     0.748412     8.190505     1.053645 
C     2.213873     5.512511    -7.167006 
H     0.784038     8.854521     1.919948 
H    -0.273398     7.820380     0.948181 
H     1.060411     8.717874     0.155724 
H     2.306877     5.538754    -8.249808 
H     1.415625     4.827694    -6.871533 
H     1.978153     6.502381    -6.772380 
N     3.126087   -14.039800    -6.229015 
C     4.122307   -13.634188    -7.132643 
C     5.451322   -13.328448    -6.548292 
C     5.696279   -13.503795    -5.172787 
C     4.640302   -13.864076    -4.296127 
C     3.277627   -14.121063    -4.837819 
C     4.838967   -13.914803    -2.937286 
C     6.112193   -13.663128    -2.345193 
C     7.184174   -13.332615    -3.224622 
C     6.985571   -13.237950    -4.642520 
C     8.029755   -12.795024    -5.516733 
C     9.396669   -12.799773    -4.992008 
C     9.590319   -12.924679    -3.584127 
C     8.481459   -13.067975    -2.691796 
C     8.668568   -12.987004    -1.292007 
C    10.005497   -13.017608    -0.799044 
C    11.088649   -13.017500    -1.644549 
C    10.908120   -12.922511    -3.053100 
C    10.534716   -12.764982    -5.816437 
C    11.824243   -12.810050    -5.289902 
C    12.021210   -12.874154    -3.913996 
 218 
C    13.397087   -12.929893    -3.365067 
N    13.520324   -13.050226    -1.972977 
C    12.452391   -13.130370    -1.063978 
C     6.420269   -12.739721    -7.342704 
C     7.684011   -12.391056    -6.835204 
O    12.645014   -13.278772     0.134822 
O    14.396027   -12.889023    -4.071019 
O     3.893644   -13.533393    -8.330409 
O     2.319893   -14.404973    -4.131861 
C     7.508422   -12.988196    -0.415542 
H    10.208132   -13.121313     0.257694 
H    12.692742   -12.798432    -5.938694 
H     6.151904   -12.476990    -8.359916 
H     3.960924   -14.092825    -2.336198 
C     6.302700   -13.559683    -0.900262 
C     7.536568   -12.394741     0.909025 
C     8.598600   -11.545006     1.344374 
C     8.637870   -11.023054     2.612462 
C     7.574709   -11.258289     3.527431 
C     6.420603   -11.957410     3.079141 
C     6.420409   -12.543932     1.772493 
C     5.300958   -12.086436     3.954403 
C     5.442544   -11.645069     5.281811 
C     6.599329   -11.010937     5.726827 
C     7.653633   -10.779887     4.848821 
C     8.854235   -10.050035     5.322612 
N     9.850091    -9.795301     4.361797 
C     9.802844   -10.191556     3.019506 
O    10.697856    -9.872484     2.248596 
O     8.976898    -9.673576     6.480227 
H     6.694117   -10.675836     6.753456 
H     4.638746   -11.805178     5.984869 
C     4.091965   -12.750993     3.464021 
C     4.199411   -13.515043     2.262512 
C     5.313775   -13.351794     1.371311 
C     5.285349   -13.931893     0.074462 
H     9.403570   -11.266449     0.680658 
C     4.285686   -14.920480    -0.178709 
C     3.257559   -15.151788     0.705025 
C     3.141631   -14.382538     1.893974 
C     1.993372   -14.474646     2.702855 
C     1.822620   -13.585270     3.753893 
C     2.824100   -12.666035     4.102810 
C     2.246639   -16.198687     0.394034 
 219 
N     1.130605   -16.254870     1.247020 
C     0.922154   -15.443245     2.372141 
O     2.366810   -16.965003    -0.550258 
O    -0.097232   -15.563476     3.038196 
H     0.865601   -13.570408     4.264154 
H     4.333207   -15.551486    -1.056502 
C     9.463235    -9.147326    -9.060616 
C     9.073690   -10.326757    -9.725093 
C     8.582029   -11.422649    -9.018356 
C     8.464655   -11.395792    -7.618401 
C     8.913373   -10.240176    -6.954257 
C     9.406244    -9.153523    -7.653211 
H     9.100950   -10.370930   -10.808317 
H     8.256826   -12.301134    -9.568735 
H     8.830776   -10.178087    -5.874402 
H     9.721733    -8.277722    -7.096102 
C     1.713229    -9.112822     6.316476 
C     2.393866    -9.064396     5.085158 
C     2.757488   -10.218700     4.420597 
C     2.460572   -11.491133     4.940221 
C     1.753209   -11.548844     6.150098 
C     1.398272   -10.384302     6.832687 
H     2.611027    -8.105207     4.626112 
H     3.262158   -10.138822     3.464558 
H     1.499698   -12.513731     6.580310 
H     0.882997   -10.466599     7.783376 
C     0.078882   -17.235190     0.957186 
C     1.789654   -14.345928    -6.749480 
H    -0.029241   -17.924104     1.797754 
H    -0.873181   -16.720873     0.812118 
H     0.365715   -17.773470     0.057335 
H     1.486221   -15.339292    -6.414094 
H     1.837272   -14.300938    -7.834529 
H     1.065020   -13.621391    -6.370650 
C    14.889189   -13.124610    -1.453366 
C    11.038823    -9.039199     4.767614 
H    11.935985    -9.625169     4.557497 
H    10.953999    -8.833695     5.831807 
H    11.098782    -8.107675     4.200483 
H    14.830287   -13.177254    -0.369197 
H    15.448938   -12.242180    -1.768848 
H    15.391375   -14.008966    -1.852211 







Energy: -8915.8024 hartrees 
 
                 angstroms 
                                          atom          x                  y                  z 
N    -0.732061     3.646720    -0.705601 
 C    -0.625143     3.082746     0.575207 
 C     0.743455     2.926513     1.122280 
 C     1.858652     3.338959     0.370712 
 C     1.705963     3.796033    -0.966604 
 C     0.344929     4.020275    -1.528428 
 C     2.811642     3.998341    -1.760244 
 C     4.133593     3.843890    -1.248814 
 C     4.283949     3.643716     0.145784 
 C     3.153375     3.279393     0.945651 
 C     3.324421     2.761126     2.265085 
 C     4.623604     2.960361     2.910950 
 C     5.724914     3.433785     2.133183 
 C     5.578426     3.736689     0.742919 
 C     6.685924     4.181435    -0.030031 
 C     7.954539     4.250363     0.617210 
 C     8.105421     3.996331     1.957446 
 C     6.992087     3.611852     2.754602 
 C     4.815389     2.801234     4.293184 
 C     6.053738     3.007014     4.895908 
 C     7.153053     3.384393     4.133757 
 C     8.478816     3.545998     4.777676 
 N     9.551316     3.889446     3.940776 
 C     9.465749     4.102832     2.556624 
 C     0.940963     2.264969     2.324847 
 C     2.227208     2.082480     2.863417 
 221 
 O    10.457765     4.366075     1.890368 
 O     8.661699     3.382740     5.976643 
 O    -1.630498     2.757343     1.192087 
 O     0.163071     4.501592    -2.637975 
 C     6.533503     4.362170    -1.463480 
 H     8.856109     4.469144     0.065948 
 H     6.183987     2.870448     5.963982 
 C    10.857321     4.018195     4.594655 
 H     0.080144     1.809975     2.803434 
 H     2.642939     4.332026    -2.775354 
 C    -2.096074     3.823808    -1.214274 
 C     5.325550     3.946266    -2.075687 
 C     7.609854     4.839375    -2.319661 
 C     8.602611     5.767099    -1.887572 
 C     9.676995     6.092217    -2.683535 
 C     9.866937     5.445053    -3.934044 
 C     8.836730     4.623708    -4.451478 
 C     7.653996     4.411771    -3.668770 
 C     9.041675     3.921694    -5.675755 
 C    10.369166     3.836802    -6.188366 
 C    11.333348     4.748419    -5.724050 
 C    11.074378     5.583646    -4.644886 
 C    12.119314     6.514514    -4.157197 
 N    11.829853     7.230098    -2.983258 
 C    10.669035     7.088301    -2.201474 
 O    10.498879     7.747105    -1.185770 
 C    12.861604     8.172203    -2.537648 
 O    13.185377     6.681519    -4.733939 
 H    12.334256     4.746670    -6.143090 
 C     7.870345     3.303196    -6.300406 
 C     6.659700     3.184353    -5.549336 
 C     6.553494     3.691638    -4.218434 
 C     5.358535     3.534114    -3.465080 
 H     8.514839     6.273578    -0.935980 
 C     4.294368     2.801982    -4.063992 
 C     4.366339     2.342470    -5.353611 
 C     5.533145     2.546941    -6.139401 
 C     5.580216     2.096589    -7.471849 
 C     6.733427     2.303469    -8.221576 
 C     7.855548     2.893768    -7.645064 
 C     3.209902     1.595220    -5.911132 
 N     3.306734     1.194852    -7.249765 
 C     4.418431     1.405625    -8.084804 
 O     2.206838     1.334412    -5.260519 
 222 
 C     2.143470     0.486872    -7.793170 
 O     4.421712     1.024434    -9.247555 
 H     6.742659     1.984875    -9.258248 
 H     3.405105     2.545399    -3.507850 
 C     2.470820    -1.469144     5.302401 
 C     1.566094    -0.443568     5.634421 
 C     1.524776     0.746912     4.914803 
 C     2.396379     0.972402     3.839295 
 C     3.329496    -0.038101     3.536748 
 C     3.368918    -1.225715     4.247923 
 H     0.851181    -0.598456     6.435121 
 H     0.789680     1.501901     5.180516 
 H     4.006781     0.096143     2.701069 
 H     4.097157    -1.983640     3.974150 
 C    11.758888     0.203958    -8.090981 
 C    12.184873     1.453574    -8.587525 
 C    11.728142     2.647893    -8.027622 
 C    10.816719     2.644442    -6.959691 
 C    10.390498     1.394461    -6.474579 
 C    10.838599     0.214134    -7.027420 
 H    12.894524     1.496817    -9.407353 
 H    12.087453     3.591834    -8.428427 
 H     9.704640     1.353964    -5.637318 
 H    10.483990    -0.719552    -6.605411 
 N     1.283712   -12.995177    -3.056633 
 C     0.966355   -12.831644    -1.701166 
 C     2.010305   -13.218276    -0.719701 
 C     3.227283   -13.780386    -1.148877 
 C     3.517533   -13.879550    -2.534360 
 C     2.516595   -13.449330    -3.551423 
 C     4.754268   -14.295392    -2.960266 
 C     5.771731   -14.701303    -2.047183 
 C     5.467181   -14.664018    -0.658720 
 C     4.202592   -14.177336    -0.196289 
 C     3.947881   -13.989035     1.198466 
 C     4.851550   -14.636738     2.152836 
 C     6.078872   -15.183965     1.674970 
 C     6.442924   -15.085547     0.295221 
 C     7.749266   -15.427934    -0.127051 
 C     8.578015   -16.137807     0.792172 
 C     8.191797   -16.359666     2.093193 
 C     6.959854   -15.836409     2.578585 
 C     4.531498   -14.818716     3.508821 
 C     5.385323   -15.490433     4.382575 
 223 
 C     6.601039   -15.993506     3.930493 
 C     7.503143   -16.702349     4.868918 
 N     8.687818   -17.231818     4.335852 
 C     9.087076   -17.140178     2.992306 
 C     1.850791   -12.894051     0.616792 
 C     2.839522   -13.187361     1.572761 
 O    10.120017   -17.661431     2.596605 
 O     7.241562   -16.852780     6.055254 
 O    -0.122304   -12.380533    -1.371770 
 O     2.742722   -13.493980    -4.752718 
 C     8.154502   -15.077001    -1.480999 
 H     9.507803   -16.589397     0.473788 
 H     5.117058   -15.636575     5.423004 
 C     9.547978   -17.956025     5.276864 
 H     0.973197   -12.324465     0.903230 
 H     4.932445   -14.244219    -4.023544 
 C     0.247374   -12.592943    -4.012878 
 C     7.143830   -14.941538    -2.464818 
 C     9.525671   -14.716939    -1.817250 
 C    10.561034   -14.611446    -0.844151 
 C    11.793890   -14.087004    -1.140825 
 C    12.063969   -13.555132    -2.426696 
 C    11.071321   -13.636052    -3.437890 
 C     9.817636   -14.256795    -3.131249 
 C    11.307833   -13.022680    -4.708398 
 C    12.411901   -12.136579    -4.830932 
 C    13.415498   -12.154918    -3.846581 
 C    13.276271   -12.885991    -2.678181 
 C    14.342030   -12.843288    -1.646686 
 N    14.047206   -13.436085    -0.410753 
 C    12.815509   -14.014444    -0.061186 
 O    12.612440   -14.442706     1.066226 
 C    15.106743   -13.373042     0.600911 
 O    15.430454   -12.315914    -1.833824 
 H    14.291682   -11.524608    -3.955195 
 C    10.412238   -13.388361    -5.810471 
 C     9.208662   -14.097785    -5.512927 
 C     8.846206   -14.405910    -4.165247 
 C     7.550576   -14.887585    -3.860718 
 H    10.407222   -14.887839     0.185220 
 C     6.739985   -15.341556    -4.941658 
 C     7.139370   -15.190890    -6.249545 
 C     8.346400   -14.506028    -6.566680 
 C     8.708450   -14.276835    -7.907795 
 224 
 C     9.893567   -13.607682    -8.190592 
 C    10.722057   -13.162455    -7.162114 
 C     6.293784   -15.747111    -7.338924 
 N     6.708976   -15.488044    -8.652143 
 C     7.869696   -14.785108    -9.021226 
 O     5.281812   -16.401903    -7.130523 
 C     5.848594   -16.025673    -9.711354 
 O     8.163592   -14.611534   -10.196104 
 H    10.163478   -13.450474    -9.229105 
 H     5.821953   -15.886621    -4.761802 
 C     2.652188   -10.296713     4.742941 
 C     1.582818   -11.193175     4.555277 
 C     1.651451   -12.208759     3.606369 
 C     2.799350   -12.372981     2.819591 
 C     3.897794   -11.529061     3.064315 
 C     3.826074   -10.510075     4.001446 
 H     0.661123   -11.046046     5.109122 
 H     0.789242   -12.849770     3.445183 
 H     4.796589   -11.641197     2.466713 
 H     4.679268    -9.852697     4.143103 
 C    12.652749    -8.644062    -7.339309 
 C    11.464933    -8.980579    -6.668361 
 C    11.374603   -10.153646    -5.932074 
 C    12.467357   -11.031876    -5.823725 
 C    13.639108   -10.717876    -6.527541 
 C    13.725968    -9.552388    -7.277471 
 H    10.610492    -8.311424    -6.716480 
 H    10.461715   -10.371849    -5.386826 
 H    14.485138   -11.398641    -6.495873 
 H    14.657456    -9.309432    -7.778232 
 C    12.822945    -7.383738    -8.060883 
 C    13.633386    -7.147024    -9.148785 
 C    13.655681    -5.798390    -9.563896 
 C    12.864701    -4.967405    -8.796180 
 S    12.059274    -5.892403    -7.540590 
 H    14.181631    -7.935968    -9.650419 
 H    14.243650    -5.442434   -10.399874 
 C     2.402970    -2.771857     5.965926 
 C     1.884136    -3.092969     7.200935 
 C     1.867059    -4.480725     7.475904 
 C     2.350469    -5.256857     6.441754 
 S     2.873112    -4.235849     5.116517 
 H     1.524318    -2.344771     7.897884 
 H     1.505265    -4.902414     8.406194 
 225 
 C     2.326563    -6.701465     6.340678 
 C     1.565228    -7.573690     7.094342 
 C     1.646638    -8.919205     6.663166 
 C     2.476176    -9.108367     5.580790 
 S     3.190337    -7.579950     5.094864 
 H     0.918779    -7.241134     7.897837 
 H     1.101737    -9.730067     7.133083 
 H    11.638116   -12.654324    -7.423144 
 H     3.590028   -14.445478     3.888867 
 C    12.251459    -1.070801    -8.605704 
 C    13.147586    -1.333512    -9.618640 
 C    13.430531    -2.706535    -9.795977 
 C    12.751350    -3.531209    -8.919113 
 S    11.728995    -2.580844    -7.868464 
 H    13.594428    -0.556711   -10.226441 
 H    14.131073    -3.078756   -10.533572 
 H     8.736283     3.038125    -8.254330 
 H     3.981262     2.509877     4.915207 
 H    11.584126     4.286989     3.832555 
 H    10.804906     4.785603     5.369534 
 H    11.126801     3.072470     5.069410 
 H    -2.024846     4.265927    -2.204665 
 H    -2.600851     2.856640    -1.257837 
 H    -2.658425     4.472656    -0.539750 
 H    12.503583     8.648628    -1.628629 
 H    13.794050     7.635654    -2.350832 
 H    13.044136     8.913925    -3.317857 
 H     2.359696     0.243329    -8.830258 
 H     1.959722    -0.419365    -7.212460 
 H     1.259260     1.123331    -7.720478 
 H    10.420532   -18.301451     4.728480 
 H     9.839696   -17.291542     6.092306 
 H     9.000657   -18.799593     5.702944 
 H     0.630094   -12.778836    -5.013107 
 H    -0.661376   -13.169683    -3.830409 
 H     0.012516   -11.534591    -3.880976 
 H    14.740968   -13.871780     1.494716 
 H    16.004314   -13.864456     0.220643 
 H    15.353277   -12.331073     0.815426 
 H     6.287583   -15.748955   -10.666445 
 H     5.781640   -17.111288    -9.616487 







Energy: -10020.6573 hartrees 
 
angstroms 
N    22.088886    -5.373832    -4.425661 
 C    23.412576    -5.326252    -3.973174 
 C    23.748920    -4.291996    -2.969872 
 C    22.765659    -3.413011    -2.475481 
 C    21.429908    -3.518368    -2.952226 
 C    21.063971    -4.529037    -3.976369 
 C    20.454154    -2.667021    -2.495950 
 C    20.731456    -1.659836    -1.531267 
 C    22.079668    -1.495266    -1.105932 
 C    23.102338    -2.396667    -1.536548 
 C    24.455176    -2.282464    -1.068681 
 C    24.794916    -1.239170    -0.084966 
 C    23.757579    -0.312855     0.286867 
 C    22.427402    -0.412745    -0.241943 
 C    21.452322     0.576901     0.057050 
 C    21.753640     1.554181     1.042017 
 C    23.008790     1.658907     1.580784 
 C    24.032277     0.749605     1.196558 
 C    26.074862    -1.066184     0.515488 
 C    26.299454    -0.006244     1.406880 
 C    25.312606     0.895360     1.753622 
 C    25.616745     1.972890     2.722183 
 N    24.572236     2.832060     3.072558 
 C    23.266673     2.732676     2.574452 
 C    25.056487    -4.162155    -2.528133 
 C    25.399039    -3.176432    -1.603430 
 O    22.386374     3.499326     2.941760 
 O    26.729060     2.119303     3.213218 
 O    24.239757    -6.114329    -4.415728 
 O    19.925914    -4.628425    -4.416291 
 227 
 C    20.141257     0.513427    -0.553865 
 C    19.716449    -0.715787    -1.101669 
 C    19.264980     1.663014    -0.665079 
 C    19.779861     2.986554    -0.610761 
 C    18.956314     4.076895    -0.717352 
 C    17.558834     3.908413    -0.924708 
 C    16.998108     2.604864    -1.063449 
 C    17.887611     1.480611    -0.972077 
 C    15.586900     2.442731    -1.308056 
 C    14.792627     3.623470    -1.401371 
 C    15.389789     4.887227    -1.266943 
 C    16.742623     5.046622    -1.032757 
 C    17.306251     6.412650    -0.925948 
 N    18.686386     6.521445    -0.733643 
 C    19.561610     5.431491    -0.631202 
 O    20.765648     5.594958    -0.480868 
 O    16.613192     7.419581    -1.008477 
 C    15.076712     1.066730    -1.448625 
 C    15.990853    -0.038367    -1.385197 
 C    17.392710     0.157673    -1.187889 
 C    18.291861    -0.944752    -1.229460 
 C    17.748249    -2.256799    -1.294178 
 C    16.400557    -2.469368    -1.436642 
 C    15.500705    -1.370109    -1.515259 
 C    14.125037    -1.617378    -1.682917 
 C    13.249232    -0.545326    -1.751544 
 C    13.717648     0.762806    -1.643196 
 C    15.898548    -3.866462    -1.490061 
 N    14.522128    -4.044563    -1.654593 
 C    13.594855    -2.997801    -1.762477 
 O    16.639289    -4.837275    -1.397791 
 O    12.399289    -3.220509    -1.909753 
 C    13.326529     3.720902    -1.702741 
 C    27.275812    -1.948734     0.376043 
 C    27.352953    -3.129626     1.127774 
 C    28.462100    -3.956560     1.043345 
 C    29.559544    -3.632335     0.221290 
 C    29.495007    -2.426158    -0.498427 
 C    28.374690    -1.599039    -0.419331 
 C    12.965474     3.917694    -3.043137 
 C    11.641336     4.059473    -3.422598 
 C    10.598421     4.028273    -2.478339 
 C    10.963279     3.864621    -1.127820 
 C    12.300038     3.717174    -0.747503 
 228 
 C     9.214277     4.184307    -2.944944 
 C    30.712737    -4.535959     0.174187 
 S    31.955602    -4.438285    -1.064276 
 C    32.828241    -5.806377    -0.389757 
 C    32.177795    -6.277425     0.728909 
 C    30.998226    -5.565075     1.043631 
 S     7.799798     4.000355    -1.918236 
 C     6.707604     4.297743    -3.263976 
 C     7.422258     4.557319    -4.409297 
 C     8.821600     4.494252    -4.229061 
 C    34.039680    -6.318056    -0.994278 
 C     5.265208     4.223917    -3.129404 
 S    34.834528    -7.733656    -0.320335 
 C    36.062676    -7.691330    -1.544738 
 C    35.871192    -6.655708    -2.415418 
 C    34.727043    -5.869554    -2.100243 
 S     4.215933     5.332002    -4.000865 
 C     2.774088     4.561555    -3.374527 
 C     3.118149     3.529431    -2.528813 
 C     4.515591     3.342857    -2.385044 
 C    19.233122     7.875628    -0.626192 
 C    24.883090     3.898172     4.027105 
 C    21.770197    -6.391113    -5.428979 
 C    14.038896    -5.425032    -1.718118 
 H    19.477692    -2.755407    -2.949497 
 H    20.998088     2.239126     1.399362 
 H    27.278928     0.112030     1.855994 
 H    25.812553    -4.830803    -2.924286 
 H    26.433363    -3.109888    -1.317562 
 H    20.841393     3.173319    -0.526272 
 H    14.777176     5.778025    -1.348773 
 H    18.379560    -3.128228    -1.195367 
 H    12.190923    -0.741329    -1.881519 
 H    12.986560     1.548123    -1.695824 
 H    26.533959    -3.397455     1.788693 
 H    28.469818    -4.876258     1.616206 
 H    30.330482    -2.120303    -1.121353 
 H    28.361948    -0.662996    -0.969970 
 H    13.741558     3.963985    -3.801270 
 H    11.417497     4.190205    -4.474816 
 H    10.199420     3.856888    -0.355536 
 H    12.545229     3.612762     0.305452 
 H    32.536257    -7.118112     1.311649 
 H    30.386949    -5.806123     1.903597 
 229 
 H     6.948366     4.764079    -5.361882 
 H     9.515331     4.668001    -5.040456 
 H    36.847255    -8.434640    -1.543543 
 H    36.525324    -6.451380    -3.254811 
 H    34.414903    -5.009614    -2.681970 
 H     2.381415     2.893068    -2.053389 
 H     4.959169     2.545647    -1.799842 
 H    20.311468     7.798431    -0.515280 
 H    18.976314     8.445606    -1.521494 
 H    18.793450     8.382794     0.235779 
 H    24.004582     4.530066     4.128217 
 H    25.157035     3.465307     4.992319 
 H    25.734489     4.474765     3.660366 
 H    20.757976    -6.214722    -5.782933 
 H    22.486227    -6.322505    -6.249759 
 H    21.852598    -7.388341    -4.989344 
 H    12.957384    -5.401125    -1.823237 
 H    14.497443    -5.936571    -2.567449 
 H    14.326926    -5.955601    -0.808033 
 N    -3.468017    12.573611    -4.809267 
 C    -2.447699    11.650138    -4.553680 
 C    -2.752645    10.219844    -4.782021 
 C    -4.015116     9.814298    -5.255784 
 C    -5.009725    10.796836    -5.523671 
 C    -4.746334    12.237669    -5.278349 
 C    -6.243724    10.425611    -5.996864 
 C    -6.568303     9.063546    -6.247710 
 C    -5.622148     8.066863    -5.882809 
 C    -4.316060     8.432252    -5.430983 
 C    -3.317698     7.443068    -5.139955 
 C    -3.636083     6.016023    -5.319630 
 C    -4.974507     5.678651    -5.738057 
 C    -5.969046     6.684439    -5.982254 
 C    -7.309647     6.323597    -6.298609 
 C    -7.607839     4.955670    -6.533996 
 C    -6.669284     3.977589    -6.341734 
 C    -5.354811     4.315991    -5.918123 
 C    -2.728677     4.941398    -5.100095 
 C    -3.148690     3.616442    -5.302791 
 C    -4.424491     3.286367    -5.711655 
 C    -4.776975     1.864916    -5.931794 
 N    -6.074686     1.590946    -6.371272 
 C    -7.054929     2.565758    -6.601658 
 C    -1.791297     9.259346    -4.506741 
 230 
 C    -2.070047     7.904391    -4.684649 
 O    -8.173563     2.262041    -6.995578 
 O    -3.979332     0.952402    -5.752566 
 O    -1.359181    12.038842    -4.147045 
 O    -5.595537    13.098526    -5.472155 
 C    -8.311467     7.351803    -6.491880 
 C    -7.874753     8.670975    -6.735043 
 C    -9.737992     7.096445    -6.440599 
 C   -10.260310     5.968727    -5.752141 
 C   -11.606606     5.718276    -5.705095 
 C   -12.526557     6.607535    -6.327136 
 C   -12.066461     7.797208    -6.965871 
 C   -10.652589     8.047777    -6.974887 
 C   -13.005683     8.708428    -7.570606 
 C   -14.389090     8.367432    -7.504067 
 C   -14.795716     7.187168    -6.863166 
 C   -13.898850     6.314588    -6.275975 
 C   -14.403689     5.103458    -5.588635 
 N   -13.458779     4.274075    -4.977546 
 C   -12.077000     4.507681    -4.982765 
 O   -11.300771     3.746370    -4.419683 
 O   -15.595438     4.824163    -5.536149 
 C   -12.462577     9.918748    -8.217554 
 C   -11.048402    10.160962    -8.187503 
 C   -10.147864     9.256925    -7.544552 
 C    -8.762829     9.561971    -7.449437 
 C    -8.266344    10.684465    -8.166025 
 C    -9.108992    11.544755    -8.821476 
 C   -10.514190    11.324594    -8.814844 
 C   -11.357704    12.247969    -9.461468 
 C   -12.723379    12.013311    -9.478929 
 C   -13.257354    10.876413    -8.873206 
 C    -8.524047    12.694690    -9.556116 
 N    -9.414754    13.576028   -10.173908 
 C   -10.811547    13.447616   -10.139857 
 O    -7.316648    12.888638    -9.623707 
 O   -11.538903    14.269573   -10.683731 
 C   -15.541403     9.161137    -8.041702 
 C    -1.297593     4.981365    -4.653334 
 C    -0.253188     5.130459    -5.576018 
 C     1.075765     5.089219    -5.163099 
 C     1.407135     4.868421    -3.816215 
 C     0.356056     4.737390    -2.889213 
 C    -0.971978     4.797706    -3.301574 
 231 
 C   -16.123290    10.175602    -7.266621 
 C   -17.173955    10.939426    -7.757875 
 C   -17.702146    10.713478    -9.045801 
 C   -17.122497     9.685654    -9.811485 
 C   -16.063027     8.926306    -9.320126 
 C   -18.793851    11.552076    -9.549946 
 S   -19.503370    11.320561   -11.141219 
 C   -20.610590    12.664263   -10.919987 
 C   -20.422996    13.232099    -9.679507 
 C   -19.409596    12.608518    -8.915880 
 C   -21.538751    13.064893   -11.955681 
 S   -22.608344    14.436810   -11.706674 
 C   -23.286673    14.261873   -13.293812 
 C   -22.726242    13.214302   -13.969189 
 C   -21.737384    12.528826   -13.208755 
 C   -13.969725     3.082279    -4.297279 
 C    -6.412614     0.183612    -6.593357 
 C    -3.152790    13.983357    -4.571572 
 C    -8.827573    14.714982   -10.882385 
 H    -6.976416    11.208696    -6.129871 
 H    -8.573292     4.648318    -6.908509 
 H    -2.445404     2.808084    -5.141295 
 H    -0.821627     9.575461    -4.138789 
 H    -1.284848     7.208699    -4.451393 
 H    -9.614989     5.296304    -5.206165 
 H   -15.851451     6.944539    -6.813649 
 H    -7.204844    10.872894    -8.244357 
 H   -13.374510    12.723291    -9.976041 
 H   -14.321739    10.755052    -8.932115 
 H    -0.480937     5.215761    -6.634429 
 H     1.868673     5.175152    -5.900445 
 H     0.587408     4.583816    -1.840320 
 H    -1.765815     4.632113    -2.579115 
 H   -15.753775    10.358034    -6.261822 
 H   -17.597904    11.711084    -7.125436 
 H   -17.491038     9.481409   -10.812455 
 H   -15.645472     8.132096    -9.931884 
 H   -20.996614    14.080233    -9.323881 
 H   -19.137589    12.951847    -7.926358 
 H   -24.056512    14.943722   -13.626248 
 H   -23.008174    12.933013   -14.977052 
 H   -21.180115    11.677838   -13.583763 
 H   -13.123308     2.545988    -3.876372 
 H   -14.667819     3.378465    -3.511348 
 232 
 H   -14.507475     2.454009    -5.010644 
 H    -7.445044     0.134001    -6.929309 
 H    -5.742375    -0.241514    -7.343598 
 H    -6.282567    -0.376464    -5.664822 
 H    -4.034444    14.571300    -4.812455 
 H    -2.868210    14.125226    -3.526684 
 H    -2.308207    14.281477    -5.196594 
 H    -9.638259    15.303038   -11.304784 
 H    -8.236872    15.316216   -10.187756 







Energy: -10020.6588 hartrees 
 
angstroms 
N    21.956854    -3.924738    -5.378971 
 C    22.800203    -4.232039    -4.303119 
 C    22.299065    -5.217245    -3.315659 
 C    21.044466    -5.834840    -3.480933 
 C    20.244022    -5.510653    -4.610821 
 C    20.692395    -4.490143    -5.597694 
 C    19.019482    -6.100509    -4.796589 
 C    18.489834    -7.033030    -3.862075 
 C    19.239093    -7.295220    -2.682375 
 C    20.545049    -6.741868    -2.502601 
 C    21.343705    -7.050079    -1.351005 
 C    20.827907    -7.996788    -0.345569 
 C    19.490182    -8.498746    -0.528226 
 C    18.684579    -8.116029    -1.653226 
 C    17.327326    -8.525035    -1.748593 
 C    16.836291    -9.474940    -0.811593 
 C    17.604823    -9.906967     0.237927 
 C    18.921520    -9.398458     0.421022 
 C    21.547191    -8.433632     0.799561 
 C    20.954461    -9.331997     1.702881 
 C    19.671158    -9.816607     1.532745 
 C    19.119160   -10.778927     2.517743 
 N    17.831698   -11.272928     2.268058 
 C    17.031427   -10.915085     1.172968 
 C    23.059762    -5.512503    -2.195031 
 C    22.589944    -6.410475    -1.238767 
 O    15.920570   -11.403353     1.006447 
 O    19.741431   -11.149906     3.504178 
 O    23.890301    -3.684697    -4.199035 
 O    19.999594    -4.156967    -6.549821 
 234 
 C    16.499992    -8.047889    -2.841963 
 C    17.143180    -7.555450    -3.998121 
 C    15.051070    -8.000879    -2.783587 
 C    14.343834    -8.065339    -1.547759 
 C    12.974424    -8.006088    -1.491576 
 C    12.207447    -7.850398    -2.679325 
 C    12.876998    -7.659206    -3.922304 
 C    14.305366    -7.720593    -3.960329 
 C    12.110917    -7.390158    -5.099177 
 C    10.711173    -7.501806    -5.001948 
 C    10.067677    -7.730055    -3.788730 
 C    10.801896    -7.862290    -2.615420 
 C    10.103385    -8.019731    -1.317198 
 N    10.906809    -8.120738    -0.172037 
 C    12.310827    -8.105911    -0.164087 
 O    12.942604    -8.183282     0.881120 
 O     8.883224    -8.050182    -1.218131 
 C    12.807184    -7.082200    -6.356459 
 C    14.220975    -7.288352    -6.401955 
 C    14.978029    -7.537828    -5.207299 
 C    16.397136    -7.514168    -5.242192 
 C    17.039751    -7.519316    -6.513576 
 C    16.324722    -7.369137    -7.677410 
 C    14.916035    -7.169958    -7.636852 
 C    14.208483    -6.866863    -8.814666 
 C    12.868368    -6.517022    -8.732967 
 C    12.162629    -6.568234    -7.520570 
 C    17.038352    -7.391400    -8.981373 
 N    16.272518    -7.119994   -10.122761 
 C    14.898265    -6.825905   -10.129853 
 O    18.234843    -7.627222    -9.083123 
 O    14.307548    -6.563233   -11.168774 
 C    10.899886    -5.775593    -7.437296 
 C    22.957226    -8.092294     1.183160 
 C    24.039003    -8.787226     0.619520 
 C    25.335791    -8.595119     1.078911 
 C    25.611186    -7.721665     2.151454 
 C    24.521387    -7.035970     2.719993 
 C    23.223365    -7.217981     2.246818 
 C    10.839736    -4.753622    -6.467543 
 C     9.775407    -3.877344    -6.410991 
 C     8.704549    -3.973154    -7.325460 
 C     8.770214    -4.978448    -8.303380 
 C     9.854661    -5.858097    -8.364773 
 235 
 C     7.553806    -3.092909    -7.116539 
 C    26.976747    -7.579347     2.662484 
 S    27.361266    -6.551790     4.037384 
 C    29.064619    -6.971814     3.962528 
 C    29.290111    -7.848242     2.922845 
 C    28.123502    -8.187542     2.199320 
 S     6.451807    -2.580485    -8.383616 
 C     5.488427    -1.634330    -7.255215 
 C     6.004737    -1.753327    -5.982888 
 C     7.153700    -2.564967    -5.907600 
 C    30.021782    -6.423669     4.899471 
 C     4.341332    -0.857226    -7.661633 
 S    31.727553    -6.839333     4.781530 
 C    32.117646    -5.843173     6.148461 
 C    31.006095    -5.236151     6.664761 
 C    29.814815    -5.568584     5.960749 
 S     3.475816     0.111419    -6.479526 
 C     2.287580     0.622513    -7.664764 
 C     2.593962     0.079415    -8.894754 
 C     3.743796    -0.744630    -8.897983 
 C    10.197802    -8.256435     1.104460 
 C    17.303154   -12.233436     3.242091 
 C    22.457492    -2.925833    -6.328027 
 C    16.997234    -7.122460   -11.397760 
 H    18.442460    -5.774899    -5.649283 
 H    15.860330    -9.924380    -0.926959 
 H    21.519280    -9.669797     2.564976 
 H    24.022006    -5.026008    -2.073638 
 H    23.214924    -6.599316    -0.383316 
 H    14.866143    -8.133580    -0.604844 
 H     8.985931    -7.794859    -3.736756 
 H    18.109377    -7.664122    -6.595603 
 H    12.371355    -6.166606    -9.630021 
 H    23.857876    -9.501076    -0.179741 
 H    26.140125    -9.155768     0.616358 
 H    24.681353    -6.362704     3.558034 
 H    22.401406    -6.697372     2.731218 
 H    11.641304    -4.659232    -5.744866 
 H     9.792545    -3.077360    -5.680875 
 H     7.948630    -5.104427    -9.002947 
 H     9.852942    -6.651417    -9.107462 
 H    30.272058    -8.243375     2.688831 
 H    28.134166    -8.870708     1.358467 
 H     5.568497    -1.261965    -5.122513 
 236 
 H     7.636606    -2.811250    -4.971315 
 H    33.142528    -5.772143     6.486211 
 H    31.032960    -4.573548     7.522823 
 H    28.834525    -5.187065     6.226757 
 H     1.991602     0.245524    -9.778692 
 H     4.092729    -1.281535    -9.772802 
 H    10.943715    -8.327551     1.892526 
 H     9.551492    -7.390128     1.263892 
 H     9.571070    -9.150934     1.084989 
 H    16.304801   -12.519031     2.918148 
 H    17.956408   -13.107786     3.292110 
 H    17.269928   -11.773355     4.232313 
 H    21.703887    -2.796630    -7.101261 
 H    22.641859    -1.982154    -5.808746 
 H    23.400502    -3.268188    -6.760221 
 H    16.282697    -6.896961   -12.185584 
 H    17.791701    -6.372989   -11.372442 
 H    17.455055    -8.100882   -11.559608 
 N    -1.350591    10.517913    -7.471014 
 C    -0.575551     9.351249    -7.412862 
 C    -1.292596     8.081253    -7.142156 
 C    -2.692081     8.061342    -6.986275 
 C    -3.433458     9.271529    -7.096387 
 C    -2.743866    10.571432    -7.314091 
 C    -4.800636     9.271415    -6.975267 
 C    -5.521059     8.076326    -6.697596 
 C    -4.781108     6.889534    -6.452815 
 C    -3.369019     6.849155    -6.670035 
 C    -2.624007     5.628756    -6.552587 
 C    -3.334296     4.378165    -6.233787 
 C    -4.738769     4.471406    -5.920927 
 C    -5.451027     5.715372    -5.992236 
 C    -6.815969     5.803451    -5.604915 
 C    -7.503417     4.602112    -5.282076 
 C    -6.858253     3.395004    -5.250599 
 C    -5.470606     3.309390    -5.542335 
 C    -2.731178     3.092024    -6.187799 
 C    -3.496411     1.972284    -5.816628 
 C    -4.833529     2.060479    -5.489883 
 C    -5.574316     0.828408    -5.127415 
 N    -6.944576     0.967617    -4.874933 
 C    -7.653426     2.176755    -4.932019 
 C    -0.577559     6.899545    -7.010840 
 C    -1.231817     5.701095    -6.727707 
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 O    -8.858101     2.219276    -4.723686 
 O    -5.042446    -0.271899    -5.058784 
 O     0.637434     9.409760    -7.565897 
 O    -3.349476    11.634199    -7.355869 
 C    -7.528147     7.061760    -5.717735 
 C    -6.958265     8.085429    -6.501908 
 C    -8.812805     7.307856    -5.093001 
 C    -9.243378     6.575931    -3.949921 
 C   -10.470072     6.793664    -3.375469 
 C   -11.356171     7.769384    -3.913074 
 C   -10.925071     8.596325    -4.991950 
 C    -9.624674     8.381933    -5.545979 
 C   -11.805257     9.602608    -5.510982 
 C   -13.105396     9.653949    -4.976931 
 C   -13.517138     8.837435    -3.925992 
 C   -12.645775     7.913343    -3.368329 
 C   -13.085944     7.084771    -2.220197 
 N   -12.154631     6.176851    -1.697329 
 C   -10.856105     5.979144    -2.189786 
 O   -10.093218     5.172831    -1.674807 
 O   -14.201858     7.176442    -1.725539 
 C   -11.342200    10.479922    -6.602441 
 C   -10.041634    10.219023    -7.159120 
 C    -9.167808     9.223204    -6.606495 
 C    -7.837948     9.076411    -7.088565 
 C    -7.448053     9.805128    -8.246709 
 C    -8.291047    10.712495    -8.834237 
 C    -9.576007    10.968293    -8.279206 
 C   -10.396927    11.947327    -8.863749 
 C   -11.620944    12.232361    -8.288881 
 C   -12.097234    11.553892    -7.155525 
 C    -7.843891    11.415189   -10.066402 
 N    -8.712380    12.376166   -10.596771 
 C    -9.969043    12.706608   -10.066510 
 O    -6.771093    11.187397   -10.609261 
 O   -10.672464    13.566538   -10.579784 
 C   -13.336650    12.164750    -6.584877 
 C    -1.346460     2.671369    -6.573358 
 C    -1.009460     2.473536    -7.921095 
 C     0.204284     1.899170    -8.279287 
 C     1.117459     1.452729    -7.303411 
 C     0.754959     1.632022    -5.955999 
 C    -0.438912     2.246117    -5.596840 
 C   -13.282711    12.828095    -5.347575 
 238 
 C   -14.357883    13.570236    -4.889718 
 C   -15.550696    13.674905    -5.636217 
 C   -15.617547    12.971809    -6.850860 
 C   -14.522491    12.250929    -7.326475 
 C   -16.674211    14.438441    -5.089183 
 S   -18.063214    14.913064    -6.057482 
 C   -18.822965    15.722787    -4.695750 
 C   -18.029714    15.605637    -3.574791 
 C   -16.833019    14.887679    -3.795909 
 C   -20.079265    16.429213    -4.826466 
 S   -20.750404    17.306415    -3.456776 
 C   -22.093556    17.860384    -4.404355 
 C   -22.030253    17.399175    -5.689526 
 C   -20.894117    16.575746    -5.927746 
 C   -12.602882     5.376553    -0.553272 
 C    -7.671266    -0.260509    -4.537231 
 C    -0.621644    11.767631    -7.709973 
 C    -8.246861    13.079062   -11.796302 
 H    -5.303860    10.227018    -7.030146 
 H    -8.569792     4.592190    -5.111262 
 H    -3.032885     0.992272    -5.794614 
 H     0.500665     6.927361    -7.126298 
 H    -0.631531     4.812262    -6.630368 
 H    -8.600262     5.846786    -3.476568 
 H   -14.523109     8.913647    -3.527401 
 H    -6.500289     9.619156    -8.732339 
 H   -12.214550    13.030870    -8.720260 
 H    -1.725136     2.736102    -8.694787 
 H     0.432382     1.772621    -9.332581 
 H     1.400865     1.257101    -5.168736 
 H    -0.701590     2.330621    -4.546354 
 H   -12.374893    12.774664    -4.753364 
 H   -14.256686    14.111486    -3.956239 
 H   -16.535487    12.981331    -7.432113 
 H   -14.598880    11.729030    -8.276287 
 H   -18.302021    16.029406    -2.614742 
 H   -16.118622    14.684801    -3.008193 
 H   -22.845926    18.490901    -3.951469 
 H   -22.775396    17.629638    -6.442143 
 H   -20.673979    16.119250    -6.886398 
 H   -11.783377     4.722951    -0.264109 
 H   -12.880297     6.034962     0.272894 
 H   -13.481536     4.791510    -0.834156 
 H    -8.711356     0.006220    -4.365925 
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 H    -7.588501    -0.977399    -5.357195 
 H    -7.236286    -0.711909    -3.643069 
 H    -1.348209    12.576348    -7.732406 
 H     0.108110    11.928723    -6.913201 
 H    -0.084182    11.705370    -8.658373 
 H    -9.018177    13.789513   -12.084250 
 H    -7.308564    13.595051   -11.580472 
 H    -8.065736    12.360398   -12.598531 
 H    10.102715    -7.400499    -5.887598 








Energy: -1104.8268 hartrees 
 
                   angstroms 
               atom                    x                            y                     z 
S1           -0.5229025548      2.1569531073      0.0161859979 
C2            0.3530028893      0.6332102763      0.0062644825 
C3            1.7098905419      0.8694103010      0.0122565205 
C4            2.0501584230      2.2514544128      0.0246320264 
C5            0.9547258678      3.0684516605      0.0281022419 
C6           -0.3530028893     -0.6332102763     -0.0062644825 
S7            0.5229025548     -2.1569531073     -0.0161859979 
C8           -0.9547258678     -3.0684516605     -0.0281022419 
C9           -2.0501584230     -2.2514544128     -0.0246320264 
C10          -1.7098905419     -0.8694103010     -0.0122565205 
H11           2.4448343075      0.0724557652      0.0078978216 
H12           3.0698389079      2.6188720882      0.0306528745 
H13           0.9193525791      4.1486289730      0.0368265795 
H14          -0.9193525791     -4.1486289730     -0.0368265795 
H15          -3.0698389079     -2.6188720882     -0.0306528745 











Final Heat of Formation = -5948.571806 
 
 
H     7.658252    -4.281555     1.179927 
 H    -8.874982    -1.420517     2.190158 
 H    -8.107008     3.709119     1.433691 
 H     7.719802     3.217096     2.202196 
 H     8.368280     0.696616     2.148717 
 H     8.550660    -1.838906     1.345177 
 H     1.503125    -5.313964     0.283514 
 H     4.795645    -8.075281     0.283243 
 H     6.359200    -6.194807     0.420670 
 H     3.043003    -3.451240     0.470003 
 H    -3.638890    -3.432346     0.980818 
 H    -8.959234     1.245785     1.345451 
 H    -8.210788    -3.931177     1.961736 
 H    -2.218948    -5.371265     0.671971 
 C    -1.305559     7.002332    -0.723196 
 C    -1.205260     7.406919     0.685651 
 C     0.079868     7.800864     1.186450 
 C     1.182332     7.012197    -0.898534 
 C    -2.289907     7.361151     1.600278 
 C    -0.999494     8.658602     3.215250 
 C     1.279853     7.405193     0.510582 
 C    -2.531978     6.907945    -1.389466 
 C     1.448254     8.655972     3.033108 
 C    -0.107704     6.816847    -1.481284 
 C     2.568696     8.077202     2.462638 
 C     0.893525     5.945135    -5.072414 
 C    -2.193082     8.087792     2.807701 
 C     2.482293     7.339931     1.262452 
 N    -0.386656     5.746760    -5.604420 
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 C     2.208748     6.585116    -3.074341 
 C     2.306426     6.938609    -1.726755 
 C     0.973025     6.331054    -3.644307 
 C    -1.589110     5.923408    -4.901802 
 C     0.174657     8.407934     2.468801 
 C    -0.918883     9.373541     4.511688 
 C    -0.375440    -9.154493     1.211280 
 C     0.883319    -9.536258     1.732544 
 C     1.768974    -6.300892    -3.830104 
 C     5.218650     4.000800     0.897116 
 C     3.502771     6.283649     1.007915 
 C     3.833214     3.893761     0.668207 
 C     5.727861    -3.501620     0.570742 
 C     2.568147    -5.514289     0.287450 
 C    -0.201388     6.474688    -2.866895 
 C    -1.469358     6.309079    -3.474389 
 C    -1.902303    -5.934256    -4.229267 
 C     0.427694    10.440903     6.235532 
 O     2.653543     9.631303     4.831849 
 C    -2.617401     6.547637    -2.736937 
 N    -0.781901    -5.029181    -6.218563 
 C    -1.995878    -5.318033    -5.576284 
 C     6.654462     0.320731     0.873814 
 S     5.076212    -1.890935     0.324010 
 H     3.093576     6.510555    -3.696890 
 C     1.570393     9.365553     4.328839 
 O    -2.674023     5.760384    -5.444848 
 C    -3.370846     6.340768     1.474631 
 H    -1.906334     4.848630     0.948443 
 O     1.883810     5.794630    -5.776665 
 C     0.488318    -5.340402    -5.716353 
 C     0.776400    -7.781146    -0.480687 
 C    -0.446169     5.344275    -7.012413 
 C    -5.194214     4.143599     1.468332 
 C    -3.000729    -6.857083    -2.285204 
 C    -5.622602     5.447946     1.784473 
 C     1.964397    -7.900069     0.283013 
 C    -0.644559    -6.216849    -3.643449 
 C    -1.521941   -10.508172     2.984176 
 C    -2.951353     5.033259     1.166563 
 C     2.020994    -8.869701     1.308037 
 C    -3.063835    -6.268119    -3.551605 
 C     5.726553     5.287163     1.162811 
 C     5.294199    -5.989962     0.393320 
 C    -4.728630     6.523938     1.789638 
 C     4.886199     6.402668     1.226586 
 243 
 C    -1.782790    -7.101317    -1.641316 
 C    -3.832805     3.973275     1.151774 
 C     1.845697    -6.883040    -2.562814 
 C     0.542114    -5.952118    -4.368276 
 C     7.051956    -3.413092     0.948177 
 O    -3.068592    -5.065339    -6.109513 
 O    -1.903758     9.660457     5.179128 
 N     0.364420     9.721998     4.958961 
 O    -2.523601   -10.913284     3.558502 
 C    -3.292524    -5.511009     0.712508 
 C     4.838798    -4.658568     0.437958 
 C     0.971127   -10.510281     2.846555 
 C    -6.035450    -5.834770     0.911591 
 N    -0.252371   -10.968387     3.367876 
 C    -5.211306    -6.954784     0.760532 
 O     1.492168    -5.105095    -6.376516 
 C     3.017999    -6.847427     0.237567 
 C     6.588276    -1.122499     0.759394 
 C    -5.501135    -4.532660     0.968587 
 C    -0.224226   -11.948354     4.458249 
 S     5.406629     1.322323     0.162377 
 C     3.006959     4.995797     0.725719 
 C     7.178730     2.480114     1.620838 
 O     2.040622   -10.901788     3.293723 
 C    -7.443537     2.851734     1.452753 
 C    -3.820520    -6.813260     0.629770 
 C    -4.102038    -4.408236     0.881662 
 C    -7.910592     1.511426     1.404891 
 C    -6.899136     0.572415     1.390859 
 C     3.446615    -4.455191     0.388945 
 C     4.403172    -7.062239     0.308503 
 C    -6.951369    -0.875926     1.350626 
 C    -0.437671    -8.294152     0.081154 
 C    -6.069899     2.968447     1.473906 
 C    -7.571590    -3.118190     1.637747 
 C     7.537005    -2.083391     1.050288 
 C    -6.301822    -3.317076     1.139052 
 S    -5.343627     1.370223     1.483095 
 C    -7.937156    -1.751425     1.760341 
 S    -5.570612    -1.769266     0.752528 
 C     6.022098     2.776321     0.931282 
 C     7.532878     1.106599     1.593919 
 C    -2.801981    -7.900316     0.550778 
 H    -3.039400     8.131272     3.484953 
 H    -3.579244     6.458282    -3.229476 
 H     3.500220     8.112865     3.017692 
 244 
 H     5.317294     7.374627     1.450509 
 C    -1.706184    -7.782101    -0.341750 
 C    -2.744277    -8.863372     1.579379 
 C    -0.572765    -6.799340    -2.339454 
 H    -3.456721     2.989719     0.889833 
 C    -1.567441    -9.533439     1.870359 
 H     3.387626     2.918008     0.507693 
 C     0.707076    -7.108457    -1.782836 
 H     1.940693     4.852003     0.603421 
 H    -3.603515    -9.028916     2.221487 
 H    -6.659573     5.624485     2.050845 
 H    -4.017604    -6.076529    -4.030443 
 H    -5.096504     7.514470     2.043058 
 H     6.791817     5.420894     1.326745 
 H     2.947168    -9.038798     1.847549 
 H     2.663372    -6.124508    -4.417474 
 H    -5.661690    -7.942575     0.715813 
 H    -7.110383    -5.978125     0.970364 
 C    -0.830307    -4.412392    -7.547028 
 H    -1.492304     5.205793    -7.273610 
 H     0.007225     6.115406    -7.639107 
 H     0.114290     4.417737    -7.153124 
 H     1.465188    10.711586     6.414402 
 H    -0.204846    11.328638     6.184236 
 H     0.058753     9.805052     7.044161 
 H    -0.035905    -3.670462    -7.619416 
 H     0.809094   -12.252754     4.604714 
 H    -0.621028   -11.503225     5.373909 
 H    -0.849022   -12.804142     4.196444 
 H    -1.810680    -3.959678    -7.672299 
 H     3.283413     7.158074    -1.318685 
 H    -0.672982    -5.165758    -8.324581 
 H    -3.447393     7.118635    -0.854660 
 H    -3.925618    -7.137801    -1.799848 
 H     2.816461    -7.173473    -2.186557 
 
 
First fifteen roots from TD-DFT for cis-cPBPB.  
 
Restricted Singlet Excited State   1: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0610906005 hartrees      1.66235982 eV      745.83 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
 245 
   377 =>  379     0.33699 
   378 =>  379    -0.92552 
   378 =>  380    -0.11201 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -0.7055     Y=     3.6338     Z=    -1.2782  Tot=     3.9161 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0967 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   2: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0625676576 hartrees      1.70255259 eV      728.23 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   377 =>  379    -0.90608 
   377 =>  380    -0.17843 
   378 =>  379    -0.35791 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=     1.0060     Y=     1.8391     Z=    -1.2889  Tot=     2.4608 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0391 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   3: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0638476678 hartrees      1.73738344 eV      713.63 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   377 =>  379     0.11622 
   378 =>  380     0.98095 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -1.6218     Y=    -1.3297     Z=    -3.3019  Tot=     3.9116 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.1008 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   4: 
 --------------------------------------- 
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  Excitation energy =  0.0659836862 hartrees      1.79550746 eV      690.52 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   377 =>  379     0.18899 
   377 =>  380    -0.97047 
   378 =>  380    -0.11217 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -3.5429     Y=     0.4476     Z=     1.2379  Tot=     3.7795 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0973 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   5: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0759310259 hartrees      2.06618834 eV      600.06 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   376 =>  379    -0.99402 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -0.5525     Y=    -0.2414     Z=    -5.4369  Tot=     5.4702 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.2345 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   6: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0777532387 hartrees      2.11577327 eV      586.00 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   376 =>  380    -0.98776 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -0.2331     Y=     0.6236     Z=    -3.2380  Tot=     3.3057 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0877 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   7: 
 --------------------------------------- 
 247 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0839091082 hartrees      2.28328301 eV      543.01 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   375 =>  379    -0.99157 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -0.2253     Y=    -2.1072     Z=    -2.3713  Tot=     3.1803 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0876 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   8: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0864608397 hartrees      2.35271915 eV      526.98 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   375 =>  380     0.98990 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -0.3522     Y=     1.7551     Z=    -5.4193  Tot=     5.7073 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.2906 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State   9: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0948538603 hartrees      2.58110486 eV      480.35 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   372 =>  379     0.16804 
   374 =>  379    -0.85580 
   374 =>  380     0.25715 
   377 =>  379     0.11098 
   377 =>  382     0.15426 
   378 =>  381    -0.33998 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=     2.2358     Y=    -0.6118     Z=    -0.2839  Tot=     2.3353 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0534 
 248 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State  10: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0963328717 hartrees      2.62135081 eV      472.98 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   372 =>  380    -0.14821 
   374 =>  379    -0.44565 
   374 =>  380    -0.58636 
   377 =>  382    -0.18366 
   378 =>  381     0.60161 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=     1.8757     Y=     0.9499     Z=    -0.1500  Tot=     2.1079 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0442 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State  11: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.0988396557 hartrees      2.68956388 eV      460.98 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   374 =>  380     0.71487 
   375 =>  381     0.10446 
   376 =>  383    -0.15476 
   378 =>  381     0.63986 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -1.4208     Y=     1.2562     Z=     0.2145  Tot=     1.9086 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0372 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State  12: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.1056867332 hartrees      2.87588233 eV      431.12 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
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   377 =>  381     0.97270 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -0.7305     Y=   -10.9434     Z=    -0.5560  Tot=    10.9818 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     1.3153 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State  13: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.1097775026 hartrees      2.98719783 eV      415.05 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   373 =>  379    -0.11909 
   378 =>  382    -0.97130 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=     0.0965     Y=    -7.8524     Z=    -0.3643  Tot=     7.8615 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.7001 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State  14: 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.1099973014 hartrees      2.99317886 eV      414.22 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   372 =>  379     0.11890 
   374 =>  379     0.13804 
   375 =>  383    -0.17290 
   376 =>  381     0.73838 
   376 =>  386     0.15620 
   377 =>  382     0.12515 
   378 =>  383    -0.54733 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=    -4.6623     Y=    -0.0028     Z=     0.0219  Tot=     4.6624 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.2467 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Restricted Singlet Excited State  15: 
 250 
 --------------------------------------- 
   
  Excitation energy =  0.1117001572 hartrees      3.03951593 eV      407.91 nm 
   
   excitation     X coeff. 
  ------------   --------- 
   368 =>  379     0.11729 
   373 =>  379     0.94633 
   376 =>  382     0.12027 
   378 =>  382    -0.11004 
   
  Transition dipole moment (debye): 
     X=     0.4579     Y=    -1.1293     Z=    -1.7251  Tot=     2.1121 
   
  Oscillator strength, f=     0.0514 
   
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- 









H     7.378979    -4.061255    -1.403716 
H    -8.552342    -1.130130     0.960989 
H    -7.808430     3.698092    -0.499800 
H     7.723016     3.176686     0.618561 
H     8.257131     0.651206     0.244544 
H     8.121079    -1.589498    -1.014161 
H     1.549809    -5.996235    -0.110919 
H     4.264289    -7.363391    -3.155524 
H     5.796426    -5.538855    -2.596380 
H     3.101928    -4.215162     0.485313 
H    -3.557266    -3.764780    -0.518083 
H    -8.545919     1.229471    -0.107770 
H    -7.951011    -3.655420     1.212110 
H    -2.189449    -5.752749    -0.237154 
C    -1.156063     7.863026    -0.595819 
C    -1.240975     7.962287     0.863294 
C    -0.035351     7.873851     1.625341 
C     1.311428     8.099306    -0.421930 
C    -2.443363     8.199950     1.535777 
C    -1.345102     8.135796     3.686849 
C     1.225487     7.683485     0.981719 
C    -2.221768     7.496082    -1.450187 
C     1.053574     7.613966     3.800389 
C     0.101314     8.198406    -1.178366 
C     2.197979     7.189738     3.152480 
C     1.421477     9.480075    -4.509042 
 252 
C    -2.493746     8.310023     2.929405 
C     2.290310     7.148587     1.741085 
N     0.210341     9.461060    -5.219887 
C     2.545462     8.936712    -2.355348 
C     2.513136     8.466821    -1.036156 
C     1.384550     8.981980    -3.115281 
C    -1.007695     8.944574    -4.744943 
C    -0.111891     7.887293     3.044701 
C    -1.415547     8.196847     5.163853 
C    -0.165691    -9.052789     2.175949 
C     1.089090    -9.526138     2.621649 
C     1.414272    -7.558929    -3.635819 
C     4.929477     4.016460     0.462769 
C     3.335836     6.268971     1.153821 
C     3.696590     4.257347    -0.169802 
C     5.367256    -3.506402    -0.824260 
C     2.495495    -5.927797    -0.636083 
C     0.158635     8.565944    -2.548963 
C    -1.017600     8.486300    -3.334723 
C    -2.208465    -8.299149    -3.901923 
C    -0.307612     8.029891     7.327945 
O     2.001625     7.410603     5.969473 
C    -2.149391     7.888691    -2.807137 
N    -1.278891    -8.012767    -6.158693 
C    -2.413230    -8.274304    -5.369769 
C     6.150159     0.300998    -0.126483 
S     4.597653    -2.021262    -0.293849 
H     3.474185     9.266054    -2.808193 
C     1.016225     7.647524     5.283179 
O    -2.001069     8.896858    -5.458539 
C    -3.247528     6.511953    -1.020909 
H    -1.782595     5.406030     0.114289 
O     2.437735     9.910639    -5.037677 
C     0.023518    -7.821747    -5.672234 
C     0.793222    -8.624118    -0.049522 
C     0.257672     9.990555    -6.586232 
C    -4.942190     4.288860    -0.461791 
C    -3.115921    -8.425502    -1.663325 
C    -5.403865     5.390176    -1.208318 
C     2.022814    -9.080113     0.434201 
C    -0.912883    -8.147992    -3.360556 
C    -1.103828    -9.344304     4.486025 
C    -2.805736     5.424842    -0.242497 
C     2.164114    -9.551533     1.744678 
C    -3.292850    -8.460161    -3.051526 
C     5.396772     4.987581     1.368983 
 253 
C     4.883721    -5.655206    -2.021698 
C    -4.573671     6.475576    -1.484108 
C     4.615365     6.089893     1.707630 
C    -1.847975    -8.290602    -1.089375 
C    -3.627804     4.351201     0.036349 
C     1.631272    -7.607001    -2.237784 
C     0.196457    -7.885452    -4.200579 
C     6.703100    -3.280454    -1.073855 
O    -3.505799    -8.463497    -5.887416 
O    -2.450340     8.433582     5.772644 
N    -0.220570     7.969656     5.865575 
O    -2.006866    -9.257013     5.307671 
C    -3.164273    -5.716718     0.235768 
C     4.558964    -4.708104    -1.032247 
C     1.264616    -9.984786     4.020392 
C    -5.626425    -5.551667     1.497230 
N     0.138628    -9.879192     4.856682 
C    -4.852566    -6.703664     1.632534 
O     0.954344    -7.610082    -6.438267 
C     2.767541    -6.816409    -1.694561 
C     6.088271    -1.113025    -0.432636 
C    -5.173608    -4.449899     0.745960 
C     0.256890   -10.330985     6.246681 
S     4.715326     1.304978    -0.143918 
C     2.920369     5.350298     0.170896 
C     6.966703     2.436251     0.384513 
O     2.323786   -10.437650     4.433455 
C    -7.109242     2.893145    -0.305326 
C    -3.591687    -6.804242     1.021345 
C    -3.934139    -4.579377     0.092850 
C    -7.512859     1.553862    -0.078528 
C    -6.462093     0.688919     0.154610 
C     3.366802    -4.902632    -0.312663 
C     4.005942    -6.685420    -2.346945 
C    -6.492063    -0.735925     0.410182 
C    -0.342396    -8.673790     0.818154 
C    -5.745970     3.085545    -0.245398 
C    -7.228508    -2.897764     0.932056 
C     7.110144    -1.942289    -0.850733 
C    -5.905096    -3.184982     0.675235 
S    -4.946352     1.563098     0.108522 
C    -7.560627    -1.528190     0.781948 
S    -5.050567    -1.713822     0.243775 
C     5.632654     2.750703     0.250552 
C     7.259848     1.067242     0.170126 
C    -2.586073    -7.857098     1.320055 
 254 
H    -3.428076     8.509312     3.442435 
H    -2.980052     7.690456    -3.476168 
H     3.022092     6.830193     3.758593 
H     4.983361     6.788306     2.453730 
C    -1.628147    -8.258887     0.360921 
C    -2.398289    -8.259977     2.663276 
C    -0.711874    -8.224294    -1.954879 
H    -3.237357     3.534143     0.635062 
C    -1.249508    -8.911113     3.076065 
H     3.323487     3.552430    -0.906718 
C     0.608421    -8.137935    -1.419943 
H     1.940504     5.460379    -0.280465 
H    -3.143673    -8.015725     3.412958 
H     2.887520    -9.068311    -0.218566 
H    -6.410104     5.379493    -1.615123 
H    -4.278303    -8.585496    -3.486358 
H    -4.960551     7.296303    -2.081765 
H     6.348009     4.840491     1.870574 
H     3.117400    -9.922927     2.103997 
H     2.198226    -7.200088    -4.293774 
H    -3.983376    -8.501508    -1.020115 
H    -5.224000    -7.521995     2.243050 
H    -6.575282    -5.491669     2.020933 
C    -1.465338    -7.952602    -7.612388 
H    -0.757612     9.998668    -6.974604 
H     0.678198    10.997504    -6.569986 
H     0.896112     9.363261    -7.212833 
H     0.702342     7.963657     7.724491 
H    -0.785249     8.964626     7.624361 
H    -0.913098     7.201230     7.704026 
H    -0.751046    -7.241437    -8.023064 
H     1.251676   -10.750354     6.374781 
H     0.106132    -9.489760     6.926877 
H    -0.509098   -11.080434     6.455336 
H    -2.490520    -7.648993    -7.813184 
H    -3.358636     8.297589     0.965425 
H     3.436168     8.414110    -0.471374 
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 H    -3.233960    -6.432410   -14.857947 
 H    -2.058853     0.684038   -18.424512 
 H    -3.776636    -1.236636   -17.972620 
 H    -1.775695    -4.273604   -14.788876 
 H    -8.024836    -7.371139   -18.749207 
 H    -5.305647   -10.121626   -16.880256 
 H    -3.946001    -8.246249   -16.082889 
 H    -6.668862    -5.489172   -17.956364 
 H   -13.087586   -10.481150   -23.675002 
 H   -12.127208    -9.956352   -21.492947 
 C     5.143194     6.940450   -17.056760 
 C     5.884552     6.228233   -18.113325 
 C     5.492925     4.894972   -18.464409 
 C     3.349923     5.188678   -17.229018 
 C     6.929674     6.821555   -18.827061 
 C     7.429917     4.785823   -20.005890 
 C     4.275089     4.303227   -17.970355 
 C     5.620588     8.096059   -16.392319 
 C     6.031192     2.819424   -19.665553 
 C     3.832739     6.450572   -16.733042 
 C     4.921123     2.232647   -19.105361 
 C     0.732859     7.667324   -14.827264 
 C     7.690846     6.119120   -19.764944 
 C     4.021882     2.946163   -18.288108 
 N     1.272043     8.836722   -14.276367 
 C     1.160672     5.677884   -16.237118 
 C     2.009082     4.864450   -16.994992 
 C     1.635865     6.841485   -15.664527 
 C     2.588477     9.282185   -14.465736 
 C     6.326323     4.167719   -19.372049 
 C     8.282043     4.033311   -20.957340 
 256 
 C   -12.074580    -9.280565   -16.711511 
 C   -11.577682    -8.637659   -15.554208 
 C    -6.640533   -10.832438   -19.354676 
 C     0.594746     0.432678   -17.449397 
 C     2.818440     2.127554   -17.925458 
 C     1.541474     0.683750   -16.441317 
 C    -4.301763    -5.620524   -16.558499 
 C    -7.138023    -7.568038   -18.154061 
 C     2.971242     7.239758   -15.906411 
 C     3.451731     8.436162   -15.329428 
 C    -9.018513   -13.212032   -20.898969 
 C     8.819443     1.954878   -22.106506 
 O     6.652153     0.837853   -20.818110 
 C     4.754887     8.820633   -15.551556 
 N    -6.750433   -13.713256   -21.696851 
 C    -8.114489   -14.048233   -21.726660 
 C    -2.254004    -2.263606   -16.825720 
 S    -4.204908    -4.129654   -17.480170 
 H     0.125489     5.399831   -16.072229 
 C     6.878069     2.017080   -20.580885 
 O     2.992506    10.313757   -13.945710 
 C     7.012504     8.624026   -16.468127 
 H     6.430207    10.565371   -17.197500 
 O    -0.434022     7.366677   -14.609444 
 C    -6.193213   -12.677340   -20.938007 
 C    -9.770436    -9.791292   -17.423250 
 C     0.370007     9.635942   -13.441799 
 C     9.664700     9.623582   -16.639091 
 C   -11.248054   -12.666747   -20.161310 
 C     9.402377     8.330954   -16.137468 
 C    -9.328077    -9.170576   -16.250845 
 C    -8.515176   -12.148845   -20.112826 
 C   -14.416568    -8.651215   -16.026969 
 C     7.261696     9.933408   -16.898667 
 C   -10.213673    -8.614179   -15.321823 
 C   -10.374508   -13.485888   -20.881304 
 C     0.800240     1.023728   -18.708554 
 C    -4.852033    -8.041706   -16.644185 
 C     8.106101     7.844366   -16.056998 
 C     1.890535     1.848328   -18.940403 
 C   -10.801094   -11.563044   -19.428367 
 C     8.561541    10.419918   -16.992783 
 C    -7.468744   -10.047963   -18.522078 
 C    -7.128616   -11.877891   -20.107733 
 C    -3.355320    -5.612965   -15.556905 
 O    -8.524707   -14.980112   -22.406298 
 257 
 O     9.232857     4.537687   -21.540542 
 N     7.958248     2.687707   -21.173552 
 O   -15.626919    -8.633649   -16.210995 
 C   -13.049704   -10.526006   -21.544543 
 C    -5.195437    -6.712889   -16.953446 
 C   -12.497823    -8.000937   -14.579116 
 C   -15.446708   -11.926922   -21.709548 
 N   -13.867466    -8.048558   -14.888736 
 C   -14.911334   -11.598454   -20.464091 
 O    -4.988410   -12.462879   -20.979185 
 C    -6.774221    -8.895046   -17.872623 
 C    -2.889284    -3.518990   -16.486858 
 C   -14.789265   -11.565744   -22.897308 
 C   -14.819465    -7.425670   -13.964311 
 S    -0.586799    -1.921334   -16.385091 
 C     2.636147     1.519266   -16.676236 
 C    -1.825681    -0.207032   -17.853206 
 O   -12.095833    -7.461282   -13.556754 
 C   -13.689460   -10.917339   -20.354153 
 C   -13.589692   -10.831630   -22.781083 
 C    -6.365956    -6.502038   -17.705945 
 C    -5.619681    -9.105446   -17.101649 
 C   -11.186290    -9.917448   -17.627051 
 C    -2.563809    -4.439620   -15.514879 
 C    -0.593469    -0.410086   -17.274378 
 C    -2.759601    -1.239152   -17.597431 
 C   -13.097361   -10.519150   -19.046735 
 H     8.501506     6.602018   -20.299187 
 H     5.116606     9.714331   -15.054369 
 H     4.719112     1.192776   -19.336400 
 H     2.031556     2.286950   -19.924127 
 C   -11.725150   -10.655689   -18.729726 
 C   -13.946428    -9.860130   -18.131282 
 C    -9.389290   -11.346354   -19.317099 
 H     8.715936    11.430415   -17.359321 
 C   -13.467143    -9.295062   -16.967251 
 H     1.410826     0.238987   -15.458636 
 C    -8.847174   -10.354992   -18.429175 
 H     3.349067     1.706438   -15.878350 
 H   -15.005371    -9.769872   -18.346998 
 H    -8.271392    -9.112091   -16.043419 
 H    10.220599     7.693628   -15.825425 
 H   -10.745515   -14.329644   -21.452266 
 H     7.936256     6.837203   -15.687988 
 H     0.110797     0.804154   -19.517140 
 H    -9.846430    -8.142161   -14.417545 
 258 
 H    -5.582111   -10.606240   -19.419771 
 H   -12.305081   -12.893407   -20.188982 
 H   -15.435347   -11.908580   -19.564404 
 H   -16.372090   -12.493649   -21.754443 
 C    -5.816329   -14.491842   -22.516572 
 H     0.925256    10.501424   -13.089299 
 H    -0.497763     9.946419   -14.027586 
 H     0.016630     9.036247   -12.600264 
 H     8.449619     0.934420   -22.167438 
 H     8.793066     2.433237   -23.087939 
 H     9.850643     1.970492   -21.747498 
 H    -5.312220   -13.834470   -23.228329 
 H   -14.250864    -6.995900   -13.143554 
 H   -15.388833    -6.653726   -14.486091 
 H   -15.521410    -8.175998   -13.594369 
 H    -6.389517   -15.253876   -23.038713 
 H     7.170860     7.858140   -18.662184 
 H     1.594026     3.961550   -17.407899 
 H    -5.057059   -14.950241   -21.879594 
 C   -15.265772   -11.931290   -24.234574 
 C   -14.501453   -12.038111   -25.376890 
 C   -15.229742   -12.405567   -26.529472 
 C   -16.574803   -12.595063   -26.300577 
 S   -16.943360   -12.310567   -24.604618 
 H   -13.429975   -11.879955   -25.383939 
 H   -14.778035   -12.528283   -27.507372 
 C   -17.590847   -12.973175   -27.260133 
 C   -18.961639   -13.010824   -27.127594 
 C   -19.636894   -13.425681   -28.310068 
 C   -18.782956   -13.704403   -29.338830 
 S   -17.126249   -13.476729   -28.880570 
 H   -19.471608   -12.734404   -26.211814 
 H   -20.714586   -13.507354   -28.390304 
 C    11.043176    10.088055   -16.806316 
 C    12.213975     9.454434   -16.449800 
 C    13.386538    10.158255   -16.805777 
 C    13.139325    11.348257   -17.451992 
 S    11.412620    11.598582   -17.622670 
 H    12.239505     8.501847   -15.938141 
 H    14.387755     9.808455   -16.582166 
 C    14.095592    12.299548   -17.972307 
 C    13.929660    13.634723   -18.262454 
 C    15.109959    14.258654   -18.749761 
 C    16.170845    13.399446   -18.833180 
 S    15.742411    11.797992   -18.325320 
 H    12.991952    14.155616   -18.104750 
 259 
 H    15.168047    15.306800   -19.017837 
 H    17.179502    13.606874   -19.161314 
 H   -19.022186   -14.029030   -30.341418  
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H    -1.834122    -7.849178   -15.386708 
 H     0.585078    -2.296806   -20.657102 
 H    -1.203638    -4.109005   -20.081153 
 H     0.032051    -6.075792   -15.801352 
 H    -6.716251    -8.403724   -19.252300 
 H    -5.384920   -10.947647   -16.057199 
 H    -3.303308    -9.656397   -15.896592 
 H    -4.649469    -7.115692   -19.100859 
 H   -13.650605    -8.662737   -23.571423 
 H   -11.832841    -9.157944   -21.991861 
 C     5.184765     5.150000   -17.279303 
 C     6.384775     4.873091   -18.091168 
 C     6.476311     3.581346   -18.723017 
 C     4.054602     3.169999   -18.298256 
 C     7.450856     5.783429   -18.257328 
 C     8.761521     4.118088   -19.470327 
 C     5.368750     2.662793   -18.733857 
 C     5.121259     6.163265   -16.319804 
 C     7.852765     1.900306   -19.891748 
 C     4.017512     4.350963   -17.494047 
 C     6.825900     0.992858   -19.766042 
 C     0.295540     4.469725   -16.608928 
 C     8.612994     5.384702   -18.954948 
 C     5.591631     1.341826   -19.181767 
 N     0.331967     5.533863   -15.698172 
 C     1.621575     3.008471   -18.110790 
 C     2.840697     2.562884   -18.635836 
 C     1.587250     4.055848   -17.207503 
 C     1.487878     6.236659   -15.320929 
 C     7.696681     3.199154   -19.359493 
 C    10.022948     3.754300   -20.163558 
 C   -10.567710    -6.646406   -17.405416 
 261 
 C    -9.689138    -6.001871   -16.499859 
 C    -7.332012   -11.930861   -18.015977 
 C     2.785555    -1.927669   -18.933712 
 C     4.622606     0.215598   -19.075930 
 C     3.280766    -1.325949   -17.763988 
 C    -2.603969    -7.453500   -17.372487 
 C    -5.969983    -8.682193   -18.516351 
 C     2.783230     4.740896   -16.887640 
 C     2.755707     5.819241   -15.971028 
 C   -10.633270   -12.872562   -19.369603 
 C    11.372758     2.096795   -21.331978 
 O     9.262822     0.352228   -21.014658 
 C     3.928096     6.484370   -15.662178 
 N    -9.282591   -14.900990   -19.103070 
 C   -10.503840   -14.344090   -19.509726 
 C    -0.017443    -4.664935   -18.354864 
 S    -2.127713    -6.403790   -18.693989 
 H     0.690218     2.522599   -18.380282 
 C     9.108570     1.480081   -20.564831 
 O     1.440999     7.146828   -14.503609 
 C     7.523600     7.203878   -17.794913 
 H     5.966205     7.995279   -19.059764 
 O    -0.767899     3.925813   -16.878061 
 C    -8.202585   -14.173278   -18.588426 
 C    -9.068398    -8.598456   -17.465697 
 C    -0.951677     5.923567   -15.107074 
 C     8.007721     9.914547   -17.105107 
 C   -11.920401   -10.845043   -19.819211 
 C     8.761562     8.872812   -16.534668 
 C    -8.274651    -7.953230   -16.509242 
 C    -9.611009   -12.093513   -18.788301 
 C   -12.049287    -4.602380   -17.349511 
 C     6.739220     8.233262   -18.334905 
 C    -8.572387    -6.674105   -16.035693 
 C   -11.746339   -12.244643   -19.880366 
 C     3.288590    -1.489007   -20.170759 
 C    -4.046741    -9.372808   -16.634185 
 C     8.531747     7.550321   -16.882241 
 C     4.194679    -0.439992   -20.239009 
 C   -11.008126   -10.057842   -19.074383 
 C     6.976653     9.564103   -17.995954 
 C    -7.473431   -10.542383   -17.832568 
 C    -8.392041   -12.711034   -18.427853 
 C    -1.728623    -7.306896   -16.318620 
 O   -11.405422   -15.039530   -19.957630 
 O    10.954524     4.535657   -20.303349 
 262 
 N    10.117490     2.449379   -20.661465 
 O   -13.046343    -3.985674   -17.703726 
 C   -12.824336    -9.562094   -21.809557 
 C    -3.810105    -8.272501   -17.476310 
 C    -9.964756    -4.632120   -15.997589 
 C   -15.361243   -10.612856   -21.377020 
 N   -11.129475    -4.012055   -16.475513 
 C   -14.335680   -10.881397   -20.481239 
 O    -7.163046   -14.744683   -18.287365 
 C    -6.223901    -9.757770   -17.649450 
 C    -0.799487    -5.729253   -17.773487 
 C   -15.143549    -9.811957   -22.511698 
 C   -11.438057    -2.650100   -16.030048 
 S     1.499789    -4.118595   -17.660966 
 C     4.179241    -0.267258   -17.836145 
 C     0.675937    -2.986114   -19.826260 
 O    -9.219679    -4.063956   -15.209302 
 C   -13.045084   -10.368942   -20.681240 
 C   -13.852298    -9.288104   -22.706283 
 C    -4.796956    -7.956171   -18.430224 
 C    -5.228502   -10.104522   -16.724324 
 C   -10.284419    -7.970390   -17.877298 
 C    -0.716467    -6.339646   -16.540022 
 C     1.709898    -2.919059   -18.920169 
 C    -0.301489    -3.951870   -19.501480 
 C   -12.417696    -7.954398   -19.028991 
 H     9.422303     6.092848   -19.091020 
 H     3.897468     7.280609   -14.926725 
 H     6.981896    -0.017260   -20.127645 
 H     4.565218    -0.110829   -21.205599 
 C   -11.241930    -8.643778   -18.707927 
 C   -12.661574    -6.643716   -18.607065 
 C    -9.805434   -10.692836   -18.587957 
 H     6.389333    10.345057   -18.470712 
 C   -11.752213    -5.981919   -17.805423 
 H     2.920705    -1.658817   -16.794874 
 C    -8.752331    -9.944143   -17.965046 
 H     4.529997     0.203550   -16.922665 
 H   -13.578489    -6.135680   -18.885592 
 H    -7.404395    -8.451619   -16.111450 
 H     9.536804     9.107323   -15.813081 
 H   -12.480295   -12.850065   -20.399710 
 H     9.153122     6.768846   -16.454363 
 H     2.964323    -1.980020   -21.081912 
 H    -7.936979    -6.187466   -15.304328 
 H    -6.366963   -12.403796   -17.870589 
 263 
 H   -14.529558   -11.518529   -19.623235 
 H   -16.337064   -11.060093   -21.218628 
 C    -9.089729   -16.348093   -19.235164 
 H    -0.765619     6.752007   -14.428143 
 H    -1.646841     6.219527   -15.895619 
 H    -1.385030     5.076604   -14.570894 
 H    11.296563     1.060949   -21.653227 
 H    11.532335     2.754916   -22.188746 
 H    12.209300     2.225239   -20.641995 
 H    -8.244844   -16.549913   -19.896938 
 H   -10.633168    -2.325210   -15.375494 
 H   -11.523095    -1.989809   -16.895629 
 H   -12.392353    -2.640254   -15.498787 
 H   -10.005731   -16.767521   -19.643907 
 H     2.827812     1.722332   -19.312284 
 H    -8.869843   -16.782619   -18.257759 
 C   -16.237349    -9.626155   -23.470185 
 C   -17.592301    -9.650874   -23.220557 
 C   -18.391200    -9.538525   -24.386580 
 C   -17.659044    -9.412686   -25.544526 
 S   -15.942209    -9.442812   -25.187318 
 H   -18.002136    -9.733576   -22.220623 
 H   -19.475189    -9.532744   -24.381177 
 C   -18.134743    -9.352472   -26.917683 
 C   -17.747531    -8.521885   -27.942625 
 C   -18.428127    -8.779503   -29.166907 
 C   -19.312763    -9.818528   -29.076828 
 S   -19.356947   -10.482731   -27.476143 
 H   -17.004663    -7.743168   -27.812392 
 H   -18.258937    -8.219726   -30.079514 
 C     8.375129    11.296850   -16.790046 
 C     9.629450    11.746143   -16.441798 
 C     9.692895    13.134325   -16.184319 
 C     8.486360    13.781805   -16.334189 
 S     7.238944    12.634305   -16.802332 
 H    10.495107    11.095526   -16.407888 
 H    10.605623    13.649539   -15.908999 
 C     8.194712    15.180950   -16.108235 
 C     7.046902    15.892950   -16.376437 
 C     7.106161    17.250093   -15.952368 
 C     8.291357    17.569772   -15.351598 
 S     9.373735    16.214711   -15.308595 
 H     6.186834    15.455380   -16.871055 
 H     6.294520    17.956560   -16.081422 
 H     8.611831    18.523589   -14.957023 
 H   -13.185418    -8.437356   -19.608203 
 264 
 H     6.005956     6.732670   -16.079736 








Total Energy: -1104.826802 hartrees 
 
S1           -0.5229025548      2.1569531073      0.0161859979 
C2            0.3530028893      0.6332102763      0.0062644825 
C3            1.7098905419      0.8694103010      0.0122565205 
C4            2.0501584230      2.2514544128      0.0246320264 
C5            0.9547258678      3.0684516605      0.0281022419 
C6           -0.3530028893     -0.6332102763     -0.0062644825 
S7            0.5229025548     -2.1569531073     -0.0161859979 
C8           -0.9547258678     -3.0684516605     -0.0281022419 
C9           -2.0501584230     -2.2514544128     -0.0246320264 
C10          -1.7098905419     -0.8694103010     -0.0122565205 
H11           2.4448343075      0.0724557652      0.0078978216 
H12           3.0698389079      2.6188720882      0.0306528745 
H13           0.9193525791      4.1486289730      0.0368265795 
H14          -0.9193525791     -4.1486289730     -0.0368265795 
H15          -3.0698389079     -2.6188720882     -0.0306528745 








Final Heat of Formation = -1982.587675 
 
 
 C     5.032948     6.225155   -17.363312 
 C     5.682306     5.606906   -18.530798 
 C     5.252986     4.309444   -18.962953 
 C     3.237958     4.492861   -17.547763 
 C     6.663181     6.267517   -19.280581 
 C     6.976855     4.363053   -20.729424 
 C     4.132175     3.648390   -18.358431 
 C     5.571421     7.303917   -16.622909 
 C     5.629027     2.346437   -20.386541 
 C     3.729112     5.735657   -17.027782 
 C     4.663695     1.669432   -19.672272 
 C     0.672628     6.915148   -15.054415 
 C     7.291259     5.665129   -20.374295 
 C     3.911139     2.279609   -18.642108 
 N     1.234109     8.060289   -14.471619 
 C     1.062691     4.960849   -16.529560 
 C     1.898623     4.162757   -17.314924 
 C     1.554128     6.105671   -15.924910 
 C     2.557698     8.493394   -14.651381 
 C     5.960359     3.675106   -20.027806 
 C     7.690130     3.711318   -21.851673 
 C     1.366067    -0.479560   -16.480631 
 C     2.990730     1.381389   -17.894329 
 C     2.235855     0.393218   -15.796298 
 C     2.890370     6.500394   -16.163671 
 C     3.403477     7.668334   -15.549180 
 C     8.053023     1.756796   -23.259937 
 O     6.086214     0.494932   -21.806638 
 C     4.723826     8.017535   -15.744976 
 H     0.026088     4.687647   -16.365759 
 267 
 C     6.339673     1.649939   -21.487226 
 O     2.977790     9.500133   -14.094419 
 C     7.002732     7.702084   -16.635959 
 H     6.634024     9.814248   -16.871875 
 O    -0.497265     6.626347   -14.833968 
 C     0.347569     8.846857   -13.609350 
 C     9.740709     8.464511   -16.518030 
 C     9.357070     7.113290   -16.395816 
 C     7.391572     9.047747   -16.733486 
 C     1.329505    -0.407171   -17.885380 
 C     8.021488     6.748987   -16.455799 
 C     2.131755     0.497683   -18.569045 
 C     8.727586     9.426406   -16.686255 
 O     8.562403     4.271347   -22.504581 
 N     7.327963     2.390379   -22.154667 
 C     3.023314     1.298025   -16.491150 
 H     8.045957     6.194203   -20.945541 
 H     5.116518     8.863013   -15.191477 
 H     4.491123     0.626203   -19.912058 
 H     2.076760     0.529741   -19.653740 
 H     8.995080    10.475625   -16.780836 
 H     2.296104     0.346795   -14.711873 
 H     3.690640     1.948406   -15.934685 
 H    10.118396     6.351931   -16.245429 
 H     7.756851     5.701079   -16.352040 
 H     0.668303    -1.068415   -18.439677 
 H     0.914920     9.696799   -13.238721 
 H    -0.521409     9.181358   -14.180010 
 H    -0.006954     8.229938   -12.780725 
 H     7.670499     0.745039   -23.369271 
 H     7.901176     2.327457   -24.178676 
 H     9.122932     1.742354   -23.041207 
 H     6.952601     7.272600   -19.007703 
 H     1.491733     3.260078   -17.747457 
 N    11.063884     8.828903   -16.469162 
 N     0.581945    -1.376527   -15.797400 
 H    11.786475     8.140303   -16.353334 
 H    11.339296     9.792017   -16.548012 
 H     0.607789    -1.430199   -14.794383 




Final Heat of Formation = -1982.586248 
 
 
 C     4.546200     3.491118   -17.334244 
 C     5.817619     3.993776   -17.881884 
 C     6.692704     3.034674   -18.502647 
 C     4.815958     1.416413   -18.691877 
 C     6.220906     5.349039   -17.803832 
 C     8.448688     4.755158   -18.605100 
 C     6.257258     1.699163   -18.817767 
 C     3.820463     4.145600   -16.332963 
 C     8.929450     2.483281   -19.367294 
 C     4.030549     2.262541   -17.848753 
 C     8.526233     1.177541   -19.545626 
 C     0.714066     0.367041   -17.853819 
 C     7.549205     5.690880   -18.140277 
 C     7.210895     0.749749   -19.258845 
 N     0.047617     1.111575   -16.870666 
 C     2.827138     0.061271   -19.114296 
 C     4.169615     0.370365   -19.357602 
 C     2.103520     0.765493   -18.166551 
 C     0.589991     2.206815   -16.176132 
 C     8.026356     3.424542   -18.823728 
 C     9.832934     5.174420   -18.931893 
 C     6.722522    -3.543002   -19.572266 
 C     6.979402    -0.716402   -19.384030 
 C     6.367418    -2.857321   -18.392854 
 C     2.696063     1.875632   -17.518909 
 C     1.968168     2.603885   -16.547355 
 C    12.051007     4.625089   -19.774654 
 O    11.125652     2.063811   -20.175190 
 C     2.559531     3.694225   -15.927631 
 H     2.343021    -0.757282   -19.635663 
 C    10.324175     2.862066   -19.706697 
 269 
 O    -0.055435     2.794716   -15.316460 
 C     5.316661     6.488383   -17.486500 
 H     3.814363     5.944319   -18.934826 
 O     0.145416    -0.566280   -18.407528 
 C    -1.322268     0.692115   -16.562162 
 C     3.656394     8.750961   -17.012666 
 C     4.865699     8.579426   -16.313439 
 C     4.113053     6.674192   -18.189095 
 C     7.218463    -2.788145   -20.651002 
 C     5.676627     7.476758   -16.557043 
 C     7.350225    -1.408638   -20.547990 
 C     3.300586     7.774379   -17.965134 
 O    10.241330     6.315817   -18.761356 
 N    10.685308     4.195672   -19.459297 
 C     6.493411    -1.479066   -18.308162 
 H     7.874276     6.722250   -18.063120 
 H     2.006498     4.213772   -15.153062 
 H     9.257248     0.458554   -19.897223 
 H     7.736418    -0.853774   -21.398740 
 H     2.382092     7.891319   -18.534840 
 H     5.998260    -3.419006   -17.538482 
 H     6.218103    -0.981002   -17.383350 
 H     5.167731     9.318406   -15.575729 
 H     6.602664     7.372679   -15.998010 
 H     7.502928    -3.290673   -21.572020 
 H    -1.705737     1.355121   -15.790766 
 H    -1.938251     0.749297   -17.462267 
 H    -1.323958    -0.343571   -16.215285 
 H    12.589086     3.761450   -20.157304 
 H    12.026637     5.423638   -20.519409 
 H    12.533321     5.012851   -18.874991 
 H     4.719046    -0.235670   -20.063061 
 H     4.226303     5.034943   -15.871474 
 N     6.592868    -4.907601   -19.663347 
 N     2.849441     9.837752   -16.780963 
 H     6.855294    -5.397410   -20.500525 
 H     6.239814    -5.447817   -18.893298 
 H     3.105590    10.539386   -16.108998 
 H     1.984343     9.955241   -17.278311 
 
